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Preface
I have been working in the field of human-computer interaction since my master’s
degree in 2010 when I started to work on augmented reality and exploring novel
ways of communication with computers and users. After finishing my master’s
degree, I had the opportunity to collaborate as a research assistant and software
engineer at the Universidad de las Américas Puebla, where I worked on designing
recommender systems and exploring and evaluating the interface design and
user experience. During this time, I contributed with different responsibilities
from software development to management of research projects, giving me the
motivation to follow a PhD program in Computer Science.
In 2015, I moved to Belgium to start the PhD program in Computer Science at
KU Leuven, with the goal of further improving my research skills. I started in
the context of an FWO project to explore the representation of uncertainty in
visual analytics. This project helped me to have a head start in my doctoral
studies and set the basis of this work. Following that project, I also worked
in the domain of agriculture as part of the H2020 Big Data Grapes project,
which helped me to expand my doctoral skills and elaborate a systematic review.
Also, I had the opportunity to work in the learning analytics domain, where I
collaborated with a Latin American university (ESPOL) in a bi-lateral research
project. Moreover, I had the chance to work in a VDAB research project,
where I collaborated in designing user interfaces to support job-seekers. Lastly,
with the support of an FWO grant, I designed and implemented PHARA, a
personal health augmented reality assistant to aid in food product choices with
recommendations in the grocery store.
This work was supervised by prof. Katrien Verbert, and co-supervised by prof.
Tinne De Laet. This thesis is presented in partial fulfilment of the requirements
for the degree of Doctor in Engineering Science (PhD): Computer Science and
presented as a doctoral dissertation based on research publications. Chapters 1
and 8 present the introduction of this work and the conclusions, respectively.
Chapter 2 to 7 are research publications accepted in conferences and journals.
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Each chapter includes a short description of my contributions, followed by the
contents of the paper itself.
The chapters are the following:
• Chapter 2 - State of the Art
This Chapter was originally published as:
Gutiérrez, F.*, Htun, N.N.*, Schlenz, F., Kasimati, A. and Verbert, K.,
2019. “A review of visualisations in agricultural decision support systems:
An HCI perspective.” Computers and Electronics in Agriculture, volume
163, pp. 1-28. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compag.2019.05.053. (* joint
first author)
• Chapter 3 - A learning analytics dashboard for academic
advising
This Chapter was originally published as:
Gutiérrez, F., Seipp, K., Ochoa, X., Chiluiza, K., Laet, T. De, and Verbert,
K. (2018). “LADA: A learning analytics dashboard for academic advising.”
Computers in Human Behavior, pp 1-13. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.
2018.12.004
• Chapter 4 - Benefits and Trade-offs of Different Model Representations
This Chapter was originally published as:
Gutiérrez, F., Ochoa X., Seipp K., Broos T., and Verbert, K. “Benefits and
trade-offs of different model representations in decision support systems for
non-expert users”. In IFIP Conference on Human-Computer Interaction
(INTERACT), 2019. pp. 1-10.
• Chapter 5 - Supporting Job Mediators and Job Seekers Through
an Actionable Dashboard
This Chapter was originally published as:
Charleer, S.*, Gutiérrez, F.*, and Verbert, K. “Supporting job mediator
and job seeker through an actionable dashboard”, IUI ’19 Proceedings
of the 24th International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces, pp.
121-131. (* joint first author)
• Chapter 6 - Explaining and Exploring Job Recommendations
This Chapter was originally published as:
Gutiérrez, F., Charleer, S., De Croon R., Htun, N.N, Goetschalckx, G.,
and Verbert K. “Explaining and exploring job recommendations: a userdriven approach for interacting with knowledge-based job recommender
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systems” In Proceedings of the 13th ACM Conference on Recommender
Systems. ACM, 2019. pp. 1-10.
• Chapter 7 - Designing Augmented Reality Applications for
Personal Health Decision-Making
This Chapter was originally published as:
Gutiérrez, F., Htun, N.N., Charleer, S., DeCroon R., and Verbert, K.
“Designing augmented reality applications for personal health decision
making”. In Proceedings of the 52nd Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences (HICSS). 2019, pp. 1-10. https://doi.org/10.24251/hicss.
2019.212
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Abstract
Visual Analytics (VA) combines automated data analysis with human input
and data visualisation. However, to correctly interpret the results, users need
to understand the underlying processes and be aware of possible uncertainties
in predictions made by algorithms.
Our work focuses on the exploration of visual representations of such
uncertainties in the domains of agriculture, job recommendations, health,
learning analytics and finance. Following a design-based research approach, we
explore the design, development and evaluation of uncertainty representations
in these five application domains and present design guidelines based on
elaborate user studies. This dissertation presents the work in the scope of
four research questions: 1) What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation
tools that support decision-making? 2) What are the benefits and challenges of
uncertainty visualisation in the decision-making process? 3) How can interactive
visualisation help to support users in the understanding of recommendation and
prediction systems under uncertainty? 4) How can we support decision-making
under uncertainty in augmented reality applications?
The exploration of these research questions include the design, implementation,
deployment and evaluation of the following applications: a dashboard in the
learning analytics to support study advisers, a tool to predict uncertainty using
visual analysis in the finance domain, a dashboard to support job-seekers to
find relevant job recommendations, a dashboard to support the conversation
between job mediators and job seekers, and an augmented reality application
in the health domain to support decision-making in grocery stores. In these
different applications, the representation of uncertainty has been researched to
support the decision making of non-expert users, defined as users with little
knowledge of data processing and analysis.
The results of this dissertation highlight the critical role of uncertainty in
applications that use predictions or recommendations. More specifically, we
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found that representing a quality indicator of prediction models without
explaining the model does not increase user trust in predictive systems.
Explanations of both prediction models and recommendation algorithms have
been shown to better support decision making. We compared different types
of explanation interfaces, including intuitive and detailed representations
of predictions models. Results of two case studies in the finance and job
recommendations domain indicate that intuitive representations are often
preferred. For complex analyses and insight, more detailed representations
are needed. We also designed an explanation interface for job recommendations
and explored different layouts to support decision-making in an augmented
reality context. Based on these case studies, we present design implications for
representing recommendations as well as results of a prediction model.
By addressing the management of uncertainty, this work presents comprehensive
design guidelines that intend to improve the decision-making process. The
conclusion sheds light on future research opportunities.

Beknopte samenvatting
Visual Analytics (VA) combineert geautomatiseerde gegevensanalyse met
menselijke invoer en gegevensvisualisatie. Om de resultaten echter correct
te interpreteren, moeten gebruikers de onderliggende processen begrijpen en
zich bewust zijn van mogelijke onzekerheden in de voorspellingen die worden
gedaan door algoritmes.
Ons werk richt zich op het verkennen van visuele representaties van
dergelijke onzekerheden op het gebied van landbouw, werkaanbevelingen,
gezondheid, learning analytics en finance. Dankzij een design-gebaseerde
onderzoekbenadering onderzoeken we het ontwerp, de ontwikkeling en de
evaluatie van onzekerheidsrepresentaties in deze vijf toepassingsdomeinen en
presenteren we ontwerprichtlijnen op basis van uitgebreide gebruikersstudies. Dit
proefschrift presenteert het werk in het kader van vier onderzoeksvragen: 1) Wat
is de rol van onzekerheid in visualisatietools die de besluitvorming ondersteunen?
2) Wat zijn de voordelen en uitdagingen van onzekerheidsvisualisatie in het
besluitvormingsproces? 3) Hoe kunnen interactieve visualisaties gebruikers
helpen bij het begrijpen van aanbeveling- en voorspellingssystemen bij
onzekerheid? 4) Hoe kunnen we besluitvorming onder onzekerheid in augmentedrealitytoepassingen ondersteunen?
De exploratievan deze onderzoeksvragen omvat het ontwerp, de implementatie,
de uitrolen de evaluatie van het volgende: een dashboard in het domein
van learning analytics ter ondersteuning van studieadviseurs, een toolom
onzekerheid te voorspellen met behulp van visuele analyse in het financiële
domein, een dashboard ter ondersteuning van werkzoekenden om relevante
werkaanbevelingen te vinden, een dashboard ter ondersteuning van het
gesprek tussen werkbemiddelaars en werkzoekenden, en een augmentedrealitytoepassing in het gezondheidsdomein ter ondersteuning van de besluitvorming in supermarkten. In deze verschillende toepassingen is de
representatie van onzekerheid onderzocht om de besluitvorming van nietdeskundige gebruikers te ondersteunen, gedefinieerd als gebruikers met weinig
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kennis van gegevensverwerking en -analyse.
De resultaten van dit proefschrift benadrukken de cruciale rol van onzekerheid
in toepassingen die voorspellingen of aanbevelingen gebruiken.
Meer
specifiek vonden we dat het representeren van een kwaliteitsindicator van
voorspellingsmodellen zonder het model uit te leggen, het vertrouwen van
de gebruiker in voorspellende systemen niet vergroot. Er is aangetoond dat
verklaringen van zowel voorspellingsmodellen als van aanbevelingsalgoritmes
de besluitvorming beter ondersteunen. We hebben verschillende soorten verklaringsinterfaces vergeleken, waaronder intuïtieve en gedetailleerde weergaven
van voorspellingsmodellen. Resultaten van twee casestudies op het gebied van
financiën en vacatures geven aan dat intuïtieve representaties vaak de voorkeur
hebben. Voor complexe analyses en inzichten zijn gedetailleerdere weergaven
nodig. We ontwierpen ook een inzichtelijke interface voor werkaanbevelingen
en verkenden verschillende lay-outs om besluitvorming in een context met
augmented-reality te ondersteunen. Op basis van deze casestudies presenteren
we ontwerpimplicaties voor het weergeven van aanbevelingen en resultaten van
een voorspellingsmodel.
Door het beheer van onzekerheid aan te pakken, presenteert dit werk uitgebreide
ontwerprichtlijnen die bedoeld zijn om het besluitvormingsproces te verbeteren.
De conclusie belicht toekomstige onderzoeksmogelijkheden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Every day people rely on prediction and recommendation systems for decision
making, for instance, a weather app to decide what to wear [343], a bus
application to estimate time arrivals [154] or a recommender system to find
a dream job [57]. These applications rely on historic data and algorithms to
provide users with suggestions and predictions. Although several interesting
applications have been elaborated and have been shown to work well, the
applications are often perceived as “black-boxes” [48, 167] and can lead to trust
issues when predictions and recommendations fail [125]. While users do not
necessarily need to understand the complexity and details of the algorithms
behind these tools, they must get enough insight from the system to make
informed decisions when facing uncertainty.
Visualisation is an effective technique to communicate and improve the
understanding of data and predictions, helping users to make trustworthy and
informed decisions [155, 264, 134]. However, in some cases, visual representations
can be overwhelming, increasing the cognitive load on the user, and potentially
leading to a negative impact on decision making [104]. Thus, designing for
uncertainty is a nontrivial task that requires fine-tuning between the information
presented to the users and their specific goals. Although some guidelines to
communicate uncertainty for specific domains of expertise have been elaborated
[171, 255], only a few generalisable design guidelines exist to help designers
with how and when to communicate uncertainty to non-expert users. As
more day-to-day applications rely on algorithms, models, and data subject
to uncertainty, it is essential to understand the goals of users and provide a
communication framework indicating how and when to present uncertainty
to the user. This work presents an effort to tackle the challenge of visually

1

2

INTRODUCTION

communicating uncertainty to non-expert users, defined as end-users with little
knowledge of data processing and analysis.

1.1
1.1.1

Context and background
Definition of uncertainty

Decision making under uncertainty creates a sense of doubt that might limit a
decision-maker from taking action. Because of this, we tend to associate
uncertainty with a variety of terms such as ambiguity, risk, unreliability,
imprecision, incompleteness, contradiction, error and subjectivity [149]. Also,
uncertainty suffers from ambiguous terminology and meanings, which are
categorised in different ways by different researchers [105]. For example, Gershon
[96] interpreted uncertainty as some deficiency or imperfection in information
due to incomplete, inconsistent or too complicated information.
Potter et al. [243] define uncertainty into two broad types: epistemic and
aleatoric. Epistemic uncertainty entails “uncertainties due to lack of knowledge
and limited data which could, in principle, be known, but in practice are not”.
Such uncertainties are introduced by deficient measurements, poor prediction
models, or missing data. Aleatoric uncertainty is defined as “uncertainties
that arise from, for example, running an experiment and getting slightly
different results each time.” The authors proposed a taxonomy of visualisation
approaches for uncertain data that takes into account data dimensions (1D, 2D,
3D, multivariate) and uncertainty dimensions. The uncertainty dimension refers
to the dimensionality across which the uncertainty is quantified and includes
scalar, vector, and tensor representations.
Other generally used classifications of uncertainty distinguish between data
source uncertainty and model uncertainty [264]. Data source uncertainty is
inherent in the data. Model uncertainty corresponds to the structure of the
model and the parameterisation of the model.
In this dissertation, we focus specifically on epistemic uncertainty induced by
systems that use prediction models or recommendation algorithms. Both data
source uncertainty and model uncertainty are addressed, although the focus
is mostly on model uncertainty. An overview is presented in Figure 1.1. We
discuss each of the components in more detail in the next sections.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of Managing Uncertainty with Visual Analytics

1.1.2

Decision Support Systems and visualisation

Decision Support Systems (DSS) literature has modelled decision making as an
iterative process of problem recognition, perspective development, perspective
synthesis, actions, and results [228]. Visualisation plays a crucial role to support
the development of these multiple perspectives.
More specifically, visualisation facilitates human decision making by providing
structured views about information pertaining to the decision making problem
space [282]. Visualisation is a well-established method to support decision
making in a wide variety of domains. Verbert et al. [321] showed that accuracy
of recommender systems that suggest relevant items to a user increases with a
set-based cluster map representation compared to a traditional ranked list of
recommendations. Speier and Morris [292] showed that particularly when the
solution set is large, visual query interfaces help users with greater effectiveness
than text-based interfaces. Recent studies show how visualisation affects and
supports user decision making in the context of financial services [29].
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Decision making usually relies on perception-based information [13]. However,
adequate interpretations for perceptions may not always be easy to find under
uncertain situations, and thus defining models of this outstanding capability
is a difficult, yet a highly promising, research area [13]. More specifically,
visualisation facilitates human decision making by providing structured views
about models related to the decision making problem space [282]. When
making decisions in the real world, information visualisation not only helps
decision making, but also offers a means of knowledge creation, as well as an
appropriate communication channel [11]. Several application areas have been
using visual techniques, including health-care [2], supply chain management
[229] and financial services [29].
However, there is a lack of knowledge about which visualisation and interaction
techniques work best for particular settings and particular users [122]. Also,
research has shown that the choice of representation of data influences decision
making outcomes [291]. For instance, Gettinger et al. [97] found that different
visual representations have an impact on the decision making process when
giving simple and complex tasks to the participants. We are interested in
researching further the factors that influence decision making, such as the
effects of the visualisation context, uncertainty representation and trust [145].

1.1.3

Visual Analytics and uncertainty representation

In recent years, the importance of Visual Analytics (VA) to support decision
making has grown [159]. VA extends interaction of traditional information
visualisation techniques with facilities for updating, steering and improving the
analytic processes. Daniel Keim, one of the pioneers of VA, recently presented
his thoughts on its use for gaining insights into linguistic data, quoting Albert
Einstein:
“Computers are incredibly fast, accurate and stupid, humans are
incredibly slow, inaccurate, and brilliant. Together they are powerful
beyond imagination.”
Examples of VA tools in decision making include the work of Senaratne et al.
[276] that explores the use of VA to tackle the inherent uncertainty in urban
mobility patterns. Data collected from citizens’ mobile communication is used
to help to determine the urban dynamics of a city. Afterwards, city planners
can use these tools to improve decision making processes. Moreover, Höferlin et
al. [130] introduced a VA approach to analyse video content supported by the
communication of uncertainty generated from computer vision feature extraction
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to end-users. Goda and Song [101] presented a framework for visualising Tsunami
risks using VA techniques to support decision making. Their work emphasises
the importance of uncertainty modelling and visualisation. The framework was
developed through a case study for the 2011 Tohoku tsunami. Other examples
include non-expert interpretations of hurricane prediction [261], climate change
data [119], and uncertainty in climate prediction [302]. VA is also a useful tool
to improve understanding of data in predictions [163]. For instance, Ming et al.
[211] introduced an interactive visualisation technique to support non-expert
users in machine-learning to explore and understand prediction models.
Whereas traditionally VA applications have been used by experts in domains
such as engineering and finance [157, 273], trend analysis in large datasets [327],
or the control of process compliance with an ideal model [181], there is an
increasing interest in scholars from “soft sciences”, such as learning [286] or
digital humanities [141, 38], to apply VA to support their work.
Of particular interest is the work of John et al. [144] that illustrates that
visualisation is not only used as a means of presenting the end results of an
analytic process, but rather as a fundamental part of the analysis itself, allowing
users to evaluate data at all stages of the text-mining and sense-making process:
from the initial stages of data exploration and hypothesis evaluation, over userdriven feedback for refining text-mining rules and parameters, to generating
new hypotheses and questions.
However, despite the advancement of VA and visualisation to these “soft
sciences”, little work has been done to enable non-experts in data-processing to
conduct and steer complex analysis tasks [158]. While these users are experts
in their own domains, they usually have little expertise in data-processing and
visualisation, and may be called laymen in this regard. These users are referred
to as non-expert users in this dissertation. This lack of skills leads to a common
pattern where the analytical task is shared by two user roles [30]: in a first
step, the non-expert user (e.g. a humanities scholar or teacher) defines criteria
for useful data and requirements for the analysis. In a second step, a dataprocessing expert – usually ignorant of the domain – is responsible to choose,
modify, and integrate automated and visual analysis methods. Although such
an approach is feasible and has resulted in several interesting prototypes that
can be used by non-expert users, for instance to analyse risk and uncertainty in
financial data [260], it is also constrained by limitations due to the loss of vital
information necessary to understand the analysis.
The most impactful problem in the visual translation is the suppression of
data uncertainty and quality information in favour of visual simplicity and
clarity. Yet, dealing with uncertainty and trust in VA is nontrivial due to the
large amount of noise and missing values originating from heterogeneous data
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sources, as well as bias introduced by automated analysis methods and human
perception [307].
To face this problem, the notion of quality of the data and the model need to be
appropriately represented. The end-users need to be aware of the uncertainty
and be able to read quality properties at any stage of the process. Whereas
several approaches have been researched under the umbrella of “data wrangling”
[151], most of these approaches concentrate on pre-processing data (i.e. data
entry, data (re)formatting, data cleaning, etc.).
Yet, what constitutes an error is often context-dependent and requires the human
judgement of end-users [152]. As this is vital to the sense-making process, there
is a need to research how uncertainty can be represented along-side with the
outcomes of an iterative analysis. So far, little work has been done on this
topic [162]. To address this, Sanyal et al. [267] conducted research into specific
techniques for uncertainty visualisation, while Skeels et al. [288] explored
what uncertainty itself entails. However, existing work tends to concentrate on
preprocessing data before such data is used in applications [151], rather than
looking at how to communicate quality indicators to support decision making
by the end-users. Therefore, when aiming to define design guidelines for the
representation of uncertainty in VA applications, it is imperative to focus on
forms that can be correctly interpreted by non-expert users.

1.1.4

Benefits and challenges of uncertainty communication

Representation of uncertainty is one of the most challenging aspects of data
visualisation [238]. Almost every data set carries uncertainty, and the choice
of the uncertainty representation can make a difference in how the user
perceives the data [183]. In prediction systems, where the communication
of uncertainty is considered a critical factor, visualisation can be advantageous
to non-expert users [270]. For instance, point estimates in predictions can be
visually explained by providing more information regarding the sample size or
by carefully showing confidence intervals in a graph. Other approaches include
visualising uncertainty through animations using hypothetical outcome plots
[135]. Lim and Dey [186] investigated the impact of communicating uncertainty
in context-aware applications and found that communication of uncertainty can
improve impressions of an application as long as the application’s certainty is
high enough, suggesting that communication of errors in prediction systems
may help to increase the overall trust in the system. However, it is not clear
how these results manifest in real-world application use.
Some studies have found that communicating uncertainty can affect the trust
that people have in computing systems, and also can affect the types of decisions
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people make when uncertainty is represented. Jung et al. [148] found that
displaying the estimated remaining range of an electric vehicle as a gradient
plot (i.e., with uncertainty) reduced range anxiety in a driving task compared
to a single point estimate. Joslyn and LeClerc [147] found that displaying
uncertainty in weather predictions can lead to more optimal decision making
and trust in a forecast. When asked to make decisions about whether to salt
roads (given a virtual budget, cost for salting, and cost for failing to salt when
they should have), people made better decisions when provided with point
estimates augmented with probabilistic information.
The use and representation of such probabilistic information has also been
researched in the context of recommender systems [216]. Bedi et al. [28], for
instance, researched the use of uncertainty to improve travel recommendations.
In addition, computational trust models and explanations have been researched
extensively by the recommender systems community to increase acceptance of
recommendations [244]. Over the past decade, several interesting visualisations
have been elaborated to explain the provenance of recommendations and
to increase user trust [122]. Although these prototypes have been shown
to improve recommendation accuracy, current research is rather ad hoc: a
certain visualisation is often implemented and shown to increase the accuracy
of a recommender system, but little generalisable guidelines are available to
researchers and practitioners in the field [122].
Moreover, previous and ongoing research is mostly focused on elaborating highlevel solutions for people with very specialised skills (e.g. statistics, molecular
biology, micro-economics) [151]. Insufficient attention has been given to interface
issues and support for users with limited understanding of data processing,
data analysis, information visualisation, or computer-aided problem solving in
general. We proposed a four-pronged strategy that addresses the need of both
stakeholders involved, human and computer [275].
• The communication of uncertainty from the computer to the user: this
comprises the research of visual means for representing uncertainty of
data and models.
• The communication of uncertainty from the user to the computer: the
computer tracks user behaviour before, during, and after the use of the
application to gain information about the user’s intent and abilities.
• The communication of uncertainty between data processing experts and
domain experts: this step explores mechanisms for creating and displaying
annotations in a collaborative environment as well as enabling the dialogue
between creator and user of an application
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• The provision of interaction mechanisms to allow both human and
computer to express uncertainty and to react upon it: this step aims to
define a set of intuitive interaction techniques that combine the visual
language with one of action to amalgamate all elements into a well-defined
system.
In this dissertation, we focus on communication of uncertainty from the computer
to the user (Chapter 2 - Chapter 7), and more specifically non-expert users.
Chapters 5 and 6 also discuss interaction mechanisms, albeit the focus is on
exploration rather than expressing uncertainty.

1.1.5

Representing different types of uncertainty

Uncertainty propagates from as early as the data is collected, then is transferred
into models, and often incorrectly communicated through visual means [264].
Moreover, when uncertainty is not appropriately handled in a system, expert
and non-expert users might quickly lose confidence and be demotivated from
using the system [74].
Many applications in different domains depend on large data sets containing
different amounts of uncertainties due to the data collection or the models
that are used. For instance, there might be uncertainty in the readings of
humidity sensors [193], in a weather forecast due to lack of information [268], or
in vegetation index forecasting due to cloud noise [212]. Visual representations
of uncertainty provide users valuable knowledge about the quality of the data.
Several researchers have addressed challenges regarding data uncertainty, such
as dealing with large data sets [7], noise in prediction models, and inadequate
visualisation of data [37].
Researchers have compared different visualisations of analysis outcomes and
uncertainty associated to these outcomes to support decision making for nonexpert users. Ibrekk and Morgan [137] compared nine different visualisations,
including error bars, pie chart and density functions, to communicate uncertainty
to users with no experience in statistical analysis. The authors suggest to use
a combination of cumulative and probability distribution functions ( PDF) to
avoid misinterpretation. More recently, Greis et al. [106] compared different
representations of uncertainty for non-expert users. Results indicate that even
though a PDF plot might be one of the most reliable ways to communicate
uncertainty information, qualitative factors are also essential to consider in
representations of decision making. Dynamic visualisations have been researched
as well. Hullman et al. [135] compared the effects of an animated visualisation
against two static visualisations, and measured levels of difficulty by considering
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one and two variables in the model. Even though accuracy was similar in
all representations for single-variable distributions, participants tended to be
more accurate with their judgements when using the animated visualisation
with two variables. Tak et al. [299] compared seven visual representations of
uncertainty for non-expert users, including solid and dashed borders, colourband, gradient, thinning and random lines, and error bars. Results indicate
that the visual representation of uncertainty affects the perceived certainty of
participants. However, further exploration is required towards the use of other
visual variables such as the use of colour and quantification of uncertainty.
In our work, we build on this earlier research and focus specifically on the
design and evaluation of different types of visualisations (intuitive, compact,
detailed) for non-expert users (Chapter 4), see Figure 1.2. We extend the work
of Tak et al. [299] by including the quantification of uncertainty in different
representations. As in the work of Gettinger et al. [97], we consider different
levels of problem complexity. We evaluate different aspects of the utility and
effectiveness of different designs, including ease of use and visual appeal as
identified by Greis et al. [106].

1.1.6

Representing different algorithmic foundations

Prediction models are relevant in several fields, including medicine, physics, and
finance [296]. Many day-to-day applications rely on some prediction model to
provide intelligence to the end-users. Lim and Dey [185] identified among other
Naïve Bayes classifiers, Decision Tree classifiers and Hidden Markov Models as
commonly used models to support decision making. Clustering techniques are
also used, although not frequently. In our work, we also focus on linear models
as they are arguably potentially interpretable by non-expert users [252].
Recommendation techniques deliver content based on behavioural data. Most
recommendation techniques are personalised and take into account information
about the end-user to tailor recommendations to the interest and needs of the
user [287]. Algorithmic foundations of recommender systems can be categorised
into the following four broad groups.
First, collaborative filtering techniques [204] use data about different users and
compute similarities between different users or different items to suggest relevant
items to the end-user.
Content-based techniques [15] recommend items that are similar to other items
preferred by the specific user. Such techniques first built up a user profile,
and next, they match descriptions of new items with the past items that were
preferred by the user. This approach uses only information provided by the
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Figure 1.2: Visual representations used to communicate uncertainty to the
end-user. From left to right: intuitive, detailed and compact representation
individual user, along with the information of the items available. In contrast
with collaborative filters, they ignore information provided by other users in
the system.
Knowledge-based techniques incorporate knowledge by logic inferences where
knowledge representation is needed to indicate how an item is preferred by a
specific user [244, 312]. This knowledge can be provided by domain experts
or can be built automatically based on previous cases. Case-based reasoning
[42, 102] is often used to extract knowledge out of examples.
Finally, hybrid recommender techniques combine multiple filter techniques to
increase the accuracy of the recommendation systems. The advantages and
disadvantages of the different techniques have been discussed in the literature
[47, 46].
In this work, we explore different types of algorithmic visual interfaces to support
decision making. In particular, we study the use of explanation interfaces
for a knowledge-based recommendation technique (Chapter 5 and Chapter
6), a content-based recommendation technique (Chapter 7), and explanation
interfaces for prediction models (Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter
7).

1.1.7

Augmented Reality (AR)

In this dissertation, we also explore the affordances of AR to support decision
making of end-users. AR creates an immerse experience by superimposing
virtual objects upon physical objects in the real world and generates an illusion
for the observer that such virtual objects exist in the physical space [22]. There
are many devices available to deploy AR applications [317]: the most popular
ones are head-mounted displays (HMD) and handheld experiences. HMD
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devices provide a full immerse experience, where virtual objects surround the
users and augment their perception. Handheld experiences, on the other hand,
typically work like a magic lens [111], where users use their smartphone screen
and camera to discover virtual objects in the physical world. In 2016, Pokémon
Go demonstrated the success of an AR handheld experience [278], but also
showed that fulfilling complete immersiveness will likely take many more years
to achieve. Applications for AR go beyond entertainment and include domains
such as architecture, tourism, and medicine.
So far, research has focused on how to display AR virtual components around
physical objects and their interactions [127]. To the best of our knowledge, little
work has been done to understand the impact of the layout of AR interfaces.
Previous user studies show that users will change their behaviour depending on
how a system presents information. For instance, Madsen et al. [198] tested
different AR labelling layouts to display annotations around physical objects.
They found that users can more easily find objects with labels that stay static
in the 3D space relative to the physical object. They indicate that AR systems
should avoid updating labels positioning after their initial placement from the
current viewpoint. Moreover, Chen and Tsoi [59] tested different layouts for
recommender system interfaces and their influences on decision making using
objective and subjective measures. They compared three typical layouts: a
list, a grid, and a pie layout. Results indicate that users reached more areas
of content and had a greater confidence and enjoyability while using the pie
layout.
In this dissertation, we research specifically how different layouts for representing
recommendations affect decision making in AR interfaces (Chapter 7).

1.2

Research questions

The overall objective of this dissertation is to research visual-interactive
exploration of uncertainty for non-expert users. In contrast to “black-box”driven approaches, the objective of our work is to allow non-expert users to
understand the quality of prediction models and recommendations as a basis to
support decision making. The goal of this research is to elaborate a framework
providing design guidelines of how and when to best communicate uncertainty
to end-users. We demonstrate the usefulness and usability of our approach with
case studies in different application domain (see Section 2.3.1), in which data
collected in real-world applications is analysed and used by users with little
knowledge of data processing and analysis.
The research questions of our work are as follows:
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• RQ1: What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation tools that support
decision making?
• RQ2: What are the benefits and challenges of uncertainty visualisation in
the decision making process?
• RQ3: How can interactive visualisation help to support users in
the understanding of recommendation and prediction systems under
uncertainty?
• RQ4: How can we support decision making under uncertainty in AR
applications?

1.3

Methodology

Several chapters use the design-based research (DBR) methodology, which has
demonstrated its potential as a methodology suitable to both research and design.
This methodology relies on i) early focus on users, ii) empirical measurement
via prototypes that are designed and implemented, and iii) iterative design.
Chapters 3-7 describe five case studies. In the context of these case studies, we
analyse the data from the actual use of the applications and user evaluations.
While case studies have the advantage that users give their feedback in their
natural environment, it is sometimes difficult to replicate or generalise the
results [315]. DBR has the following characteristics [325]:
• The methodology focuses on the iterative cycles of design, enactment,
analysis, and redesign of the software;
• The researcher does not have the control of the experiment. The
practitioners lead the process and the researchers analyse the results;
• The interventions are contextually dependent. They are not performed
solely based on the research goals;
• The goal is to document and connect outcomes with development process
and the authentic setting;
• The methodology requires close collaboration between practitioners and
researchers; and
• The results lead to the development of knowledge that can be used in
practice and can inform practitioners and other designers.
All the case studies are developed in close connection with the end-users. The
results are intended to encourage other designers and researchers to deploy
similar experiments as well as report and learn from the described methodology.
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Chapter 2 uses a systematic review method to answer the research questions.

1.4

Application Domains

This dissertation explores five domains of application: agriculture (Chapter
2), learning analytics (Chapter 3), finance (Chapter 4), job recommendations
(Chapter 5), and health (Chapter 7). The different application domains are
contemporary and give us the possibility to evaluate our visualisations in
different contexts. The following sections describe the characteristics of each
domain. The results are reported and discussed in Section 1.6.

1.4.1

Agriculture

DSSs are designed to assist humans in making more effective decisions. In
the field of agriculture, different stakeholders such as farmers, advisers, and
policymakers use software tools that facilitate farm management by gathering
data from multiple sources, analysing these data and utilising a series of
suggestions that are presented by different visual outputs. Many DSSs are
designed to support the concept of precision agriculture which seeks to provide a
holistic approach to assist farmers with optimising resources [234]. McBratney et
al. [201] defined precision agriculture as the “kind of agriculture that increases
the number of (correct) decisions per unit area of land per unit time with
associated net benefits”. Thus, precision agriculture research concentrates on
enabling users to make the right decisions considering both space and time.
Precision agriculture is an interesting domain to research the representation
of data and uncertainty associated with both data and prediction models for
non-expert users, as a variety of stakeholders such as farmers, agronomists
and policy makers are starting to use visualisation techniques and prediction
models to support decision making. In addition, the domain faces some typical
challenges of VA, including data temporality, missing data and uncertainty of
predictions, for instance due to clouds.
In this dissertation, we have conducted a systematic review of visualisation
techniques and the representation of uncertainty in this particular domain. The
results highlight the role of visualisation and uncertainty in this domain, as well
as the need to involve in stakeholders in the design of DSSs (Chapter 2).
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Learning analytics

Higher education students are confronted with a large number of academic
choices during their studies. Which courses should be taken next? How much
study load can I successfully engage with? What should I do in case of failing
a course? What should I do to improve my academic performance? Can I
still complete the program in the expected number of years? All these decisions
should usually be taken without complete knowledge of the intervening factors
or their short, medium, and long-term consequences. To help students make
better decisions, most universities offer an academic advising program.
Academic advising is a decision making process that assists students in the
clarification of their career/life goals and the development of an educational
plan for the realisation of these goals through communication and information
exchanges with an adviser [223]. In its most common instance, the academic
advising occurs through one or more face-to-face meetings between the students
and their advisers. During these meetings, the adviser answers questions that
the student has about the program, recommends courses the student should
take up, and offers advise on study strategies.
In our work, we focus specifically on the use of prediction models to support
academic advising scenarios: the overall objective is to support academic advisers
with detailed insight into both relevant data and prediction models to improve
the decision making process. We elaborated the Learning Analytics Dashboard
for Advisers (LADA) dashboard as well as results of elaborate user studies that
assess the utility and usability of the dashboard.
User studies have been conducted at two different universities: KU Leuven and
ESPOL. The involved universities are part of a bilateral research project between
Europe and Latin America and use different models of academic advising and
different levels of technology adoption in the advising process. To strengthen
the generalisation of the results, elaborate user studies have been conducted in
these two, very different, contexts (Chapter 3).

1.4.3

Finance

A typical scenario for decision making is the investment in stocks. Such a task
is subject to uncertainty due to many of the variables that are involved, such
as consumer trust, the worldwide news, economic growth, and the Dow Jones
index. We used stock prices data to compare different model representations
that support non-expert users in their decision making process while investing
in stocks.
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Despite the growing needs of non-expert users to control complex analytic
processes, such as planning financial investments, little work has been done to
support them. Different visual representations might have different levels of
“visual literacy” that impact the cognitive activities of users [41]. For instance,
simple and intuitive visualisations may be easier to understand, but general
ones might offer more detail and insight into the underlying data and processes
at the cost of “representational compatibility” [290]. Although much effort has
been geared towards finding the most suitable representation of different types
of data [335], researchers report challenges that non-expert users face when
using these interactively in VA [133].
To investigate the benefits and challenges of different model representations,
we designed three different representations on top of the prediction model: an
intuitive representation, a detailed representation and a compact representation.
We used data related to stock prices to compare these different model
representations that support users in their decision making while investing in
stocks. Using objective and subjective measurements, we evaluated the benefits
and challenges of these representations in an online user study conducted on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) (Chapter 4).

1.4.4

Job recommendations

Due to the abundance of job vacancies online, job recommender systems
have become a well researched area [287, 250, 251]. Job seekers can access
these recommendations through various job sites and mailing lists, provided
by government mediation services and recruitment companies. Meanwhile,
recruiters can receive people suggestions for specific job vacancies. These
recommender systems are supported by the data provided by the job seekers,
explicitly through submitted profiles and CVs, but also implicitly through for
instance online activity behaviour [177].
Current recommender systems often behave as a “black-box”: i.e. recommendations are presented to the users, but the rationale for selecting recommendations
is often not explained to end-users [232]. Several researchers have shown that
explanations and user control are needed to support the interpretation of the
data and decision making, particularly in high-risk domains that go beyond
typical e-commerce recommendations, [169] or in day-to-day user interfaces
such as music recommenders that enable end-users to steer the recommendation
process with additional input and feedback [143, 209].
In this dissertation, we designed and evaluated interactive dashboards that can
help explain the reasoning behind job recommendations and predictions. Two
dashboards have been elaborated: a first dashboard has been elaborated to
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be used by on-location recruiters and job mediators to help job seekers better
understand the requirements and details of job recommendations (Chapter
5).The second dashboard has been elaborated to be used primarily by job
seekers (Chapter 6). Based on an iterative design process, we present design
implications for such dashboards.

1.4.5

Health

In recent years, the application of recommendation techniques in health has
attracted increased interest [316]. Objectives include delivering relevant information to end-users that is trustworthy [330], lifestyle change recommendations [87],
and improving patient safety [256]. The latter category, for instance, includes
research on how to use recommender systems to suggest relevant information
about interactions between different drugs, in order to avoid health risks.
Lifestyle change recommendations focus among others on suggesting users how
to improve their eating, exercising or sleeping behaviour [82, 257]. An example is
to use recommendations as a basis to algorithmically derive balanced meal plans
that meet nutritional guidelines for the user [82]: these recommendations are
based on a personal profile, such as gender, height, weight, physical activity, and
estimate an individual’s basal metabolic rate and daily kilocalorie requirements.
Similar objectives have been researched by van Pinxteren et al. [319] and
Achananuparp and Weber [4], who explored healthy food recommendations by
finding food substitutes using a crowdsourced service. We focus specifically on
the use of recommendation techniques to improve eating behaviour. We build
on the work of [82] to recommend healthy food products to non-expert users.
As in work of Achananuparp and Weber [4], we use a crowd-sourced database
to retrieve product information. As the selection of food products is a decision
users often make in grocery stores, we research the application of recommender
techniques with both a smartphone and the HoloLens in an AR experience.
The idea to use AR to support in-situ decision making is not new. For instance,
iGrocer [281] is a grocery shopping assistant that assists people with disabilities,
in deciding which products to buy and which products to avoid based on nutrition
criteria. The system relies on a content-based recommendation approach and
has been implemented for use on smartphones.
Ahn et al. [10] extend this concept and developed a handheld AR system that
provides the user with recommendations based on nutrition criteria and calorie
intake. The system is also implemented for use on smartphones and annotates
products with tags that indicate which products to buy, and which products to
avoid.
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Figure 1.3: Overview of designed and developed tools presented in this work.
a) Learning Analytics Tool for Advisers (LADA). b) Decision support tool in
the finance domain, c) Visualising prediction and recommendation output for
job-seekers, d) Labor Market Explorer: Exploring job recommendations for job
seekers. e) PHARA: Personal health augmented reality assistant.
In this dissertation, we further expand upon these concepts, and present the
evaluation results of an AR system for both smartphones and HMD devices
that recommends products to end-users when they hold the products in their
hands. We use different visualisations to represent recommendations of healthy
products, and to enable users to inspect nutritional facts and the number of
calories compared to their recommended daily calorie-intake. The approach has
been identified as an important strategy that motivates users to eat healthier
[284]. This strategy keeps the user involved in the decision making process,
while at the same time improves the user’s ability to choose healthy products.
We evaluate different layouts that visualise recommendations and nutritional
facts to support decision making. We also compare which of these layouts work
better for use on handheld and HMD devices (Chapter 7).
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Technical implementation

Chapter 3, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present three dashboards that were
elaborated for different end-users. The dashboards support non-expert users
in decision making in two application domains: learning analytics and job
recommendations. In Chapter 3, we designed a dashboard for study advisers
(LADA) that presents the results of a prediction model on top of data from
students, as well as a quality indicator of this model. LADA was implemented
following a client-server architecture using the Meteor.js Framework, and is
presented Figure 1.3a. On the client-side, we implemented LADA as a Web
Application. On the server-side, a Python API was implemented to predict the
academic risk of a student based on historical data. To predict the “chance
of success”, LADA uses multilevel clustering for the prediction of academic
risk. This technique was selected because of its capability to provide better
predictions for a large number of similar entities in the historical data and with
few similar entities in the historical data.
Chapter 5 introduces a dashboard for supporting the dialogue between job
mediators and job seekers. The dashboard shows both the results of a prediction
model as well as job recommendations, and was implemented using the D3.js
library and JavaScript, see Figure 1.3c. The dashboard design follows the visual
information-seeking mantra: overview first, zoom and filter, then details-ondemand. First, a visual list of job recommendations is shown at the top of
the dashboard. Then, two groups of parameters are visualised: actionable and
non-actionable. Actionable parameters indicate parameters of which the job
seeker has control over, e.g. the region in which he/she wants to work, languages
that he/she knows, and certificates attained. Non-actionable parameters are
uncontrollable, such as the job seeker’s age.
Chapter 6 presents a dashboard for job seekers that visualises job recommendations as well as explanations of these recommendations to support decision
making in this context, see Figure 1.3d. We designed the application following
a client-server architecture. The server includes the following components
that provide diverse services to the application: the MyCareer API contains
information about the profile of job seekers in XML format. This profile consists
of information regarding their desired jobs, education, and detailed competencies
and skill related information that is entered by job seekers in the MyCareer
system of VDAB. A knowledge-based recommender system uses information
about vacancies, information about job seekers and expert knowledge to suggest
relevant vacancies to job seekers. The visualisation components of the dashboard
were implemented using the React.js framework.
Chapter 4 presents the results of a user study that compares three different
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visualisations of prediction models: an intuitive visualisation, a compact
visualisation and a detailed visualisation. To evaluate these representations,
we elaborated a Web Application using Node.js, JavaScript and the D3.js
visualisation library, presented in Figure 1.3b. Also, with the advice of the
financial expert, we collected tweets for topics such as worldwide news and
consumer trust that might serve as an indicator of the stock market. Then,
we used a sentiment analysis technique to assign a score from negative (0) to
positive (1). To estimate the stock price, we built a regression model based
on the average normalised values of the market indicators: consumer trust,
worldwide news, economic growth, and the Dow Jones index. This allowed users
to interact with the prediction by adjusting the market indicators using sliders
in the user interface. Based on a user study, drawbacks and benefits of these
different representation types are presented.
Chapter 7 explores the affordances of Augmented Reality to support decision
making. We compared different layouts that present model uncertainty as well
as different recommendations. We created the Personal Health Augmented
Reality Assistant (PHARA) using Unity and the Vuforia Framework, allowing
us to deploy an application for the HoloLens and the iPhone, see Figure 1.3e.
We also used the Vuforia AR library to register food products and created
markers to track and recognise the food products. Following a client-server
architecture, we implemented a system to serve both PHARA handheld and
PHARA HMD experiences. To provide information about the food products,
we used a dump from the OpenFoodFacts database. We implemented a contentbased recommender engine to show recommendations to the users. Also, we
created a basic registration Web application in Meteor.js framework. In this
application, users are able to create a profile by entering their basic information
such as age, weight, gender, and activity level, which is then used to provide
food product recommendations.

1.6

Contributions

Table 1.1 presents of the contributions of this dissertations presented in the
different chapters. We discuss the contributions in this section. Answers to
the research questions are formulated in the Conclusion Chapter, as well as
opportunities for future research.
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Chapter 6
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Table 1.1: An overview of the contributions of this work presented in the
different chapters.
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Designing Decision Support Systems in agriculture

Problem. Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are used in precision agriculture
to provide feedback to a variety of stakeholders, including farmers, advisers,
researchers and policymakers. However, increments in the amount of data might
lead to data quality issues, and as these applications scale into big, real-time
monitoring systems the problem gets even more challenging. Visualisation is a
powerful technique used in these systems that provides an indispensable step in
assisting end-users to understand and interpret the data. In this first Chapter,
we present a systematic review to synthesise literature related to the use of
visualisation techniques in the domain of agriculture.
Research question: RQ1 - What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation
tools that support decision making?
Approach. We address this RQ through a systematic review of the application
of visualisation techniques for decision making in the agriculture domain. The
search identified 61 eligible articles, from which we established end-users,
visualisation techniques and data collection methods across different areas
in agriculture.
Results. We found visualisation techniques used in various areas of
agriculture, including viticulture, dairy farming, wheat production and irrigation
management. Our results show that the majority of DSSs utilise maps, together
with satellite imagery, as the central visualisation. Also, we observed that
there is an excellent opportunity for dashboards to enable end-users with better
interaction support to understand the uncertainty of data. Based on this
analysis, we provide design guidelines towards the implementation of more
interactive and visual DSSs.
Despite the importance of illustrating the uncertainty in visualisations [347],
the agriculture domain has not yet seen many applications of uncertainty
visualisations. In this review, only a few tools reported communication of
uncertainty through visualisation. We claim that representation of uncertainty
provides higher reliability and better reflection about the reality, making
predictions more reliable for end-users [264] and producing high quality and
informed decisions [89]. While many of the decision-support tools analysed in
this review presented visualisations to aid stakeholders in their decision making,
they often lack an appropriate representation of uncertainty, despite this being
an essential part of the decision making process.
Moreover, uncertainty must be presented in a way that corresponds to the
user’s expectations and knowledge in a way that is easy to understand [61]. We
believe that visualisation should be used to support the fundamental parts of
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the analysis, especially during uncertain scenarios, allowing users to control and
evaluate data at all stages and empowering their decision making process [144].
Presentation of uncertainty to non-expert users can be helpful, but to maximise
its effectiveness it must be displayed in a way that reveals its advantages to
end-users [165].
Contributions are as follows:
• An extensive overview of visualisation and VA techniques that have been
elaborated in the field of agriculture.
• Analysis of the potential of DSSs and the use of visualisations for decision
making in agricultural contexts.
• Analysis of a wide range of characteristics, including visualisation
techniques that are commonly used, how data is captured and how these
systems have been evaluated.
• Guidelines for the design of DSSs as well as human-computer interaction
directions for future research in the field of agriculture.
Design implications. We found that while the vast majority of applications
use maps for visualisation together with satellite imagery, there is a significant
opportunity of using dashboards to support farmers and advisers with more
interactive components and dashboards to handle and interact with uncertain
data. We also recommend the use of participatory design research, that has
been successfully applied to increase the usability of applications for farmers.
In addition, we highlight the role of representing uncertainty to increase user
confidence and trust. The extensive body of analysed tools provides rich
examples of how DSSs for agriculture can be designed on top of a variety of data
sources involving different stakeholders in the design process, and representing
both the data as well as underlying uncertainty to support informed decision
making.
Limitations. The systematic review was conducted in the field of agriculture
only. The generalisability of the results to other domains has not been researched.
In addition, the number of DSSs that use uncertainty to support decision making
in this domain was limited.

1.6.2

Designing different types of representations for model
uncertainty

Problem. As indicated above, there is a lack of knowledge about which
visualisation and interaction techniques work best for particular settings and
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particular users [122]. Research has also shown that the choice of representation
influences decision making outcomes [291]. We are interested in researching
further the factors that influence decision making, such as the effect of the
complexity of the visualisation, uncertainty representation and trust.
Research questions:
RQ1 - What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation tools that support
decision making?
RQ2 - What are the benefits and challenges of uncertainty visualisation
in the decision making process?
Approach. To address these research questions, we conducted two case studies.
A first case study was conducted in the learning analytics domain with study
advisers (Chapter 3). We have designed and developed a learning analytics
dashboard (LADA) and compared it with more traditional procedures and
tools used in student advising scenarios, see Figure 1.3a. LADA provides a
visual interface to help student advisers during feedback sessions. The tool
also estimates the chance of success of a student, and visually presents the
prediction outcome. To handle the uncertainty derived from such a prediction,
we also used visualisation to provide an approximation of the quality of the
prediction based on the availability of historical data. Overall participants
perceived LADA as an appealing tool; however, the studies found that more
transparency in the prediction model is required in order to increase trust.
The need for transparency in the prediction model was handled in the second
study in the finance domain (Chapter 4). To address this challenge, we
researched the use of different visualisations:
• With a detailed representation, we aim to provide a general context for
understanding the predicted data. A detailed visualisation addresses the
representation of uncertainty considering the data used in the model.
• A compact representation provides a close-up, allowing to examine the
distribution of data in limited screen spaces and high data complexity
situations, as viewing every detail might be impractical. This visualisation
provides focused insight into a particular risk, clearly showing its spread
and uncertainty. Yet, providing detail for a single factor comes at the
price of depicting relationships between multiple factors.
• An intuitive representation is a visualisation that is commonly used and
familiar by the end-user to resolve tasks. These representations might
include a minimal depiction of uncertainty and might not explain a model
in detail.
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We created a set of visualisations to represent the predicted stock price for
different companies. A different visualisation was used for each of the three
visualisation types, resulting in three identical applications, one with a set of
six intuitive visualisations, a second with a set of six detailed visualisations
and a third with a set of six compact visualisations, see Figure 1.3b. Using
subjective and objective means, we provided a set of tasks to the participants
and evaluated the three visualisations. The study was conducted on AMT
(n=360). Chapter 5) also compares an intuitive representation with a more
detailed representation.
Results. Following a user-centered design approach, we proposed visual
representations of uncertainty in prediction models in the learning analytics
domain. This visualisation was included in the LADA dashboard. The final
dashboard design was implemented and evaluated with academic advisers and
students. Results indicate that LADA enables expert advisers to evaluate
significantly more scenarios, especially for high advising difficulty cases with
students that failed many courses, in a not-significantly different amount of
time. For inexperienced advisers, LADA is perceived as a valuable tool for more
accurate and efficient decision making, as they were able to make informed
decisions in a similar amount of time compared to the experts. One aspect to
point out, however, is the observation that more transparency in the prediction
model is required in order to increase trust and confidence.
To address this challenge, we designed three types of visualisations, which were
applied in a user study in the finance domain: an intuitive, a detailed, and a
compact representation - see Figure 1.2. We conducted a user study to identify
the benefits and drawbacks of the different visualisations. Results indicate that
an intuitive visualisation works well for easy and medium-level tasks where
the participants were the most accurate and efficient. Participants that used
the detailed visualisation tended to be more accurate as the level of difficulty
increased, particularly for hard tasks. The compact visualisation was in general
the least accurate and efficient. Participants scored the intuitive best on most
subjective usability and uncertainty factors.
Contributions are as follows:
• We designed and evaluated visual representations of uncertainty in
prediction models in the learning analytics domain. The evaluation was
conducted in two different universities. Results indicate that participants
found the tool appealing, but we found that more transparency in the
prediction model is required in order to increase confidence and trust.
• To address the issue of confidence and trust in prediction models, we
proposed the design and evaluation of different types of visualisations
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(intuitive, compact, detailed) for non-expert users and applied it in the
finance domain. We extend the work of [299] by including quantification
of uncertainty in different representations. As in work of [97], we consider
different levels of problem complexity. We evaluated different aspects of
the utility and effectiveness of different designs, including ease of use and
visual appeal [106]
Design implications. Our results indicate that a representation of the quality
of a prediction model is insufficient to support user trust and confidence. Instead,
there is a need to explain the model to end-users so that they can understand
the reasoning of a model (RQ1).
Our results and those of Kwon et al. [50] have indicated that confronting nonexperts with a powerful, but unnecessary complex visualisation is detrimental
to solving simple problems. Instead, our results indicate that by adapting
the visualisation to the difficulty of the task, a favourable balance may be
struck between various objective and subjective aspects and the decision making
process optimally supported. By defining the strengths and weaknesses of three
visualisation types for problems of varying difficulty, we provided a step towards
the definition of a set of visualisations that may be chosen to support non-expert
users (RQ2).
Limitations. The sample size of our learning analytics case study is comparably
small due to the limited availability of expert users. In total, 12 participants
completed the study at KU Leuven, and 14 participants completed the study at
ESPOL. The explicit goal of deploying the dashboard in two different universities
with different advising models was to enable generalisability of the results,
although the limited size of the groups is a limitation that needs to be addressed
in follow-up research.
The comparison between the three different types of visualisations was conducted
in the finance domain only. In addition, the study was conducted on AMT.
Even though our interface was simple, guiding the users with questions to
facilitate evaluation, results should be interpreted with caution, as the study
was unsupervised. In Chapter 5, an intuitive visualisation was compared with
a more detailed visualisation in the job recommendations domain, addressing
some of these limitations.
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1.6.3

Designing for interacting with recommendations and
predictions under uncertainty

Problem. Current prediction models and recommender systems often behave as
a “black-box”: i.e. predictions and recommendations are presented to the users,
but the rationale for selecting recommendations and the quality of predictions
are often not explained to end-users [122]. Several researchers have shown
that explanations and user control are needed to support the interpretation of
the data and models, particularly in high-risk domains that go beyond typical
e-commerce recommendations [125].
Research Questions:
RQ1 - What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation tools that support
decision making?
RQ3 - How can interactive visualisation help to support users in
the understanding of recommendation and prediction systems under
uncertainty?
Approach. To answer these research questions, we designed and evaluated two
dashboards: a first dashboard was designed to support the dialogue between job
mediators and job seekers (Chapter 5), see Figure 1.3c . The dashboard provides
an indication of the chance to find a specific job within a certain time-frame
and suggests possible actions to improve this chance. In this work, we provided
more control to the job mediator and improved the explanations of the model.
To explore how such a dashboard could facilitate job mediation sessions, we
collaborated with the regional public employment service (VDAB). The final
dashboard was evaluated with 12 job mediators in order to better understand
the perceived usefulness and integration in their workflow.
A second dashboard was designed for both job seekers and job mediators
(Chapter 6), see Figure 1.3d. The dashboard explains the rationale of job
recommendations and supports exploration and user control. The final
dashboard was evaluated with 66 job seekers, following different trainings
at VDAB.
Results. The user-centered design process involving both job seekers and job
mediators identified the importance of user control (RQ3) and explanations
(RQ1) in both designs. In the first dashboard (Chapter 5), the distinction
is made between actionable parameters such as education and location, and
parameters that cannot be controlled, such as age. Job mediators highlighted
the importance of customising the dashboard to be able to control the message.
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Although non-actionable parameters were deemed less interesting by some job
mediators, other job mediators liked the fact that they could be shown and
hidden in the conversation.
The dashboard for job seekers (Chapter 6) was designed with a map component
that shows the location where jobs are offered, as well as a table component
that provides explanations of the job recommendations, including needed
competencies of jobs that match the profile of the job seeker and the location.
The iterative design process identified several key features for interacting with
such an overview, including the option to favourite competencies that are of
interest. In addition, a visual representation of labour market related information
such as the number of times a specific competence is demanded was deemed
interesting by both job seekers and job mediators, and was conceptualised as
a miniature bar chart in the dashboard, inspired by the UpSet visualisation
technique [182].
The competence-based explanations as well as the diverse set of filters, together
with location-based search and overview features, were highlighted as important.
Interaction patterns indicate that all users engaged well with the interface,
although some users did not use all features to interact with the table overview.
The reasons may be two-fold: for some users, the table is less crowded and still
manageable without rearranging the view or narrowing down the scope. For
other users, and particularly the non-native speaking user group, the interface
may need further simplification. Another option is to use the dashboard in
collaboration with job mediators to fully exploit the different features.
Contributions are as follows:
• We designed and evaluated a dashboard for job mediators, and present
design implications for the use of prediction models in this context.
• We designed and evaluated a dashboard for both job seekers and job
mediators, and present design implications for the use of explainable job
recommender systems.
Design implications. Our first case study shows that the human expert plays
a crucial role in interpreting and relaying the recommended output. Charleer et
al. [57] identified similar concerns regarding the visualisation of student data: it
is important to take into account context which is not available within the data,
and personality of the user can affect the way data is interpreted. Wrongly
interpreted data can result in incorrect (student career) choices and significantly
impact student lives. Similarly, the decision of job seekers can be guided by
recommendations and estimations, but they could also be “manipulated” by
incorrect or unrealistic predictions [64]. Each situation might call for a different
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approach, and this data should be filtered and interpreted correctly by experts
to relay the information to job seekers in the most appropriate way.
Evaluation results of the second dashboard for job seekers indicate that job
seekers value the use of interactive visualisation techniques to find relevant job
recommendations. In general, the approach is perceived as effective to explore
job recommendations. Also explanations seem to contribute well to better
support user empowerment. Many of the responses hint to better understanding
of the job recommendations by being able to see which competencies are required.
Limitations. Some limitations must be taken into consideration when
interpreting our findings. The first dashboard was evaluated with job mediators.
While the interaction between job mediators and job seekers were observed, we
were only able to interview job mediators regarding the dashboard design and
interaction.
The dashboard for job seekers was evaluated with a heterogeneous group of
job seekers of diverse trainings at VDAB. While we reached a very diverse user
group in terms of technical skills, language and age, a wider audience would be
useful to assess the utility of the dashboard.

1.6.4

Designing for decision making under uncertainty with
AR applications

Problem. The idea to use AR to support in-situ decision making has been
explored by several researchers [281, 10]. Although interesting prototypes have
been presented, the affordances of AR technology and design guidelines for
representing uncertainty of data and prediction outcomes are largely unexplored.
In this dissertation, we further expand upon the initial ideas, and present the
evaluation results of an AR application for both smartphones and HMD devices.
The application recommends products to end-users when they hold the products
in their hands in a grocery store scenario. We use different visualisations to
represent recommendations and predictions. We also compare which of these
layouts work better for use on handheld and HMD devices.
Research questions:
RQ1 - What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation tools that support
decision making?
RQ4 - How can we support decision making under uncertainty in AR
applications?
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Approach. To address the research questions, we implemented the Personal
Health Augmented Reality Assistant (PHARA)1 , a system that supports decision
making about food products, see Figure 1.3e. When users hold a product in their
hand, PHARA displays different AR-based virtual cards around the physical
food product, presenting recommendations of similar, alternative and healthier
products, as well as health related predictions. We compared four different
layouts to represent this information: a stack layout, a list layout, a grid layout
and a pie layout. We evaluated these layouts in a user study with 28 participants,
and compared their use in two implementations: one for HMD devices, using
the Microsoft HoloLens, and a second implementations for handhelds, using an
iPhone 6S.
Results. We found that the stack layout was useful to organise virtual content
as layers in the physical space. The stack layout was the most useful for
interacting with the reduced field of view of the HoloLens at the cost of more
actions and time spent, leading to a higher physical demand. However, the
stack layout did not feel adequate during the handheld experience. Participants
pointed out that the stack was a practical layout to organise the information,
but they felt more confident with the other layouts where they could see
the information all at once. The grid layout was better perceived in the
handheld experience. Participants used this layout more frequently for solving
the tasks and indicated that the layout required less physical and mental
demand compared to the stack. Also the pie layout was well received for
handheld experiences. Both the grid and the pie tended to score high in terms
of confidence in the decisions of the participants, also indicating that these were
adequate, enjoyable and easy to use layouts for the handheld device.
The list layout was the least preferred layout among the participants, because of
its large size. Some participants appreciated the list as a layout to see everything
at once.
Contributions are as follows:
• We propose a set of AR layouts to display virtual content around physical
objects in the real world, particularly focusing on a number of popular
layouts such as a pie, grid, list and stack. We identify, through a user
study, which of the four layouts are the most affordable with HMD and
handheld AR experiences in a decision making scenario.
Design implications. We found that the stack visualisation performs better
with HMD devices with a limited field of view, like the HoloLens, at the cost of
some usability affordances (RQ4). For handheld devices, the grid and the pie
1 PHARA,

The Future of Shopping: https://youtu.be/eHynDNrzYO4
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tended to score higher in terms of confidence in decision making, compared to
the list and stack layouts (RQ1, RQ4).
Limitations. The study was conducted in a lab setting with a limited number
of participants (n=28). The participants were also mostly male. Follow-up
research should investigate the approach in real-life settings with a more diverse
user group.

1.7

Thesis Outline

This section provides an overview of the authored/co-authored publications that
resulted from the work presented in this thesis. We present these publications
per Chapter.
Chapter 2: This Chapter has been published in the Journal of Computers and
Electronics in Agriculture (2019) (IF most recent: 3.171).
Gutiérrez, F.*, Htun, N.N.*, Schlenz, F., Kasimati, A. and Verbert, K., 2019.
“A review of visualisations in agricultural decision support systems: An HCI
perspective.” Computers and Electronics in Agriculture, volume 163, pp. 1-28.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compag.2019.05.053. (* joint first author)
Chapter 3: This Chapter has been published in the journal of Computers in
Human Behavior, (2018) (IF most recent: 4.306).
Gutiérrez, F., Seipp, K., Ochoa, X., Chiluiza, K., Laet, T. De, and Verbert,
K. (2018). “LADA: a learning analytics dashboard for academic advising.”
Computers in Human Behavior, pp 1-13. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2018.12.
004
Chapter 4: This Chapter has been published in the IFIP Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction (INTERACT), 2019 (CORE: A).
Gutiérrez, F., Ochoa X., Seipp K., Broos T., and Verbert, K. “Benefits and tradeoffs of different model representations in decision support systems for non-expert
users”. In IFIP Conference on Human-Computer Interaction (INTERACT),
2019. In Press, pp. 1-10.
Chapter 5: This Chapter has been published in the proceedings of the 24th
IUI conference on Intelligent User Interfaces. ACM, 2019. (CORE: A)
Charleer, S.*, Gutiérrez, F.*, and Verbert, K. “Supporting job mediator and
job seeker through an actionable dashboard”, IUI ’19 Proceedings of the 24th
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International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces, pp. 121-131. (* joint
first author)
Chapter 6: This Chapter has been published in the proceedings of the 13th
ACM Conference on Recommender Systems. ACM, 2019. (CORE: B, acceptance
rate: 17.1%)
Gutiérrez, F., Charleer, S., De Croon R., Htun, N.N, Goetschalckx, G., and
Verbert K. “Explaining and exploring job recommendations: a user-driven
approach for interacting with knowledge-based job recommender systems” In
Proceedings of the 13th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems. ACM,
2019. In Press, pp. 1-10.
Chapter 7: This Chapter has been published in the proceedings of the 2019
52nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS). (CORE: A)
Gutiérrez, F., Htun, N.N., Charleer, S., DeCroon R., and Verbert, K. “Designing
augmented reality applications for personal health decision making”. In
Proceedings of the 52nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences
(HICSS). 2019, pp. 1-10. https://doi.org/10.24251/hicss.2019.212

Chapter 2

State of Art
This chapter is a copy of the previously published article:
Gutiérrez, F.*, Htun, N.N.*, Schlenz, F., Kasimati, A. and Verbert, K., 2019.
“A review of visualisations in agricultural decision support systems: An HCI
perspective.” Computers and Electronics in Agriculture, volume 163, pp. 1-28.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compag.2019.05.053. (* joint first author)

Contributions as first author:
This chapter presents a systematic review of visualisation techniques and
uncertainty representations used in the field of agriculture. As the leading
author, I was responsible for formulating the research questions, identifying, and
collecting data, assessing the quality and extracting data from diverse sources.
Moreover, I conducted the analysis and interpretation of results.
This publication was the result of a joint effort with dr. Nyi-Nyi Htun. As
joint author, I carried out a significant part of the writing of the publication,
including the design of tables and figures. The publication went through an
exhaustive review process where the co-authors made several contributions and
reviewed the text.
The design and methodology of this systematic review were discussed largely
together with Prof. Katrien Verbert and dr. Nyi-Nyi Htun, who also contributed
actively in the writing and discussion of the results. The final paper is the result
of a team collaboration, including efforts from members of the BigDataGrapes1
1 http://www.bigdatagrapes.eu/
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project, dr. Florian Schlenz and Aikaterini Kasimati.

2.1

Introduction

Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are designed to assist humans in making
more effective decisions. In the field of agriculture, different stakeholders such
as farmers, advisers and policymakers use software tools that facilitate farm
management by gathering data from multiple sources, analysing these data and
utilising a series of suggestions that are presented by different visual outputs.
Many DSSs are designed to support the concept of precision agriculture (PA)
which seeks to provide a holistic approach to assist farmers with optimising
resources [234]. McBratney et al. [201] defined PA as the “kind of agriculture
that increases the number of (correct) decisions per unit area of land per unit
time with associated net benefits”. Thus, PA research concentrates on enabling
users to make the right decisions considering both space and time.
In the history of agricultural systems, user-driven data and model development
has played an essential role in meeting users’ analysis need for decision-support
[146]. Still, models remain unfriendly, inside a black-box and behind DSS
software. This black-box nature often leads to trust issues, notably when
suggestions coming from a DSS fail [122]. Moreover, an increase in the use of
farm sensors, high-tech harvesters and drones, among others, has created a
massive amount of data that might be difficult for decision makers to grasp [199].
Users, therefore, need additional tools for understanding and interpreting their
data [263]. Visualisation is a powerful technique to address these issues and has
demonstrated its usefulness in PA [324] to communicate uncertainty from both
the data and the models [94]. Visualisation techniques have been used to assist
users to better interact and understand data by aggregating, filtering, searching
or otherwise sifting through and scaling down relevant information. Moreover,
visualisations are often explicitly designed to assist our visual system in handling
detail that might otherwise require significant cognitive effort. For instance,
visualisations provide information that can be easily perceived, recognised and
processed into inferences. In this sense, visualisations also offer short-term or
long-term memory aids to reduce memory and cognitive load. Such support can
make data, including potentially complex information, more easily consumable.
As Rind et al. [253] suggest, visualisation tools and techniques “combine the
processing power of modern computers with human cognition and visual abilities
to better support analysis tasks”.
In line with participatory DSS development, visualisations can be especially
practical and useful when following user-centred design approaches [126]. In
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fact, a number of qualitative PA studies highlighted the importance of using
a participatory-design approach [221, 18], where the farmer’s perspective is
used as the central focus of the design. A key goal of such an approach is to
support complex data analysis by providing diverse visualisation techniques
and adapting the tool according to the farmer needs [297].
A great number of visualisations and visual analytics tools have been proposed
in the domain of agriculture with the aim to support the decision making
process. However, to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive analysis of
such tools, by considering their application areas, visualisation techniques and
intended end-users, does not yet exist. Previous literature reviews in agriculture
have focused on similar areas such as DSSs and PA, but not on visualisation
techniques. For example, Kamilaris et al. [150] presented a survey on the
recent practices of big data analysis in agriculture that would help farmers
and companies to extract value from data, improving their productivity. This
survey highlighted the opportunities of big data analysis for smarter farming.
A different systematic review [174] highlighted the methodologies that can
be used to support farmers in designing innovative agricultural production
systems. In the context of precision agriculture, Imam et al. [138] reviewed
design issues for wireless sensor networks and showed a comparison of different
characteristics of humidity sensors, such as sensor type, their sensitivity and
power consumption, which play a key role for wireless sensor networks for
precision agriculture applications. As such, a number of reviews have addressed
the issues surrounding DSSs and PA, but the use of visualisations in DSSs has
yet to be understood.
To address this gap, in this paper, we review the use of information visualisation
techniques in 61 articles that report their support for end-user decision making.
From an HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) perspective, we explore the design
methodology behind the implementation of such systems and investigate the
rationale behind the use of visual components in different application domains.
HCI is a discipline in which users as well as technology and environment are
emphasised in the design process [265]. For example, paying little attention to
the environment could result in the DSS being unfit for the intended environment.
A recent study [258] explored the reasons behind the lack of interest by farmers
in the computer-based support systems and highlighted the importance of
HCI perspectives when designing DSS. The study also found clear benefits of
designing a DSS that is easy to use, fits the existing workflow of users, performs
well and incubate trust [258], which are some of the most commonly accessed
metrics of HCI research. We had two specific goals in this review: our first
goal was to examine user interaction with DSS for agriculture (i.e., input to
the system, output from the system and other interface factors) in order to
identify design features that go into the making of effective DSS. Our second
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goal was to gain insight into the evaluation of DSS, as well as to learn from
these evaluations to identify opportunities for future research. To guide this
work, we have defined our research questions as follows:
• RQ1: What visualisation techniques are being used across different
domains in agriculture?
• RQ2: How are these visualisations being used by end-users to make
decisions?
• RQ3: What is the role of uncertainty in the visualisation tools that support
decision making?
• RQ4: What is the role of HCI in the design and development of
visualisation tools to support end-user decisions?
The contributions of this paper are the following: first, we present an extensive
overview of visualisation and visual analytics techniques that have been
elaborated in the agriculture field, highlighting the potential of DSSs and
their use of visualisations for decision making in agricultural contexts. Second,
we present an analysis of a wide range of characteristics, including visualisation
techniques that are commonly used, how data is captured and how these systems
have been evaluated. Based on this analysis, we outline guidelines for the design
of DSSs as well as directions for future research for this area.

2.2

Method

In this section, we first elaborate the method employed for the selection of
articles/papers for our systematic review. We also define the different categories
that were used for coding the existing tools.

2.2.1

Eligibility Criteria

This review includes articles that investigated or reported the usage of DSSs
involving visualisation techniques to support end-users in the field of agriculture.
The eligibility criteria were specified according to the PICO framework (Table
2.1), stated in the preferred reporting items for systematic review and metaanalysis statement [65].
No restrictions were placed on the date. All the included papers were written
in English. The population was targeted to all articles reporting end-users (i.e.
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PICO ref.
Population

Inclusion criteria
Decision support
tools with
visualisation outputs
to support farmers in
decision making
scenarios

Search Term
agriculture

DSS

visualisation

end-user

Intervention
Comparison
Outcome

Study

Not used
Not used
Guidelines for the de- design guidelines
sign of visualisation
in DSSs as well as
directions of future
research for this area.
cross-sectional, prospective

Keywords
agri*, farm*, urban
agriculture, precision
agriculture
dss, decision support
systems, whole-farm,
simulation, tool, monitoring
visual*, data, big
data, algorithm, techniques, tools, data viz
farm*, advis*, agro*,
policymaker, technician, analyst

design*, ux, ui, user
experience,
user
study, gui

Table 2.1: Overview of the search strategy, keywords identified and search-terms,
based on the PICO framework.
farmers, policymakers or advisers) using any kind of decision tools, (i.e. demos,
proof-of-concept tools, dashboards and simulations) in the agriculture domain
and being supported by the use of any type of visualisation for decision making.
DSSs were included without restrictions on the platform of use (i.e. desktop,
web-browser or mobile applications). Literature was included if they added a
clear description of the DSS, stating the data input, collection and outcome
for any end-user involved in the agriculture domain (i.e. farmers, advisers,
policymakers). Articles describing the use of visualisations in text or figures
were included. Papers that reported the design process of the tool and user
studies regarding visualisation techniques were included and analysed in detail
separately.

2.2.2

Search Strategy

A scoping exercise to nail down search keywords was conducted in the Google
Scholar and ScienceDirect databases in May 2018. The keyword identification
was complemented by using keyword services such as Google Keyword Planner
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database
Google Scholar

count
( 76)

ScienceDirect
Field Crops Research

(148)

Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment

(242)

Agricultural and Forest Meteorology

(179)

Advances in Agronomy

(123)

Applied Soil Ecology

(274)

Precision Agriculture

( 43)

Computers and Electronics in Agriculture

(476)

IEEE Xplore

(484)

ACM Digital Library

( 87)

Total:

search query
agriculture farm user study tool
UX UI design visualisation DSS
“big data”

{FilterBy: JournalName},
{Keywords: agri*, farm*,
“urban agriculture”, “precision
agriculture”, DSS, simulation,
tool, monitoring, visual*, data,
“data viz”, farm*, advis*,
agro*, design*, ux, ui, “user
experience”, “user study”}

{SearchBy: FullTextAndMetadata} { Keywords:
agri*,
farm*, “precision agriculture”,
DSS, visual*, data, tool, data
viz, farm*, advis*, agro*, design*, ux, ui, “user experience”,
“user study”}
{SearchBy: AnyField} {Keywords: agri*, farm*, “precision agriculture”, DSS, visual*,
data, tool, data viz, farm*,
advis*, agro*, design*, ux, ui,
“user experience”, “user study”}

(2,132)

Table 2.2: Overview of the number of documents scouted from diverse database
explorations.
and Keyword Tool. The produced keywords are presented in Table 2.1. Using
the defined keywords, hand searching (i.e., a method of manually examining
a paper to identify all eligible criteria [128]) of relevant authors and articles
was conducted in Google Scholar. As Google Scholar provides a broad result
of papers, we used the advanced search functionality for initial searches and
narrowed down the search using the specific keywords defined in the eligibility
criteria section, and listed in Table 2.2. Journals in the agriculture domain were
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Figure 2.1: Flow diagram illustrating the literature selection process.
identified using ScimagoJR2 . The search of papers within the identified journals
was done in the ScienceDirect platform. Results from the search are presented
in Table 2.2.

2.2.3

Literature Selection

Results from each database were imported into Mendeley (n = 2,132). Titles and
abstracts were screened, excluding those who were not relevant to our research
and/or did not meet the previously defined eligibility criteria. Afterwards,
the remaining articles were retrieved and assessed for eligibility at full-text
(n = 140). The process of paper selection is illustrated in Figure 2.1. In
summary, the search identified 2,132 papers, from those, only 140 documents
were retrieved and reviewed in full-text from this initial set based on our criteria.
This narrowed the scope of this literature review to sixty-one articles.
2 https://www.scimagojr.com/
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Data Extraction

Data from the included articles were coded and extracted in a spreadsheet
designed for this review: https://goo.gl/SeJDdV. The 61 papers included in
this review were coded based on the following main categories: end-user, tool
type, development status, platform, the visualisation technique, data source,
research domain and evaluation. At the beginning of this stage, an inter-coder
reliability assessment was conducted between the researchers using Cohen’s
kappa [202]. A random selection with 20% of the papers was listed in a
spreadsheet and coded following the defined coding categories and subcategories.
The decisions made by the second researcher were compared against the first,
generating Cohen’s Kappa statistics. The statistics revealed a substantial
agreement between the researchers, k = 0.76 (95% CI, 0.62 to 0.89), p < 0.001.
Disagreements were discussed and resolved. Consistency in coding was kept
throughout the remaining reviewed papers.
Categories and subcategories were identified based on our research questions
and objectives, most of them emerged as common themes derived from the
articles in this review, for all the categories we used both open and closed coding
approaches (see Table 2.3 for an overview of the categories). In the following
subsections, we briefly describe these categories.
End-Users
Stakeholders are the main targets of DSSs in agriculture. In this review, we
identified four types of stakeholders: farmers, domain experts (farm advisers or
agronomists), academic researchers and policymakers (see Table 2.3). In this
review, we used the end-user category to identify the types of visualisations
that are targeted at specific types of stakeholders.
Tool Type
Some DSSs are designed to provide a simulation approach where farmers can
walk-through simulated farming scenarios to explore and better understand their
practices (e.g. [75]). This approach can also help leverage learning of farmers.
Unlike the simulation approach, there are DSSs that have been designed for
practical applications in real farms. Such systems provide decision support
solutions for a particular decision making scenario (e.g. irrigation scheduling,
fertiliser application, etc.). In addition, there are systems that provide farmers
with necessary tools for the planning required for the whole farm. As such, we
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categorised the papers into three tool types based on their approach: simulation,
real practice and whole-farm management.
Development Status
DSSs are often evaluated at different stages of the development life circle. Thus,
although certain papers present the systems that are currently being applied in
real farms, there are others that are under development or at a concept stage.
We used this category to identify the status of the application and understand
the usage of visualisation at different levels. Subcategories include concept,
prototype and production.
Platform
Since the scale of agricultural operations has increased over the years, DSSs
are required to support on-the-fly access and in-field decision making [300].
Thus, many researchers have started looking into the use of different devices
(i.e. desktop or mobile). The systems themselves and visualisation requirements
can differ according to the platform. In this review, we identified the papers
that are intended for mobile and/or desktop uses.
Visualisation Techniques
One main goal of this review was to identify visualisation techniques that are
proposed for agricultural decision support systems. Visualisation techniques may
vary according to the needs of the users, application domain, visual literacy, etc.
With this category, we identified an exhaustive list of visualisation techniques
that are used to display agricultural data and predictions.
Data Source
Outputs of DSSs are driven by data [239]. The type of data collected and how
they are utilised play an important role in providing optimal decisions and can
vary depending on the decision making requirements. Thus, we identified data
sources of the selected DSS.
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Application Domain
There are diverse sub-domains in agriculture, some of which include: wheat
production, irrigation management, crop management, etc. Depending of the
domain, decision requirements can also vary vastly. Since our initial analysis
showed that DSSs have been proposed for many sub-domains of agriculture, we
identified the application domain of each DSS.
Design Approach
The design stage has been identified as one of the critical steps in the development
of visualisation tools and agricultural DSSs [231]. It also plays an important
role in the adoption of the system [188]. Thus, significant efforts have been
put into applying user-centred approaches for developing DSSs [230]. We
categorised the selected DSSs based on the following user-centred design
approaches: participatory, focus group and iterative. A brief definition for
each of these categories has been provided in Table 2.3. It is important to note
that the design approach generally defines a framework for evaluating a system.
Various evaluation methods maybe used under a selected framework. These
evaluation methods are described in Section 2.2.4.
Evaluation Methods
Evaluation is an important part of the software development life circle as it
ensures that all the requirements of the software are met. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.4, different evaluation methods can be used under a selected design
framework. Our initial analysis showed that a number of evaluation methods
have been used by previous work in agriculture. Thus, we identified DSSs based
on the following evaluation methods: observation, questionnaire, interview and
workshop. A brief definitions for these categories can be found in Table 2.3. In
general, user observations are conducted “in the wild” where users are typically
allowed to explore a given tool freely. Interactions with the tool are observed
and recorded. In certain cases, questionnaires may be administered to users
who then provide written answers to a set of questions which can include both
open- and close-ended questions. Unlike asking the questions verbally as in
interviews, questionnaires demand less effort from the questioner and provide
structured sets of answers. On the other hand, interviews involve delivering
both questions and answers verbally. Interviews allow the questioner to capture
in-depth feedback and to pose further questions which is not possible with the
questionnaire approach. Workshops, unlike interviews, involve a group of users
answering to a set of questions which are typically introduced by the questioner.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the data extraction results by categories. The number
of papers identified for each category is indicated between parenthesis.
Workshops create a great environment to capture rich opinions from users by
allowing them to discuss the questions and come up with solutions.

2.3

Analysis

We analysed the selected papers based on the nine categories presented in Table
2.3 as explained above. An overview of the number of papers identified within
each category is shown in Figure 2.2. In the following subsections, results of
our analysis are presented.
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Figure 2.3: Example application domains and cross-domain supports of DSS.

2.3.1

Application Domain

In this section, we provide an overview of DSSs that have been elaborated in
various application domains and demonstrate how they have been applied to
assist with decision support tasks. Although many of the systems are grouped
by their application domain, some fall under various domains, as illustrated
in Figure 2.3. Although this figure is by no means exhaustive, it provides
insights into the typical cross-domain supports of current DSSs in agriculture.
A complete list of DSSs under each application domain is presented in Table
2.4.
Viticulture
Visualisations in viticulture enable a better vineyard monitoring, reducing costs
and at the same time, generating a more transparent representation of the
existent variability in the vineyard, which is valuable for the optimisation of
the harvest and producing high-quality grapes [31]. Vite.net [259] is a DSS
for crop management of vineyards (Figure 2.4a). Using sensors, the system
shows visual information about soil water content to help farmers monitor
adequate water levels. Decision support modules provide information about
vine growth, pest control and diseases in grape berries. The visualisation of
real-time information supports farmers to make informed decisions and maintain
a record behind each management action. Blauth and Ducati [34] introduced
a map visualisation of the land usage in vineyards (Figure 2.4b). The system
monitors grape variety, production and inventory information, using a map to
indicate vineyards, vegetation, bare soil or nearby urban areas. Geovit [304]
provides support to farmers at a landscape level (Figure 2.4c) with an interactive
dashboard that allows the selection and comparison of areas of interest together
with multiple data layers on top of a map.
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Figure 2.4: The use of visualisation in the viticulture domain: a) Vite.net [259],
b) Blauth and Ducati [34], c) Geovit [304]

Figure 2.5: The use of visualisation in dairy farming. a) ViPER [224], b)
DyNoFlo [51]
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Figure 2.6: The use of visualisation in wheat production a) AgMine[20], b)
AquaGIS/AquaCrop [192], c) ATLAS [306], d) cropSAT [194]
Dairy Farming
According to an annual report published by United States Department of
Agriculture 3 , feeding animals for dairy farming is one of the highest expenses
for dairy producers across the states. In order to optimise productivity, dairy
producers focus on formulating diets based on the growth rate, milk production
and reproduction. Thus, DSSs have also become widely popular in dairy farming.
ViPER [224] is a DSS that provides a visualisation of the agricultural land to
manage microbial pollution risks (Figure 2.5a). A participatory design approach
was used to engage with stakeholders in order to create a user-friendly system
for guiding on-farm risk assessment. The resulting tool visualises patterns of E.
coli in space and time. DyNoFlo Dairy [51] is a DSS intended for producers
and regulatory agencies. The main purpose of this tool is to integrate nutrient
budgeting, crop and optimisation models to assess nitrogen leaching from
dairy farm systems. The user interface of DyNoFlo Dairy provides a graphical
representation of all system modules and their connections, allowing users to
interact with different models in order to optimise nitrogen leaching and profit
(Figure 2.5b).
3 https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/milk-cost-of-production-estimates/
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Figure 2.7: The use of visualisation in pest and disease control.
CognitiveInputs [71], b) AgroDSS [262], c) Vite.net [259]

a)

Wheat Production
Wheat is grown on more land area than any other commercial crop and continues
to be the most important food grain source for humans. Its production leads
all crops, including rice, maize and potatoes. We found four tools ([20], [192],
[306], [194]) that visually support end-users in the wheat production domain.
AgMine [20] provides valuable information for Western Australian wheat growers,
using diverse visualisation techniques to illustrate seasonal rainfall and yield
production (Figure 2.6a). AquaCrop [192] provides simulation analysis towards
the impact of climate change on wheat yield in Southern Spain by visualising
yield and rainfall (Figure 2.6b). ATLAS [306] simulates crop availability at
the landscape scale by visualising in 2D and 3D maps different crop scenarios
in relation to pests, diseases and biological control (Figure 2.6c). cropSAT
[194] is a DSS to visually analyse nitrogen fertilisation of winter wheat using
satellite images: farmers can recognise and explain visualised variation in the
crop biomass (Figure 2.6d).
Pest and Disease Control
Pest control is a vital process in the agricultural business, as pests and diseases
can lead to important economic and ecological losses [70]. A number of DSSs
have focused on providing support for farmers to identifying and treating
([259, 262]) a particular pest (see Figure 2.7). CognitiveInputs [71] (Figure 2.7a)
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Figure 2.8: The use of visualisation in irrigation management. a) Byishimo and
Garba [49], b) DIDAS [91], c) HydroQual [3])
is an interactive tool aimed for cotton growers that allows them to explore weed
management decisions while considering uncertainties under climate conditions.
Designed as an extension for existing farm management systems, AgroDSS
(Figure 2.7b) [262] uses data mining and statistical methods to make predictions
for simulated scenarios and to better understand the dependencies within a
domain. This includes identifying pest populations and species. AgroDSS
uses time-series graphs to visualise such data. Vite.net (Figure 2.7c) [259] is a
comprehensive farm management system that can also visually represent pest
occurrences over the season. Time-series graphs are used to show in-depth
information regarding a disease, an infection chain and/or infection severity.
Further decision support is provided for treatment plans using a decision tree.
In addition, a dashboard shows alert levels of a disease and protection of the
last fungicide spray against diseases.
Irrigation Management
Irrigation advisory services provide the farmers with assistance in irrigation
scheduling knowledge, considering crop water conditions in different crops,
optimising production and cost-effectiveness. Visualisations support farmers
with a better overview of water distribution to their crops by showing moisture
content, water uptake, etc. Such views allow farmers to adjust their irrigation
process depending on the soil, farm area and season in order to optimise crop
production. As an example, the tool designed by Byishimo and Garba [49]
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Figure 2.9: The use of visualisation to support crop management. a)AquaGIS
[192] b) AgMine [20]
uses real-time data collected from in-field sensors to produce live visualisations
allowing farmers to monitor and process information about the soil, temperature
and irrigation. Interaction is limited as users can only hover over the time-series
visualisation to see annotations indicating details about the data over time
(Figure 2.8a). Another example is DIDAS [91], a tool that allows to evaluate a
farm based on a number of inputs such as soil, evaporation, plant resistance
and land structure and assists with the design and scheduling of drip irrigation
systems (Figure 2.8b). By visualising water flow, DIDAS can assist farmers
in taking decisions about irrigation schedules under conditions where water
is a crucial limiting factor in crop productions. HydroQual [3] uses a dataset
consisting of sequences of biological indices and physico-chemical values for
geo-localised river stations and allows experts to visually analyse river water
quality of different geographical areas (Figure 2.8c).
Crop Management
Crop production is deeply dependent on climate conditions, diseases and
pests, making it essential to provide farmers with risk management technology.
AquaGIS (Figure 2.9a) [192] is a visualisation tool that uses AquaCrop, a crop
growth model, to simulate results of crop management in multiple fields and
seasons. AquaGIS features visualisation modules that facilitate the presentation
of spatial data. It allows an efficient visualisation in a map using different colours
that facilitate spatial visualisation. An interactive component allows interaction
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Figure 2.10: CropSAT [194], an example of visualisation in fertiliser management
between different maps that describe the evolution over time of the results
provided by AquaCrop. AgMine (Figure 2.9b) [20] is a DSS that comprises
multiple components of statistical analysis powered by visualisation modules.
Visualisation is used in this tool as a powerful technique for geo-spatial analysis,
climate and crop-yield mapping. With the proposed framework, farmers can
use the visualisations to detect seasonal patterns of rainfall and see the effects
on various scenarios comparing dry and wet years in crop production.
Fertiliser Management
The aim of precision agriculture is to optimise farm outputs while preserving
resources [201]. Thus, fertiliser management plays an important role in precision
agriculture. CropSAT (Figure 2.10) [194] is a tool developed for calculation
of variable rate application files for nitrogen fertilisation from satellite images.
The images generated in CropSAT show visual representations of crop biomass
variation, which is difficult to achieve by just walking or driving in the field.
Weather Prediction and Climate
Weather forecast is a big challenge in the practical application of seasonal
predictions in different economic sectors [94]. Fortunately, interactive
visualisation is well known for facilitating the analysis of probabilistic predictions
under uncertainty [293, 1], particularly towards non-expert users [154]. An
example tool, Geovisage [140], is a web-based decision support system designed
for farmers that displays graphs of current sensor data from several weather
stations. The tool visualises real-time data in a time-series plot offering a quick
view of recent weather conditions where time periods and different weather
stations are compared; a table provides extra details with statistical information
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Figure 2.11: The use of visualisation in weather forecast. a) Geovisage [140], b)
CAMDT [116])
(Figure 2.11a). CAMDT (Figure 2.11b) [116] is another example that aims
to facilitate probabilistic seasonal weather forecasts. The tool provides a user
interface to help decision makers adjust their crop and water management
practices that may improve outcomes given the expected weather condition
of the growing season. It provides “what-if” scenarios where the forecast is
presented for visual comparison.

2.3.2

End-Users

While the majority of tools we reviewed are designed to support farmers,
there are some that also support other end-users including domain experts
(farm advisers and agronomists), policymakers and academic researchers. In
this section, we present our findings of tools that have been designed to help
different stakeholders in agriculture. A comprehensive list of these tools is
presented in Table 2.5.
Farmers
We discovered that a large number of tools in agriculture (34 out of 61) are
designed for farmers. These tools focus on assisting farmers with various aspects
of farming. The majority of the tools used one or more visualisation techniques
to help the farmers better understand the status of their farm and crops and to
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Figure 2.12: User interface of SmartScape [303], a tool to support policymakers.
be able to make accurate decisions regarding irrigation schedules (Figure 2.8),
fertiliser applications (Figure 2.10), pest control (Figure 2.7), etc. Details of
individual visualisation techniques found in each of these tools are presented in
Section 2.3.3.
Policymakers
We found a total of four tools ([303, 95, 254, 68]) that are designed to be used
by policymakers. Policymakers, such as rural extension technicians, use DSSs
to facilitate the evaluation of consequences of changes in agriculture, such as
crop affectations in landscapes. For instance, SmartScape [303] provides diverse
visual components, such as maps and radar charts, to provide assistance to
policymakers in evaluating the consequences of ecosystem services in agriculture
landscapes (see Figure 2.12). In addition, some tools (e.g. [68]) are designed
to help with information dissemination, allowing policymakers to exchange
knowledge back and forth with farmers.
Domain Experts
Farm advisers, including agronomists, are considered domain experts who are
often consulted by farmers, as well as by researchers for designing DSSs [6, 3, 68].
They also assist policymakers to implement farming policies and in changing
farmer behaviour [139].
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Farm advisers typically assess the farms by using varieties of statistical models
and analysis methods, evaluating the risks of different management scenarios
and finally propose strategies/guidelines for farmers. Thus, the tools designed
for both farm adviser and farmers are typically capable of conducting analyses
and simulations, as well as visualising the resulting guidelines for farmers (Figure
2.8c). There are nine tools [116, 192, 336, 19, 259, 224, 5, 310, 115] that have
been designed to support farm advisers.
Agronomists, amongst all domain experts, are known for establishing good
communication with farmers due to regular on-site meetings, local knowledge
and long-term relationships with farmers [139]. Agronomists tend to provide
practical farming decisions that are more likely to coincide with those of farmers,
instead of urging new initiatives or regulations as some advisers do [139]. In
this review, we found a total of four tools [297, 116, 173, 71] that have been
designed to support agronomists.
Academics
We found four tools ([297, 220, 95, 300]) that have been designed for academics.
AgriAG [297] was developed with the aid of academics that provided feedback
to the elaboration of the tool. Mostly, these applications ([300, 95]) are used
by academic researchers to explore new technologies to support agricultural
decision making.

2.3.3

Visualisation Techniques

Through this review, we found a number of visualisation techniques currently
being used in DSSs for agriculture. Table 2.6 shows an exhaustive list of
different visualisation techniques that are found in the papers we reviewed.
In the following subsections, we present the ten most common visualisation
techniques.
Map
Maps are overwhelmingly used in agriculture to visually communicate geospatial data, providing an overview of the farms. In total, our review identified
46 papers (i.e. 75%) that used a type of map visualisation (see Table 2.6 for
details). As seen in Figure 2.13, both 2D and 3D map visualisations have
been proposed to represent physical landscapes. Out of the 46 papers, a large
proportion (i.e. 42 papers) have implemented 2D maps. Examples include
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Figure 2.13: Examples of use of map visualisation in agriculture: a) ViPER
[224], b) AQUAGIS [192], c) AgriAG [297] and d) ATLAS [306].
ViPER [224] (Figure 2.13a) and AQUAGIS [192] (Figure 2.13b), where plots of
physical landscapes are virtually displayed on a 2D map. Example usage of 3D
maps includes AgriAG [297] (Figure 2.13c) and ATLAS [306] (Figure 2.13d).
Both 2D and 3D maps are often layered with various colour representations,
such as a heatmap to further visualise areas of interest in the farm.
Heatmap
Heatmaps represent data values contained in an area of interest using a colour
range. Since heatmap visualisations generally highlight areas of interest, they
are often used as an overlay on top of geographical maps. Heatmaps are for
instance used to represent the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
to indicate the density of green on a patch of land. Other types of data visualised
with heatmaps include biomass, weather, water density, risk of flooding, etc.
We found a total of 17 tools that used heatmaps to visualise regions of interest
across landscapes (see Table 2.6). CropSAT [194], for example, uses heatmaps
to indicate biomass in a patch of farm using satellite-based images (see Figure
2.10). Another example is the vineyard management tool designed by Blauth
and Ducati [34] (see Figure 2.4b) that uses a heatmap to differentiate vineyards
from other vegetation, bare soil and urban areas. CAMDT [116], as shown in
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Figure 2.11b, uses heatmaps to indicate areas of land that are at the risk of
flooding.
Time-series
Time-series visualisations are used to show a distributions of data points that
are ordered by time. They are similar to line graphs in that they present two
dimensional data where a sequence of time (e.g. months) is usually plotted on
the x-axis. Due to their simplicity and effectiveness in presenting data points
through time, time-series are commonly seen in agricultural tools. We found a
total of 24 tools (see Table 2.6) that used time-series to visualise various farm
data. An example is CropGIS [197] which displays the biomass growth of a
farm over time (see Figure 2.10). In a similar way, DIDAS [91] shows relative
water uptake using time-series (see Figure 2.8b). Other example applications
include AgMine [20], visualising wheat yield and rainfall patterns, and LMTooln
[86], visualising temperature, precipitation and wind speed.
Bar Chart
Bar charts present bars clustered in groups, showing the values of more than
one measured variable. One axis of bar charts shows the specific categories
being compared and the other axis represents a measured value. We found a
total of eight tools (see Table 2.6) that used bar charts to present data. We also
discovered that, in agriculture, bar charts are commonly used in combinations
with other types of visualisations. For instance, AgMine [20] (Figure 2.9b) uses
bar charts with time-series to show average wheat yield between years. Similarly,
DIDAS [91] (Figure 2.8b) shows water supply scheduling for irrigation over a
24-hour period. AgriSuit [336] (Figure 2.14c) uses a heatmap and bar chart
together to present the distribution of suitable agricultural lands in an area of
interest.
Histogram
Histograms are used to represent an estimate of the probability distribution of
a continuous variable [235]. It differs from a bar chart in the sense that a bar
graph represents categorical variables, whereas in a histogram each column/bar
represents a continuous quantitative variable. We found seven tools that used
histograms to present farm-related data. SmartScape [303] (Figure 2.12) uses a
histogram to illustrate simulation results of various crop change scenarios. The
results illustrated include changes in vital soil chemical contents, bird habitat,
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biofuel, pollinators, net income and net energy. In AquaGIS [192] (Figure 2.6c),
a histogram is used to illustrate a comparison between crop yield and rainfall
over time.
Pie Chart
A pie chart is a circular visualisation which is divided into slices with different
colours to illustrate a numerical proportion. Much like bar charts, pie charts are
used to visualise a distribution between categories of data. However, compared
to bar charts, pie charts are less popular in agriculture. We found a total of five
tools that used pie charts to visualise farm data. The VBoxReporting system
[33] is an example of usage of the pie chart in agriculture. This tool uses pie
charts to illustrate a comparison of work time and fuel consumption in a day
between different plots.
Radar Chart
Radar charts are frequently used to visualise multivariate data in the form of a
two-dimensional chart. Thus, they can be used when three or more variables are
present. In agriculture, however, radar charts are less common. In this review,
we discovered three tools that uses radar charts. SmartScape [303] (Figure 2.12)
is an example tool that uses a radar chart to illustrate environmental outcomes
between current and hypothetical crop change scenarios. The outcomes include
vital soil chemical contents, bird habitat, biofuel, pollinators, net income and net
energy. As presented in Section 2.3.3, SmartScape [303] also uses a histogram
to illustrate such outcomes in two different ways.
Clustering
A clustering view shows clusters of similar information organised by colours
and shapes. While clustering is a commonly used prediction technique, the
visualisation of these clusters for interpretation by end-users is quite uncommon:
we found only one tool, HydroQual [3], that offers such a view. In HydroQual,
water stations across a map are illustrated in groups by their behavioural
similarity (see Figure 2.8c).
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Figure 2.14: The use of dashboards in agriculture: a) Geovit [304], b)
SmartScape [303] c) AgriSuit [336] d) Vite.net [259] e) HydroQual [3].
Temporal Pattern View
Also in HydroQual [3] (Figure 2.8c), a “temporal pattern view” is described,
which is essentially a variation of a node-link diagram. It is used to illustrate
patterns of changes in biological indices and physico-chemical parameters over
time. In this review, we found the use of such a temporal pattern view, or
node-link diagram, only in HydroQual.
Dashboards
Dashboards are a collection of visualisations that provide relevant information to
be monitored on a single screen at a glance [90]. They provide an easy access to
diverse visual components to display detailed data, providing a unified display
to the decision maker for interaction and exploration [266]. In this review,
we identified 11 tools that use a dashboard. Figure 2.14 illustrates example
applications of dashboards in DSSs for agriculture. Notice how all five examples
in this figure have a main interface from which various other visualisations can
be accessed. For instance, Geovit [304] (Figure 2.14a), a dashboard designed
for viticulture, provides diverse interactive components surrounding a heatmap,
allowing instant access to various different features. Similarly, SmartScape [303]
(Figure 2.14b), a spatial decision support system, uses a map together with a
radar chart, histograms and various diverse interactive components. AgriSuit
[336] (Figure 2.14c), a tool for agricultural land suitability assessment, also uses
a map which is augmented by heatmap and bar chart visualisations, surrounded
by various interaction elements. HydroQual [3] (Figure 2.14e), a tool for visual
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analysis of river water quality, uses a clustering view together with a map
and a pattern view. A vineyards management system, Vite.net [259] (Figure
2.14d), unlike the previous dashboards, does not use a map but rather a unique
combination of progress bars, time-series, barometer, colour shades and decision
tree.
We discovered that dashboards in agriculture are substantially used in farm
management and landscape assessment tasks, with some tools (e.g. HydroQual
[3]) designed for the analysis of river water quality. It appears that the primary
goal of dashboards is to show an overview map to users, which is logical given
that landscape is an important part of farm management. As shown in Table 2.6,
the majority of the tools that have a dashboard (9 out of 11) use 2D maps
to provide an overview of the landscape. A few other familiar visualisations
used in the dashboards include heatmaps (6 tools), time-series (5 tools), a bar
chart (2 tools), a histogram (1 tool), a radar chart (1 tool) and a pie chart (1
tool). We discovered that a few unique visualisations such as a cluster view,
horizontal plots and a pattern view have also been used as part of a dashboard.
Since dashboards are designed to provide a unified display to the decision maker
[266], we believe that the use of familiar visualisations is an important aspect
of dashboards, especially because most end-users in agriculture are non-experts
in visualisation and data analytics.
Overall, the 11 tools that have a dashboard covered the following application
domains: land suitability assessment, crop biomass analysis, crop control, wheat
production, fertiliser management, pest control, dairy farming and vineyard
management. For the other domains such as livestock management, aquaculture
analysis, cotton production, rice production and soil-moisture analysis (see
Table 2.4), various visualisation tools exist but a dashboard has yet to be
introduced. We believe that many of such domains can also greatly benefit from
a dashboard. Based on an analysis of various aspects of these dashboards, we
highlight opportunities for future research in Section 2.4.

2.3.4

Interaction

Interaction is an important aspect of visualisation tools since perception and
understanding of complex data can be strongly influenced by the interactivity
of a visualisation component [346]. The benefits of visualising complex data
arise from being able to better interact and understand data by aggregating,
filtering, searching or scaling down relevant information. Examples of interactive
visualisation components can be found in various agricultural DSS.
Thirty-one of the reviewed papers reported the use of interactive visualisations
in their tools (see Table 2.6). Many of the reported interactive visualisations
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are included in dashboards, where visualisation components interact together
to provide insights to user. ViPER [224] is an example tool that provides
an interactive drag-and-drop interface where users can explore livestock and
examine “what-if?” scenarios. Moreover, AgriSuit [336] provides an interface
to allow a customised selection of weights based on user preferences to achieve
better insights. Geovit [304], provides an interactive dashboard that allows
the selection of areas of interest: based on this selection, users can explore
information about soil, climate and hydrology in real-time.

2.3.5

Tool Type, Platform and Development Status

All 61 papers of this review present one or more visualisations which are designed
to support various farming applications (e.g. irrigation scheduling, fertiliser
application, etc.) and platforms (e.g. mobile and desktop).
We found 15 tools (see Table 2.7) that are designed to assist with decision
support requirements by using a simulation approach. These tools allow farmers
to walk-through simulated farming scenarios helping them explore and better
understand their practices. On the other hand, we found 24 tools that have
been designed for applications in real farming practices (i.e. non-simulation).
These tools are designed to assist with decision support requirements for a
particular real-world decision making scenario, for example, irrigation scheduling
or fertiliser application.
Interestingly, while a number of tools have focused on individual farming
practices such as irrigation scheduling or fertiliser application, only two out of
the 61 tools used visualisations to support whole-farm planning. Whole-farm
planning is a difficult task, and its practices are often delivered to farmers by
technicians and experts 4 . Whole-farm planning systems provide users with
necessary tools for all the planning required for the whole farm, something
farmers have to engage in nearly every day. We believe that future tools
should provide farmers with various plug-and-play components allowing them
to perform plannings for the whole farm or individual requirements.
In addition, we found that many of the tools have been designed to support
a particular device (i.e. desktop or mobile), with the exception of two tools
[300, 213] that were designed for both mobile and desktop devices. Overall,
30 out of the 61 tools are desktop applications while only nine are mobile
applications, out of which two are designed for both desktop and mobile devices.
Clearly, the support for mobile devices has been considered less frequently.
However, since the scale of agricultural operations has increased over the years,
4 https://www.vabeginningfarmer.alce.vt.edu/planning.html
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it is important that the tools are scalable and support multiple devices for
on-the-fly access and in-field decision making [300].
Finally, we also discovered that while some of the tools (16 out of 61) are being
used in practice, the majority of them (33 out of 61) are under the prototype
stage (see Table 2.7 for details). Out of the two DSSs we discovered for wholefarm planning, only one [51] is currently available for end-users whereas the other
one [5] is at the prototype stage. Similarly for the tools that are designed for
mobile devices, we found only one [195] that is currently available for end-users,
which again supports the argument that more tools should consider support for
multiple devices for flexible decision making [300].
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category
End-user

subcategory
farmer
domain expert

academic
policymaker

Tool type

simulation

real practice

whole-farm

Dev. status

concept
prototype
production

Platform

mobile
desktop

Visualisation
Data Source
App. Domain
Design approach

participatory

focus group

iterative

Evaluation

observation
questionnaire
interview
workshops

short definition
A farmer primarily engages in farming, can be
a land owner or land manager.
A farm adviser or agronomist concerned with
guiding farmers and with the health and wellbeing of crops.
An individual related to education and with
research interests.
Involved in the formulation of policies often
working for the government (e.g.
rural
extension technicians).
A system that simulates farming scenarios allowing users for self-reflection, exploration and
discovery of new perspectives and scenarios.
Software that can be used in real farming
practices for a particular decision making
scenario (e.g. irrigation scheduling, fertiliser
application, etc.).
A system that provides a holistic approach for
farm management based on short and long-term
vision of a farmer.
The tool is a proof-of-concept
The tool is a working prototype
The tool is available to use and accessed by
many users.
Intended to work in mobile devices
Intended to work in desktop systems
The visual technique used to represent and
communicate data
Type of data collected and used by the tool
The application domain where the tool was
used
An approach that involves all stakeholders in
the design process to satisfy requirements and
usability.
A small group of people whose opinions are
studied to discover their attitudes towards a
product or service.
A design methodology based on a cyclic method
of prototyping, developing and evaluating a
product.
A study to understand user behaviour by
observing user interactions with a system.
A method to gather feedback from users by
administering a set of written questions.
A method to gather feedback from users by
verbally asking questions.
A method to gather feedback from a group of
users.

Table 2.3: Definitions of categories and subcategories for data extraction.

AgMine[20]
A g r i AG [ 2 9 7 ]
AgriSuit[336]
AgroDSS[262]
Aq u a G I S [ 1 9 2 ]
AT L A S [ 3 0 6 ]
Blauth et al.[34]
Byishimo et al.[49]
CAMDT[116]
CropGIS[197]
C r o p S AT [ 1 9 4 ]
D I DA S [ 9 1 ]
DyNoFlo[51]
Galindo et al.[19]
GeoVisage[140]
G e ov i t [ 3 0 4 ]
G r a mya V i k a s [ 6 ]
HydroQual[3]
Li et al.[184]
L M To o l [ 8 6 ]
Luvisi et al.[195]
mDSS[215]
SmartScape[303]
V B ox R e p o r t i n g [ 3 3 ]
Vite.net[259]
visualizeR[94]
ViPER[224]
O ch o l a e t a l . [ 2 2 0 ]
Fa l c a o e t a l . [ 8 5 ]
LandCaRe DSS[328]
Va l o r E [ 5 ]
Agroland[172]
Gandhi et al.[95]
C a N a S TA [ 2 2 6 ]
e Fa r m e r [ 2 3 7 ]
FA R M E R S [ 2 5 4 ]
P l a nt e I n f o [ 3 1 0 ]
CropScape[117]
S I M AG R I [ 1 1 5 ]
FDSSFIS[338]
MOTIFS[205]
CarrotAge[173]
AgriSensor[168]
C o g n i t i ve I n p u t s [ 7 1 ]
Ru ß e t a l . [ 2 6 3 ]
Ta n e t a l . [ 3 0 0 ]
INT-VIS[99]
Piplani et al.[241]
H y p e r Tr e e [ 6 8 ]
iGreen[80]
Munro et al.[214]
D E VA [ 2 4 9 ]
Zhong-Xiao[180]
Fe g r a u s e t a l . [ 8 8 ]
LandEx[295]
RF-CLASS[344]
FluxDataONE[337]
M u d i s s hu e t a l . [ 2 1 3 ]
C L I M S AV E [ 2 7 1 ]
Zheng et al.[345]
SMAP[131]
N u m . Pa p e r s :
Pe r c e nt ( % ) :

•
•

land suitability

fertiliser

l i v e s t oc k

irrigation

climate

c ro p b i o m a s s

•

c ro p co n t ro l

pe s t co n t ro l

s o i l - m o i s t u re

r i ce c ro p

co t t o n p rod .

bee f ca t t l e

a q u a c u l t u re

w h ea t p rod .

dairy farming
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•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
4
7

4
7

4
7

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

•
1
2

3
5

1
2

15 12 7 2
25 20 11 3

16 2
26 3

Ta b l e 2 . 4 : D S S s ca t e g o r i s e d by d i f f e re nt a p p l i c a t i o n d o m a i n s .

AgMine[20]
A g r i AG [ 2 9 7 ]
AgriSuit[336]
AgroDSS[262]
Aq u a G I S [ 1 9 2 ]
Blauth et al.[34]
Byishimo et al.[49]
CAMDT[116]
CropGIS[197]
C r o p S AT [ 1 9 4 ]
D I DA S [ 9 1 ]
DyNoFlo Dairy[51]
Galindo et al.[19]
GeoVisage[140]
G e ov i t [ 3 0 4 ]
G r a mya V i k a s [ 6 ]
HydroQual[3]
Li et al.[184]
L M To o l [ 8 6 ]
SmartScape[303]
V B ox R e p o r t i n g [ 3 3 ]
Vite.net[259]
ViPER[224]
O ch o l a e t a l . [ 2 2 0 ]
LandCaRe[328]
Va l o r E [ 5 ]
Gandhi et al.[95]
e Fa r m e r [ 2 3 7 ]
FA R M E R S [ 2 5 4 ]
P l @ nt e I n f o ® [ 3 1 0 ]
S I M AG R I [ 1 1 5 ]
MOTIFS[205]
CarrotAge[173]
AgriSensor[168]
C o g n i t i ve I n p u t s [ 7 1 ]
Ru ß e t a l . [ 2 6 3 ]
Ta n e t a l . [ 3 0 0 ]
INT-VIS[99]
Piplani et al.[241]
H y p e r Tr e e [ 6 8 ]
Munro et al.[214]
M u d i s s hu e t a l . [ 2 1 3 ]
Zheng et al.[345]
N u m . Pa p e r s :
Pe r c e nt ( % ) :

•
•

•

a ca d e m i c

po l i c y m a k e r

a g ro n o m i s t

farm adviser
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•
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•
•
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
34
56

•
•
•

9
15

4
7

4
7

4
7

Ta b l e 2 . 5 : Ty p e s o f e n d - u s e r s r e p o rt e d i n t h e d i f f e r e nt D S S .

N u m . Pa p e r s :
Pe r c e nt ( % ) :

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

31 9
4
51 15 7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

h i s t og ra m

h y pe r t ree

p rog re s s c i rc l e

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

s e l f - o rg . m a p s

•
•

•

•
•

d a s h boa rd

bubble chart

pie chart

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

ra d a r c h a r t

pa ra l l e l coo rd s .

pa t t e r n v i e w

•
•

•
•

•

bo x - p l o t

horizon-plots

h ea t m a p
•
•
•
•
•

cluster view

3D vis.

•

ba r c h a r t

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

time-series

•
•

2D map

rea l - t i m e

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3D map

AgMine[20]
A g r i AG [ 2 9 7 ]
AgriSuit[336]
AgroDSS[262]
Aq u a G I S [ 1 9 2 ]
AT L A S [ 3 0 6 ]
Blauth et al.[34]
Byishimo et al.[49]
CAMDT[116]
CropGIS[197]
C r o p S AT [ 1 9 4 ]
D I DA S [ 9 1 ]
DyNoFlo[51]
Galindo et al.[19]
GeoVisage[140]
G e ov i t [ 3 0 4 ]
G r a mya V i k a s [ 6 ]
HydroQual[3]
Li et al.[184]
L M To o l [ 8 6 ]
Luvisi et al.[195]
mDSS[215]
SmartScape[303]
V B ox R e p o r t i n g [ 3 3 ]
Vite.net[259]
visualizeR[94]
ViPER[224]
O ch o l a e t a l . [ 2 2 0 ]
Fa l c a o e t a l . [ 8 5 ]
LandCaRe[328]
Va l o r E [ 5 ]
Agroland[172]
Gandhi et al.[95]
C a N a S TA [ 2 2 6 ]
e Fa r m e r [ 2 3 7 ]
FA R M E R S [ 2 5 4 ]
P l a nt e I n f o [ 3 1 0 ]
CropScape[117]
S I M AG R I [ 1 1 5 ]
FDSSFIS[338]
MOTIFS[205]
CarrotAge[173]
AgriSensor[168]
C o g n i t i ve I n p u t s [ 7 1 ]
Ru ß e t a l . [ 2 6 3 ]
Ta n e t a l . [ 3 0 0 ]
INT-VIS[99]
Piplani et al.[241]
H y p e r Tr e e [ 6 8 ]
iGreen[80]
Munro et al.[214]
D E VA [ 2 4 9 ]
Zhong-Xiao[180]
Fe g r a u s e t a l . [ 8 8 ]
LandEx[295]
RF-CLASS[344]
FluxDataONE[337]
M u d i s s hu e t a l . [ 2 1 3 ]
C L I M S AV E [ 2 7 1 ]
Zheng et al.[345]
SMAP[131]
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42 4
69 7

2
3

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
17 1
28 2

1
2

24 8
4
39 13 7

•
1
2

1
2

3
5

1
2

5
8

11 1
18 2

1
2

1
2

Ta b l e 2 . 6 : V i s u a l i s a t i o n t e ch n i q u e s c a t e g o r i s e d a m o n g t h e t o o l s
re v i e we d .

7
11

AgMine[20]
A g r i AG [ 2 9 7 ]
AgriSuit[336]
AgroDSS[262]
Aq u a G I S [ 1 9 2 ]
AT L A S [ 3 0 6 ]
Blauth et al.[34]
Byishimo et al.[49]
CAMDT[116]
CropGIS[197]
C r o p S AT [ 1 9 4 ]
D I DA S [ 9 1 ]
DyNoFlo[51]
Galindo et al.[19]
GeoVisage[140]
G e ov i t [ 3 0 4 ]
G r a mya V i k a s [ 6 ]
HydroQual[3]
Li et al.[184]
L M To o l [ 8 6 ]
Luvisi et al.[195]
mDSS[215]
SmartScape[303]
V B ox R e p o r t i n g [ 3 3 ]
Vite.net[259]
visualizeR[94]
ViPER[224]
O ch o l a e t a l . [ 2 2 0 ]
Fa l c a o e t a l . [ 8 5 ]
LandCaRe[328]
Va l o r E [ 5 ]
Agroland[172]
Gandhi et al.[95]
C a N a S TA [ 2 2 6 ]
e Fa r m e r [ 2 3 7 ]
FA R M E R S [ 2 5 4 ]
P l a nt e I n f o [ 3 1 0 ]
CropScape[117]
S I M AG R I [ 1 1 5 ]
FDSSFIS[338]
MOTIFS[205]
CarrotAge[173]
AgriSensor[168]
C o g n i t i ve I n p u t s [ 7 1 ]
Ru ß e t a l . [ 2 6 3 ]
Ta n e t a l . [ 3 0 0 ]
INT-VIS[99]
Piplani et al.[241]
H y p e r Tr e e [ 6 8 ]
iGreen[80]
Munro et al.[214]
D E VA [ 2 4 9 ]
Zhong-Xiao[180]
Fe g r a u s e t a l . [ 8 8 ]
LandEx[295]
RF-CLASS[344]
FluxDataONE[337]
M u d i s s hu e t a l . [ 2 1 3 ]
C L I M S AV E I A P [ 2 7 1 ]
Zheng et al.[345]
SMAP[131]
N u m . Pa p e r s :
Pe r c e nt ( % ) :

desktop

mobile

p rod u c t i o n

p ro t o t y pe

co n ce p t

whole-farm

simulation
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Ta b l e 2 . 7 : D S S s u s i n g v i s u a l i s a t i o n a s c a t e g o r i s e d by t o o l ty p e ,
development status and platform categories. Empty rows within a
ca t e g o r y m e a n “ u n c l e a r ” o r “ n o t m e nti o n e d ” by t h e p a p e r .

flux

1

2

1

2

•

domain ont.

•

l a n d s ca pe
20

12

•
•

•

•

•
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41
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•
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•
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7

4
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w ea t h e r
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•
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13
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•
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•
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3
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•

water qual.
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6
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•
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fertilisation
11

7

•
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•
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irrigation
8

5

•

•
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•

•

bio-index
2

1

•

po l l u t i o n
2

1

•

soil temp.
5

3
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•

•

humidity
5

3

•

•

•

w i n d s peed
5

3
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•

•

sensor
13

8

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

eco n o m y
7

4

•

•

•

•

pe s t d a t a
7

4

•

•

•

•

l i v e s t oc k
7

4

•

•
•

•

3

2

•

•

env. risk

Tab l e 2. 8 : DSS ca t eg o ri s ed by di f f erent typ es o f da t a us ed t o provide decis io n s upp o rt s .

N u m . Pa p e r s :
Pe r c e nt ( % ) :

AgMine[20]
A g r i AG [ 2 9 7 ]
AgriSuit[336]
AgroDSS[262]
Aq u a G I S [ 1 9 2 ]
AT L A S [ 3 0 6 ]
Blauth et al.[34]
Byishimo et al.[49]
CAMDT[116]
CropGIS[197]
C r o p S AT [ 1 9 4 ]
D I DA S [ 9 1 ]
DyNoFlo Dairy[51]
Galindo et al.[19]
GeoVisage[140]
G e ov i t [ 3 0 4 ]
G r a mya V i k a s [ 6 ]
HydroQual[3]
Li et al.[184]
L M To o l [ 8 6 ]
Luvisi et al.[195]
mDSS[215]
SmartScape[303]
V B ox R e p o r t i n g [ 3 3 ]
Vite.net[259]
visualizeR[94]
ViPER[224]
O ch o l a e t a l . [ 2 2 0 ]
Fa l c a o e t a l . [ 8 5 ]
LandCaRe[328]
Va l o r E [ 5 ]
Agroland[172]
Gandhi et al.[95]
C a N a S TA [ 2 2 6 ]
e Fa r m e r [ 2 3 7 ]
FA R M E R S [ 2 5 4 ]
P l a nt e I n f o [ 3 1 0 ]
CropScape[117]
S I M AG R I [ 1 1 5 ]
FDSSFIS[338]
MOTIFS[205]
CarrotAge[173]
AgriSensor[168]
C o g n i t i ve I n p u t s [ 7 1 ]
Ru ß e t a l . [ 2 6 3 ]
Ta n e t a l . [ 3 0 0 ]
INT-VIS[99]
Piplani et al.[241]
H y p e r Tr e e [ 6 8 ]
iGreen[80]
Munro et al.[214]
D E VA [ 2 4 9 ]
Zhong-Xiao [180]
Fe g r a u s e t a l . [ 8 8 ]
LandEx[295]
RF-CLASS[344]
FluxDataONE[337]
M u d i s s hu e t a l . [ 2 1 3 ]
C L I M S AV E [ 2 7 1 ]
Zheng et al.[345]
SMAP[131]
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Data Source

Since PA is driven by data to support decision making [239], the type of data
collected and how they are utilised play an important role. We found various
types of data that are being used amongst the DSSs reviewed in this paper.
An overview of the different types of data together with the respective DSSs is
presented in Table 2.8.
We found that geographical data such as coordinates is the most widely used
data type in agricultural visualisation. In total, we discovered 42 tools (i.e. 69%)
that used geographical data. This result is unsurprising, as we also discovered
that maps are the most common type of visualisation in agriculture (see Section
2.3.3). In order to plot map visualisations, coordinates are vital. The second
most common data types are soil and crop data, both having been used in 25 of
the tools. Soil data usually contains vital elements for crops such as potassium,
calcium, phosphorous, nitrogen, iron, magnesium, zinc, copper and pH. Crop
data often contains growth rate, species and any other data that is related to
the particular crop’s anatomy. Both soil and crop data, separately or together,
are often used to predict additional requirements for any given farm, which
includes irrigation planning, fertiliser management, environmental management,
etc. SmartScape [303] (Figure 2.12), for example, uses both data to evaluate
and compare different crop change scenarios, assisting policymakers with their
decisions.
The third most commonly found data type is weather data. Our review has
seen a total of 20 tools that use weather data to provide decision support. Both
soil and weather play an important role for crops development. They are also
unpredictable as changes can occur rapidly and without warning. Soil chemicals,
for example, can vary frequently depending on animal waste on the farm. Thus,
many DSSs take into account these data. As we can see in Table 2.8, weather
and soil data are often measured by sensors. Following weather data, rainfall
(13 tools) and crop yield (14 tools) have been used most frequently. Rainfall,
like weather data, is vital for crops. However, rainfall alone does not determine
crop development; humidity, soil temperature, etc. are also important for crops.
Thus, weather data is more commonly used than rainfall alone. For instance,
AquaGIS [192] uses both rainfall and weather predictions to show water levels
in an area of interest, allowing for selection of a field. Crop yield, as seen in
14 tools, is often used as a metric to measure return and farm performance.
In addition, four tools have also used economy data to be able to optimise
resources and leverage profit.
Next, we found that landscape data is also used as an input in 12 different
DSS. The ability to hold water, for example, is greatly defined by the shape
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of a landscape. This, in turn, has an impact on irrigation requirements of the
farm. In a few cases, irrigation data has also been used as an input for decision
support. We discovered five tools that used irrigation data as an input. As
discussed in Section 2.3.1, irrigation data is often used in irrigation management
systems, together with additional data such as soil, location, crop type, rainfall
and weather predictions (see Table 2.8). Similarly, there are tools designed for
fertiliser management (7 tools) and live stock management (4 tools) which keep
track of crop fertilisation and live stock data, respectively. These management
tools usually illustrate the current status of a farm, allowing farmers to keep
track of the impact on crops and environment. ViPER [224], for example,
illustrates the risk of microbial pollution (e.g. E. Coli) on a land using livestock
data. Pest control is also an important aspect of agriculture. However, we
found only four tools that used pest data for decision support with pest and
disease control. Interestingly, the use of pest data is only found in DSSs that
are designed to assist with whole-farm management (e.g. Vite.net [259] and
MOTIFS [205]).
Tools designed for other stakeholders in addition to farmers, such as farm
advisers, agronomists, policymakers and academic researchers, tend to use
different sets of data compared to those designed for farmers only. These data
include: vegetation (8 tools), water quality (6 tools), water resources (4 tools),
biomass (2 tools), environmental risk (2 tools), biological index (1 tool), pollution
(1 tool), flux data (1 tool) and domain ontology (1 tool). However, as can be
observed in Section 2.3.2, not many of the tools are designed for farm advisers,
agronomists, policymakers and academic researchers; the majority of the tools
are designed for farmers.

2.3.7

Uncertainty

Large amounts of unstructured data and complex predictive models are known
to lead to uncertainty [67]. Given the concerns regarding trust and technology
adoption in PA, the study of uncertainty assessment through visualisation is
relevant to our research [200]. Visualisation mechanisms for communicating
uncertainty have proven to be successful gaining trust particularly for non-expert
users [154]. The incorporation of uncertainty into the decision making process is
crucial for making decisions and maximising benefits [66]. Only two out of the
61 papers considered the communication of uncertainty through visualisation:
CropGIS [197] and visualizeR [94]. CropGIS [197] uses a time-series to show
information about biomass development of maize with a range of uncertainty
describing various meteorological scenarios (see Figure 2.15a). visualizeR [94]
uses a bubble plot together with a map to visualise seasonal forecasting of
climate, where the colour and size of the bubble are used to encode different
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Figure 2.15: Visualisation of uncertainty: a) CropGIS [197] shows the variability
of biomass estimation over time. b) visualiseR [94] uses bubble plot to
communicate uncertainty in climate change scenarios.
levels of probability (see Figure 2.15b). Such uncertainty representations better
reflect the reality compared to static forecasts, making the prediction more
reliable for farmers.

2.3.8

Design and Evaluation

Despite the potential of visualisation, many approaches are poorly received by
end-users, which is attributed to a lack of engagement in the design process
of the tools [329]. To tackle this gap between complex scientific tools and
more “user-friendly” systems, a human-centred approach is desired. In this
review, we found a total of 11 articles that followed a user observation approach
(see Table 2.9). The majority of these articles (10 out of 11) also reported
using questionnaires for evaluation. In total, we found 12 articles that used
questionnaires to evaluate their DSS. Besides, we found that nine out of 61
articles reported using interviews as a feedback method during evaluation.
Amongst these articles that used observations, questionnaires and interviews,
only one (i.e. Geovisage [140]) reported the use of a qualitative analysis method,
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

11
18

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

pa r t . d e s i g n

•

i t e ra t i v e p roce s s

•
•

f oc u s g ro u p

•
•
•

design
qualitative analysis

interview

•
•
•

workshops

q u e s t i o n n a i re

A g r i AG [ 2 9 7 ]
C r o p S AT [ 1 9 4 ]
DyNoFlo[51]
Galindo et al.[19]
GeoVisage[140]
G e ov i t [ 3 0 4 ]
HydroQual[3]
L M To o l [ 8 6 ]
mDSS[215]
SmartScape[303]
Vite.net[259]
visualizeR[94]
ViPER[224]
O ch o l a e t a l . [ 2 2 0 ]
Agroland[172]
e Fa r m e r [ 2 3 7 ]
MOTIFS[205]
Piplani et al.[241]
Zhong-Xiao[180]
C L I M S AV E [ 2 7 1 ]
N u m . Pa p e r s :
Pe r c e nt ( % ) :

user observation

evaluation

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

12
20

9
15

•
•
4
7

1
2

•

•

•
•

3
5

4
7

11
18

Ta b l e 2 . 9 : T h e v i s u a l i s a t i o n t o o l s c a t e g o r i s e d by e va l u a t i o n
metho ds and design approach. Empty row within a category means
“u n c l e a r ” o r “ n o t m e nt i o n e d ” by t h e pa p e r .
thematic analysis, to analyse feedback from end-users. Finally, we found four
articles that declared the use of workshops to obtain feedback from end-users.
Participatory design has been identified as an important methodology in the
design and development of tools used by end-users in the agriculture domain,
with the purpose of gaining trust and technology acceptance, increasing adoption
with end-users. However, only 11 out of 61 articles reported using a participatory
design approach. Meanwhile, three articles used a focus group approach during
the design process, and four reported the use of an iterative design approach.

2.4

Discussion

The results presented have many implications to consider for many future
research directions. Here, we discuss the results around the research questions
presented in Section 2.1.
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RQ1: What visualisation techniques are being used
across different domains in agriculture?

As presented in Section 2.3.3, the vast majority of visualisations in agriculture
used a 2D map to provide an overview of the landscape to the user with a few
attempts of 3D maps to provide more detail about the terrain. On top of these
maps, the use of heatmaps is relevant, which are often layered over the maps
to highlight different kinds of data for the user. Time-series are commonly
used to display information over time, such as daily data coming from sensors.
Histograms are also often used to provide information coming from sensors to
show the distribution of data over time. Clustering visualisations, radar and
pie charts were used to compare metrics from data in the map. Dashboards are
relevant since they provide immediate access to various interactive components
to monitor and display data, offering a set of visual tools to the decision maker
for interaction and exploration. We also discovered that dashboards are being
used in a wide variety of application domains such as land suitability assessment,
crop biomass analysis, crop control, wheat production, fertiliser management,
pest control, dairy farming and vineyard management. In a number of other
domains that we looked at, such as livestock management, aquaculture analysis,
cotton production, rice production and soil-moisture analysis (see Table 2.4),
dashboards are not yet introduced. We believe that these domains (but not
limited to) can also greatly benefit from a dashboard. Uncertainty visualisation
is another aspect that many existing DSSs have ignored, but can unquestionably
improve user understanding of the decisions provided by the system. The role
of uncertainty visualisation is further discussed in RQ3.

2.4.2

RQ2: How are these visualisations being used by endusers to make decisions?

Most of the applications discovered in this review are intended for farmers
for various activities in the field, ranging from land suitability assessment
to livestock and crop management. Some others are used by advisers and
agronomists to provide feedback to farmers in their decision making. A few of
these applications are designed for policymakers who use systems to simulate
conditions and plan ahead on how policies can affect particular environments.
For instance, visualisation of crop status in maps allows the farmer to know
the right amount of fertiliser, irrigation water or pesticide needed to achieve
the optimum yield at a particular location within a parcel. Overall, three
different types of DSSs were observed: those designed for a particular farming
requirement, simulation and whole-farm management (see Section 2.3.5 for
details). Unfortunately, while whole-farm management is a difficult task and
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is often engaged by farmers nearly every day, not many tools are currently
available to support such a task. More tools should provide farmers with various
plug-and-play components allowing them to perform planning for whole-farm
management or individual farming requirements. Similarly, with the growth
in agricultural operations over the years, we should consider designing tools
that are scalable and support multiple devices (i.e. desktop and mobile) for
on-the-fly access and in-field decision making.

2.4.3

RQ3: What is the role of uncertainty in the visualisation
tools that support decision making?

Despite the importance of illustrating uncertainty in visualisations, the
agriculture domain has not yet seen many applications of uncertainty
visualisations. In this review, only two tools reported communication of
uncertainty through visualisation. We claim that representation of uncertainty
provides higher reliability and better reflection about the reality, making
predictions more reliable for end-users [264] and producing high quality and
informed decisions [89]. While many of the DSSs analysed in this review
presented visualisations to aid stakeholders in their decision making, they
often lack an appropriate representation of uncertainty, despite this being an
essential part of the decision making process. Moreover, uncertainty has to be
represented in a way that corresponds to the user’s expectations and knowledge
in a way that is easy to understand [50]. We believe that visualisation should
be used to support the fundamental parts of the analysis, especially during
uncertain scenarios, allowing users to control and evaluate data at all stages and
empowering their decision making process [144]. Presentation of uncertainty to
non-expert users can be helpful, but to maximise its effectiveness it must be
displayed in a way that reveals its advantages to end-users [165].

2.4.4

RQ4: What is the role of HCI in the design and
development of visualisation tools to support end-user
decisions?

As presented in Section 2.3.8, only a few tools included a report about the
usability evaluation or a participatory design process. Although we have
discovered a great amount of visualisation tools in agriculture, it is still a
difficult task to select the most suitable visualisation and interaction techniques
for end-users. Feedback from end-users is an important aspect in developing
tools that are usable in practical settings [265, 258] .
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A lack of uptake of agricultural DSSs has been noted previously by researchers as
a major challenge in the field [258]. The “problem of implementation” is based on
the knowledge that participatory strategies during the design and development
stages are the most critical factors to build technology adoption [188]. In fact,
there is a significant effort to adopt a more user-centred approach in the design of
DSS applications [230]. A user-centred approach in the design and development
of DSSs has shown to have a positive influence, for instance, in crop production
[231], being seen as a beneficial method for transferring knowledge from scientists
to farmers. One of the main reasons on low adoption and acceptance is because
most of the existing DSSs are based on what scientists and developers consider
as the necessary knowledge that should be implemented in the tool, but in
reality, they fail to capture the expertise and practical needs of the farmers. In
this review, the System Usability Scale (SUS), focus groups and semi-structured
interviews appeared in some of the design and development stages of applications.
In particular, the case of VisAdapt presented a collaborative and interactive
design process, leading to satisfactory results towards the development of the tool.
Focus groups and semi-structured interviews are well-established methodologies
for exploring perceptions and gathering ideas from the stakeholders which are
developed as a result of the social and interactive nature of the process.

2.5

Limitations

There are some limitations to this systematic review study that should be
articulated. First, our included studies were limited to those written in English,
meaning that relevant studies written in other languages may have been excluded.
Second, even though an extensive scope search was conducted in scientific
databases and most relevant journals of the agriculture domain, some relevant
literature in other domains might have been excluded. Third, we may have
missed some tools that are used in practice, but that are not reported in scientific
literature. Finally, some of the categories we used in this review could not be
clearly identified in the papers we analysed. For example, a few papers did not
clearly state the development status of the tools being presented.

2.6

Conclusion

This systematic review presents a comprehensive report on the use of
visualisation techniques in the field of agriculture. We have discussed the most
used visualisation techniques considering end-users, data sources, representation
of uncertainty and evaluation methods. Based on this analysis, we have also
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provided design guidelines towards the implementation of interactive visual DSS.
We found that while the vast majority of applications are intended to use maps for
visualisation together with satellite imagery, there is a significant opportunity
of using dashboards to support farmers and advisers with more interactive
components and dashboards to handle and interact with uncertain data. We also
recommend the use of participatory design research, that has been successfully
applied to increase the usability of applications for farmers. In addition, we
highlight the role of representing uncertainty to increase user confidence and
trust. The extensive body of analysed tools provide rich examples of how DSSs
for agriculture can be designed on top of a variety of data sources involving
different stakeholders in the design process, and representing both the data as
well as underlying uncertainty to support informed decision making. We hope
that this review will inspire and motivate many researchers and practitioners
towards creating dashboards and visualisations following participatory research
methods and uncertainty representations in future design and developments of
agricultural DSS.

Chapter 3

A Learning Analytics
Dashboard for Academic
Advising
This chapter is a copy of the previously published article:
Gutiérrez, F., Seipp, K., Ochoa, X., Chiluiza, K., Laet, T. De, and Verbert,
K. (2018). “LADA: A learning analytics dashboard for academic advising.”
Computers in Human Behavior, pp 1-13. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2018.12.
004
Contributions as first author:
This chapter presents the design and development of a learning analytics
dashboard (LADA: Learning Analytics Dashboard for Advisers). This chapter
also describes the evaluation methods, analysis and interpretation of the results.
As the leading author, I was responsible for the design and development of
the LADA dashboard, and the data analysis and the writing of the paper.
Also, as part of this project, I was actively involved in a bilateral collaboration
between KU Leuven and Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral (ESPOL). The
publication went through an exhaustive review process where the co-authors
made several contributions and reviewed the text.
The design and methodologies used in this study were discussed with Prof.
Katrien Verbert, Prof. Tinne De Laet, and Dr Karsten Seipp (KU Leuven)
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and Prof. Xavier Ochoa and Prof. Katherine Chiluiza (ESPOL) who also
participated actively in the writing and discussion of the results.

3.1

Introduction

Higher education students are confronted with a large number of academic
choices during their studies. Which courses should be taken next? How much
study load can I successfully engage with? What should I do in case of failing
a course? Can I still complete the program in the expected number of years?
All these decisions should usually be taken without complete knowledge of the
intervening factors or their short, medium, and long-term consequences. To help
students make better decisions, most universities offer an academic advising
program.
Academic advising is a decision-making process that assists students in the
clarification of their career/life goals and the development of an educational
plan for the realization of these goals through communication and information
exchanges with an adviser [83, 223]. In its most common instance, the academic
advising occurs through one or more face-to-face meetings between the students
and their advisers. During these meetings, the adviser answers questions that
the student has about the program, recommends courses the student should
take up, and offers advise on study strategies. The first formal academic
advising programs were implemented in the late 1800s in American universities
[103] and currently the vast majority of Higher Education institutions offer
them. The main reason for the ubiquity of academic advising is its proven
positive impact on the academic performance and study completion of students
[342, 78, 23, 280].
Despite being highly beneficial to the success of students, academic advising
has received very little attention in the technological overhaul of educational
institutions that occurred during the past decades. Advising interviews and
interventions are performed very similarly to how they were done during the
past century, as attested by the recent comprehensive reviews of the field [26]. A
specific analysis about the use of technology in academic advising [294] concludes
that virtual meetings through e-mail or video conferences has been the leading
innovation to deal with distance education students. While access to digital
student information has been greatly improved, little has been done to automate
the analysis and presentation of that information. Such automatic data analysis
has gained increased interest [298]. Of particular interest is recent work by the
learning analytics community that focuses on producing suitable algorithms
to predict study success, together with visualizations that empower users with
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actionable knowledge [323]. The overall objective is to represent the outcome of
a prediction model, along with relevant data, to support different stakeholders
(e.g. academic advisers, instructors, students and administrators) about the
learning process in so-called “learning analytics dashboards”. Learning analytics
dashboards are used mostly to facilitate blended or online learning, face-to-face
learning, or group work [320]: increasing awareness and reflection and providing
timely feedback are commonly supported goals. Little work has been done so
far to use these dashboards to support academic advising. We did find some
other interesting tools that enable staff to monitor student engagement and
provide support to at-risk students [164, 60], but a “one-size-fits-all” approach is
often applied that is not adjustable to the requirements of different universities,
faculties, and departments [298]. In addition, the outcome of an academic risk
prediction is often presented, but valuable information such as the quality of
the prediction and uncertainty in the data because of missing values or program
changes are not presented to the user.
In our work, we focus specifically on learning analytics techniques to support
academic advising scenarios: the overall objective is to support academic
advisers with detailed insight into both relevant data and prediction models
to improve the decision-making process. We present the design of LADA, a
Learning Analytics Dashboard for Advisers, as well as results of elaborate user
studies that assess the utility and usability of the dashboard. These user studies
have been conducted at two different universities: KU Leuven (Europe) and
Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral - ESPOL (Latin America). The involved
universities are part of a bilateral research project between Europe and Latin
America and use different models of academic advising and different levels of
technology adoption in the advising process. To strengthen the generalization
of the results, elaborate user studies have been conducted in these two, very
different, contexts.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Academic advising process and models

Originally, the process of advising students has been centered on registration
and record keeping [333]. In this process, the advising session is seen as
“prescriptive”, the adviser being the doctor and the student the patient. In this
role of a doctor, the adviser prescribes a procedure so the student gets “better”
in her/his academic life [78].
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In the 1970s, the importance of student-faculty interactions in the academic
advising process was recognized [110], and academic advising evolved to a more
comprehensive process performed by members of a university community [109].
As the impact of academic advising on academic progress and retention was
studied in social and behavioral sciences [342, 78, 23, 280], the professionalization
of academic advising in higher education institutes gained importance. As a
result, academic advising became more student-centered, in which students’
needs and expectations for their personal and professional lives are part of the
advising process [56].
Currently, higher education institutes typically provide each student with a
personal academic adviser, who coaches the student in developing a pathway to
the degree during face-to-face meetings [240]. The maturity of academic advising,
underlying advising models, and their actual implementation in higher education
institutes is, however, diverse. Universities promote and implement particular
advising models such that there is an optimal fit with their organization,
educational vision, national and regional context, faculty, staff, and students.
These models have shifted in consistency with current trends in educational
paradigms and, as elaborated on later, the advancement of technologies. Overall,
the trend to move to models that support students in their development within
the university is clear [341, 334].
NACADA, the Global Community for Academic Advising, plays a key role
in structuring, understanding, and appreciating the diversity in academic
advising over institutes. The four dimensions of academic advising at university,
recognized by NACADA in 2011, as stated by [210], are: who advises (faculty,
staff, peers, etc.); is the advising service centralized (group of advisers) or
decentralized (in departments); how the advising responsibilities are divided into
the university, is the advising service divided according to topics or challenges
(advisers per topic) or is the advising service divided according to levels of
complexity from entry students to those that are ready to exiting a program?
And; finally, where the advising service takes place (on-campus, off-campus).
Academic advising at KU Leuven
At the Faculty of Engineering Sciences of KU Leuven, there is both a central
study advise centre with professionals focusing on generic study skills and
questions transcending the program-level, and faculty-based services focusing
on program-specific study skills and questions. The faculty-based service, the
so-called Tutorial Services, is the first point of contact for a student. At
the Tutorial Services, the academic advisers are professionals that are part
of the educational support staff. They are either engineers or scientist with
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Figure 3.1: Current static visualization of KU Leuven: students are divided in
three categories based on the number of mildly failed (8/10 <= grade < 10/20)
and strongly failed (< 8/20) courses. Students in the upper group (green flow)
are likely to obtain their bachelor degree in nominal time, while students of the
lower group (red flow) are likely to not obtain the bachelor degree.
an additional training for academic advising and coaching. Their core tasks
consist of academic advising and content-related support for first-year students.
Therefore, academic advisers are both experts in both the content of the firstyear courses, the program-specific and university-wide regulations, and academic
advising in general.
Advising takes place on campus in a traditional setting with a face to face
adviser-student meeting. Academic advisers obtain information on the student
through multiple systems, including the students academic record (courses
booked, grades obtained) and general personal information (e.g. gender and
prior education). Academic advisers, however, lack information that allows
them to make data-driven decisions, such as data that allows them to position
students with respect to their peers and to understand the impact of the current
students’ position on the future study career (a so-called predictive model). To
accommodate the need for better data-driven support for academic advising,
the tutorial services manually collected and visualized data from the university
data-warehouse to understand the impact of a students first-year academic
achievement on the future study career, presented in Figure 3.1.
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Academic advising at ESPOL
ESPOL has a faculty-based advising model supported by an information system.
Students are assigned by the program coordinator to a professor of the program.
Each professor is responsible to advise between 20 and 30 students. Four times
each year, the students have the opportunity to attend a 15-minutes academic
advising session. In the case of students with good performance, only two of
these sessions are mandatory (at the start of each semester). In case that the
student presents a low GPA (Grade Point Average) or has failed a course in
the previous semester, their presence to all the advising sessions is mandatory.
The professors advise students on courses to be taken in the next semester, as
well of generic academic advising (study tips, practical information to graduate,
optional courses, etc.). In case of situations that are not academic (mental
illness, family problems, etc.), professors refer the student to the well-being
service of the university. To facilitate their work, the university provides an
information system to professors with an integrated view of the academic history
of each student assigned. This system, as presented in Figure 3.2, presents
static visualizations of this historic information (courses taken and approved
during each semester, courses needed to finish the program, etc.) and is used
before and during the academic advising session. As in the current approach of
KU Leuven, little is done with the vast amount of data that the university has
been collected to support more advanced data-driven decision-making.

3.2.2

Supporting data-driven advising with technology

Many research communities have been studying the potential of analyzing
vast amounts of data that universities are collecting, including communities
working on educational recommender systems [77], educational data mining
[227], learning analytics [285] and academic analytics [53]. Outcomes of a
review on educational recommender systems [77] indicate that the majority of
recommender systems focus on fine-grained content suggestions or sequences of
learning materials that are relevant for the student, although there are a few
examples that suggest relevant courses to students. Research in the learning
analytics and educational data mining communities is focused more often on
the prediction of student performance and prediction of drop-out and retention
[227]. The latter is also at the core of research on academic analytics [53]. The
focus of these research efforts is mainly on information discovery: educational
data mining techniques are applied to student data to predict whether a student
is likely to pass a course or is likely to be at risk. A key focus of research in
the learning analytics community is to put this information in the hands of
human experts to support decision-making [191]. The objective is to inform
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Figure 3.2: Academic advising system at ESPOL, presenting information such
as the number of courses taken and approved each semester.
and to empower academic advisers, instructors and students of issues that are
identified by data mining techniques and to leverage human judgement [285].
While academic advisers are key-stakeholders in the educational development
of students [78], little research has been done so far to use dashboards to
support academic advising. A notable tool is LISSA, a dashboard to support
the adviser-student dialogue [58]. The LISSA dashboard merely visualizes global
student progress to support the advising session and does not use predictive
algorithms. EAdvisor is a combination of both a student and a staff-facing tool
developed by the Arizona state university to support the choosing of a major,
and choosing and scheduling particular courses [240]. It is claimed to better
inform students about their majors and to help advisers to keep track of the
changing requirements of majors and courses [240], but no data is provided to
support these claims.
Aguilar, Lonn, and Teasley [8] designed Bridge, an adviser-facing tool intended
to provide academic advisers with access to the achievement and engagement
data of students. The only impact measured from Bridge was a non-significant
increase in perceived usefulness. Fritz [92] discussed the development and
deployment of the Check My Activity dashboard that supports students’
awareness of how their use of the learning management system and their
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current grades compares to that of their peers. They found that after promotion
of the tool, students were using the tool during a longer amount of time, more
intensively, and returned more often.
Some examples of the use of educational data mining for academic advising
are mentioned by Ranjan and Malik [248]. The authors list among others
the identification of the best program based on prediction of how students
will perform in the selected courses as a target objective. To the best of our
knowledge, the approach is described, but the usefulness and effectiveness of
the approach has not been evaluated yet.

3.3

Design of LADA

In our work, we focus specifically on the use of learning analytics techniques
to support academic advising scenarios: the overall objective is to support
academic advisers with detailed insight into both relevant data and prediction
models to improve the academic advising process.
Following a user-centered design approach, we designed and implemented the
LADA dashboard1 , presented in Figure 3.3. LADA is a learning analytics
dashboard that supports academic advisers in compiling a semester plan for
students based on their academic history. LADA also includes a prediction of
the academic risk of the student using a clustering technique, detailed in Section
3.3.2. UX/UI researchers and academic advisers worked together to design the
dashboard through several brainstorm sessions. Feedback provided during all
of the iterations resulted in different digital mockups. The final design was
implemented and evaluated with academic advisers and students.
Close collaboration between the researchers and academic advisers was key
to deploy the dashboard in real-life settings. Through collaboration with
the advisers, historic data was also obtained that could be used to generate
predictions. Data is restricted to internal access due to privacy regulations.
LADA was implemented following a client-server architecture using the Meteor
Framework. On the client-side, we implemented LADA as a Web Application.
On the server-side, a Python API was implemented to predict the academic
risk of a student based on historical data.
1 https://github.com/FranciscoGutierrez/LADA/
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Figure 3.3: Overview of LADA: a learning analytics dashboard used for academic
advising. a) The chance of success and prediction quality components b) The
various information card components designed to support the adviser.

3.3.1

Available data

LADA uses data that is available at any higher education institute: the grades
of students, the list of courses in the program, the courses booked by a student,
and the credits for each course. This data is collected both for students in
previous cohorts and the current students. The data from previous cohorts is
used in the predictive model that looks for similar past students in order to
predict the academic risk of the student.

3.3.2

Client-side

The main interface of LADA consists of two sections: the top part, presented
in Figure 3.4, depicts a prediction of the chance of success for the student and
information regarding the quality of the prediction. The bottom part, presented
in Figure 3.3, provides different components in the form of information cards.
These information cards are attachable components that can be used to add or
remove data sources to assist advisers in their decision-making process. First,
we explain the chance of success component. Then, the different information
cards are described.
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Figure 3.4: Top, right: the prediction quality component. Top, left: the
chance of success generated by the prediction model. Bottom: the different
combinations of traffic lights for the chance of success and prediction quality
components.
Prediction algorithm
To predict the “chance of success”, LADA uses multilevel clustering, described
by Clarke [63] with adaptive specificity levels, following the framework defined
by Ochoa [219] for the prediction of academic risk. This technique was selected
because of its capability to provide better predictions both for typical students
(with a large number of similar students in the historical data) and fringe
students (with few similar students in the historical data). The framework
allows the automatic selection of different levels of features (from general to
very specific) to create a clustering model to predict the academic risk for each
student. This framework has been previously evaluated within an academic
context showing a good performance compared to static models [219].
The algorithm clusters past students according to available features (their
obtained grades and the number of courses that they took during the semester).
The percentage of students in each cluster that completed the booked courses
reflects the chance of success of this group (e.g., in cluster four, 8 out of 10
students passed the set of courses in the semester). The clustering is achieved
trough Fuzzy C-means algorithm [32].
When building the semester plan for the student, the algorithm calculates the
most similar cluster for the student, according to the current grades and the
courses selected. Also, the algorithm assigns the measured proportion of success
as a prediction of the success of the student (e.g., 80% will be assigned to
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student x closest to cluster four for the chance of success).
In multilevel clustering, the features being used to classify the different students
form hierarchical structures with increasing level of specificity. For example,
in a Mechanical Engineering program, the feature “courses taken during the
semester” can be analyzed at different levels with different levels of specificity.
In a first level, only the number of courses taken are considered. In a second
level, the number of courses can be counted according to topical grouping (e.g.,
“Mathematics”, “Design”, “Physical laws”, “General education”). In a third
level, the individual course codes are used as features for the clustering. At
the same time, level one (e.g., all students that have taken five courses in the
semester) is expected to produce more massive clusters than level two (e.g.,
all students that have taken two Mathematical, one Design, and two General
education courses in the same semester) and much more than level three (e.g.,
all students that have taken Math101, Math102, Des201, Com102 and Art103
in the same semester).
The adopted adaptation strategy allows adapting the specificity levels, based
on the available data, thereby creating more accurate predictions. For example,
“mainstream” students, that is, students that behave near the norm, are better
served with particular models because they will be grouped with enough similar
students to estimate their chance of success. On the other hand, the chance of
success of “outlier” students, that is, students with a unique set of features, are
better predicted with less specific models that allow clustering these students
with a broader range of previous students, even if they are less similar than in
the specific model.
Chance of success
The chance of success component, presented in Figure 3.4, uses the output
from the prediction algorithm to indicate whether a student is likely to pass
a course or the set of selected courses in the semester plan. The chance of
success visualization updates every time the user adds or removes courses, or
interacts with the historical data. To effectively communicate the prediction of
the model, we have defined a set of traffic lights that correspond to different
values of prediction results, as presented in Figure 3.4. Traffic lights correspond
to the student’s chance of success: between 100% and 80% (turquoise, very
easy), between 80% and 60% (green, easy), between 60% and 40% (yellow,
medium), between 40% and 20% (orange, hard), and between 20% and 0% (red,
very hard). We use these color cues as well as descriptive words to present this
predicted chance of success.
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Prediction quality
Similar to the chance of success, we implemented a prediction quality component
that uses the output from measuring the predictive power of the model [100]. We
used the Brier score [331, 43, 318] for representing the quality of the prediction,
see equation 3.1, where ft is the probability that was predicted, ot the outcome
of the event t and N is the number of predicted instances. The lower the Brier
score, the more accurate the prediction is.

BS =

N
1 X
(ft − ot )2
N t=1

(3.1)

Every time the chance of success prediction is updated, the quality value updates
accordingly. To keep consistency with the whole interface, the traffic light colors
from the chance of success component were reused. Each color corresponds to
the different levels of prediction quality: red (very poor), orange (poor), yellow
(regular), green (good), and turquoise (excellent). Descriptive words were also
included in the center of the component to explain the visualization.
Student Data Card
The Student Data card, presented in Figure 3.3a, shows the historical records
of all the courses the student has previously taken. The listing of courses is
sortable by course ID, course name, grade achieved, the year when the course
was taken, and whether the course was failed or passed. In addition, users can
filter the view by academic year, or by showing only failed courses to facilitate
planning. The course list shows a maximum of five courses at a time, with a
pagination allowing users to cycle through the list.
Semester Plan Card
The semester plan card provides two different views: a compact view, presented
in Figure 3.3b, and an extended view, presented in Figure 3.3c. The compact
view shows the selected courses in a bar chart. The height represents the
number of students that have taken the course. The color indicates the amount
of students that have succeeded in the course. The number at the top of each
bar indicates the total amount of students from which the data was derived.
Below the bar chart more detailed information is presented about the course:
the total number of credits, the course name and the course ID.
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By clicking on the pen symbol in the top right corner, the card doubles in size
to change into the extended view, presented in Figure 3.3c, where the user can
edit the course list. In the extended view, the user can navigate through a
scrollable list of courses which can be filtered by year using check-boxes, or
searched by course name using an input field at the top. By clicking on a
course, the course is added to the list of selected courses on the left side of the
card. When a course is added, the credit calculation updates simultaneously.
A typical full-time program has 30 credits per semester. When this number
is reached, a warning icon is shown on the card. Clicking the “close” icon in
the extended view’s top right corner hides the course listing and shrinks the
card back to the compact view. To remove a course form the semester plan, the
user can hover over the course. When doing so, a remove button is shown. Any
change made to the semester plan will result in an adjustment of the prediction
model.
Grades Card
The main part of the Grades card shows the student position among peers based
on the average grade achieved in the previous year, as presented in Figure 3.3d.
By selecting a course from the Semester Plan card, the user can inspect the
grade of the student in relation to his/her peers of the respective course. While
the distribution is course-specific, the position of the student is based on the
average grade achieved in all courses and thereby only offers a rough impression
of performance in comparison to other students.
The bottom part of the card allows the user to filter the scope of grades to
be visualized in the distribution. Using a set of check-boxes, users can choose
to show only students within a particular performance group, ranging from
sufficient to excellent, or all of these in any combination.
Historical Records Card
The Historical Records card details the range of student data that are used
for the prediction and is presented in Figure 3.3e. Using a slider, the user can
define the range of student records to be used for the prediction. When courses
have changed over time, the user can exclude certain parts of earlier data to
improve the prediction’s validity and accuracy. Below the slider, the user can
inspect the sample size of the current selection.
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Course Skills Card
The Course Skills card is presented in Figure 3.3f and details the skills of
a particular course or a set of courses. Depending on the courses added to
the Semester Plan card, the Course Skills card shows the skills required for
completing the semester successfully. To do so, the card employs a radar chart
showing the semester plan’s alignment with the skills Humanities, Math, CS
Fundamental, Advanced CS topics, and Programming. The bottom part of the
card provides a set of checkboxes that allow the user to add/remove a course
from the visualization to gauge its impact on the skill distribution.
Student Skills Card
Similar to the Course Skills card, the Student Skills card employs a radar chart
to represent the distribution of the student’s skills in the relevant categories
(Humanities, Math, CS Fundamental, Advanced CS topics, and Programming),
as presented in Figure 3.3g. In addition, the user can display a second web
inside the radar chart that shows the average skill set of students with a similar
performance in the previous year. Both can be toggled on or off using a set of
checkboxes. This way, users can explore whether the current student differs
from the average in his/her skill set and adjust the semester plan if necessary.

3.3.3

Server-side

To produce an estimation of the academic risk and the uncertainty of this
prediction, the LADA dashboard uses a predictive model based on an Adaptive
Multilevel Clustering technique [219]. The model uses data gathered from
historical academic records and the current course selection of the student to
provide predictions. A pre-processing step was required to clean the data with
courses that have changed names, split or joined over time. The model considers
two features, the student performance and course load:
• Student performance is a good indicator of the probability to succeed in
the courses that a student may take. The most common measurement
of performance is obtained by averaging the grades acquired in previous
courses. Depending on the institution, the average measure can be between
1 and 10, or between 1 and 20 and can be easily obtained for both current
and past students from the academic records in the data.
• Course load is an indicator of the number of selected courses in relation
with the required credits and the classification of the courses.
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This model was implemented using the the Python library scikit-learn [236]. A
REST API was implemented on top of this model to enable access by the client.

3.4

Study design

To strengthen the generalization of the results, we conducted the implementation
and experimentation of LADA in two different universities: KU Leuven (Europe)
and ESPOL (Latin America)2 . The involved universities use different models of
academic advising and different levels of technology adoption in the advising
process, as explained in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.1. As in evaluations of
the LISSA adviser dashboard [58, 207], we recruited both experienced advisers
(experts) and inexperienced advisers (laymen) to assess the potential benefits
and challenges with different target user groups. The user groups are defined as
follows:
• Experts: users who are trained to provide study advise. For example, at
KU Leuven, experts are trained professionals who provide regular advise
to undergraduate students. At ESPOL, professors are trained to provide
study advise to their students.
• Laymen: users who are familiar with the course program, but are not
trained to provide study advise. For example, PhD and master/bachelor
students work with students in teaching activities, but they are not
experienced, nor trained, to provide study advise to undergraduate
students.
In Figure 3.5, we illustrate the experimental settings used for both institutions.
We asked participants to provide academic advise for three specific student
cases. Cases were taken from the universities databases and fully anonymized.
The chosen advising cases consisted of the following:
• A low advising difficulty case: the student has good scores and is following
the program without observable delay or major difficulties.
• A medium advising difficulty case: the student has some good scores,
but experiences difficulties in some other courses that might lead to a
possible delay in the program.
• A high advising difficulty case: the student has failed many courses and
has difficulties to continue with the program.
2 The

names of universities have been anonymized for the double-blind review process.
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All of the selected students had begun their studies in 2013 and had completed
one year. Using the information of the first study year, participants provided
advise on the plan for the next semester. The advise had to be given for two
conditions: using the traditional method of providing advise to the students
(normal), and using the LADA dashboard. Both experienced (experts) and
inexperienced (laymen) users participated in the studies to compare and contrast
the utility of LADA for academic advisers and students in a counterbalanced
way.

3.4.1

KU Leuven study

To evaluate LADA in KU Leuven, we conducted a user study with a total of
12 participants. We divided participants into two groups: academic advisers
(experts) and PhD students (laymen). As experts (4F; 2M; mean age: 34.8 years;
S.D.: 5.5 years), we selected six employees from the academic advising service
of KU Leuven who regularly advised on semester planning for undergraduate
students. As laymen, we recruited six PhD students (1F, 5M, mean age: 27.3
years, S.D.: 4.2) with no advising experience. Four out of these six PhD students
participated in advising sessions during their undergraduate studies.
Normal condition: in the normal condition, we provided the participants with
the traditional tools that are used at KU Leuven to provide advise to students.
The tools include: a set of digital documents detailing the performance of the
student in his/her courses during the first year, as well a link to an internal
university website. The university website included the following information: a
performance chart showing typical development streams of students in the first
semester as explained in Section 3.2.1, a page showing the required courses and
study points for each year and semester, a detailed page for each course that
described requirements and course content. Also, we provided the participants
with a blank text file for taking notes and recording their final decision regarding
the recommendation of courses for the student in the upcoming semester.
LADA condition: in this condition, we presented the LADA dashboard to the
participants in a Web browser. Three tabs were opened, each containing the
tool with the data of the three selected student cases. The Web application was
presented in a Google Chrome browser using the full-screen of a 27-inch display
with a resolution of 2560 x 1440 pixels. Before the study started, an introduction
video explained the different cards and two readouts of the application. After
this introduction, participants could explore the application without restrictions
for five minutes using a test case, together with the researcher answering any
questions. The screen was recorded for a usability analysis in order to detect
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usability problems that were related to the tool operation. Similar as for the
normal condition, participants had to provide advise for three student cases.

3.4.2

ESPOL study

The experimental design for ESPOL was similar to that of KU Leuven. Two
groups participated in the study: eight academic advisers (3F; 5M, mean age:
40 years. S.D.: 7.6 years) and six bachelor students (6M, mean age: 24 years,
SD: 1.2 years). Both groups were shown the same introductory video as in
the KU Leuven setting, and both groups could explore LADAfor five minutes
using an example case before commencing the study. We also introduced the
current web-based system used for academic advising to students, who were
inexperienced with such advising tools.
Normal condition: Participants had to use the current web-based information
system available at ESPOL which consisted of a set of websites, providing
descriptive statistics about student progress.
LADAcondition: the settings were identical as in the KU Leuven study. The
dashboard was provided in a Web browser, with three opened tabs for each case.
The user interface of LADAwas translated to Spanish. The grading system was
adjusted to a scale from 0 to 10. The historical records, course and student
skills cards were adapted to the data provided by ESPOL.

3.4.3

Task

Participants were asked to analyse the study results of the student and give a
recommendation for the next semester. More specifically, participants had to
complete the following steps with the traditional tools and LADA:
1. Explore the student data for each case.
2. Plan a set of courses for the next semester.
3. Explore potential different scenarios to recommend to the student.
The sequence of the steps is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

3.4.4

Recorded measurements

The think aloud protocol was used to collect data from participants while
performing these steps. For each participant, we recorded the screen as well
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Figure 3.5: Experiment scenario showing the settings for both studies in KU
Leuven and ESPOL.
as the microphone for later evaluation. We measured the time from the first
interaction with the tools until the participant had finished filling out a form with
their final recommendation. At the end of the intervention, all the participants
had to provide the following information:
• The list of recommended courses to take.
• The study load: the sum of the study points related to the chosen courses.
• An estimation about the advising difficulty of the recommended semester
plan: very high, high, medium, low, very low.
• The number of alternative scenarios explored.
• Their confidence with the prediction: very low, low, regular, high, very
high.
Once users had worked through all three cases, they were asked to fill out
two questionnaires: the System Usability Scale (SUS) [45] and a questionnaire
about perceived usefulness on a five-point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 5:
strongly agree), also giving them the opportunity to provide general feedback in
a comments box. Participants were asked to provide feedback to the following
statements:
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1. The tool helped me to make a more accurate decision in comparison to
the traditional approach.
2. The tool helped me to make a decision quicker than I usually do.
3. I consider the tool as helpful.
4. The tool made a complex task easy.
5. The tool helped me understand the relations between the different parts
of the data.
6. The tool helped me to better ascertain the performance of the student in
relation to others.
7. I would use the tool as part of my analysis/advise session.
8. I would use the system as the only tool of my analysis/advise session.
9. The visualization of uncertainty (prediction quality) influenced my
decision.
10. The visualization of uncertainty (prediction quality) is important.
Furthermore, the participants could provide free answers to the following
questions:
1. What did you like about LADA?
2. What did you not like about LADA?
3. What are your general feedback and comments?
The study was counterbalanced by condition (normal or LADA) and student
cases. It was conducted in a quiet office with one researcher present to conduct
the study. The study took about one hour to complete.

3.5

Results

In this section, we report the results separately for KU Leuven and ESPOL. We
first analyze the interaction of the participants with LADA and compare it with
the traditional method using quantitative measures. Afterwards, we analyze
the qualitative data from the answers of the participants in the questionnaires,
together with comments from the participants and observations derived from
the think-aloud protocol. In the next section, these findings are discussed.

3.5.1

KU Leuven quantitative results

Due to the small sample size and the data not meeting parametric assumptions,
we chose a Kruskal-Wallis test to obtain an indication of the possible effects of
LADA on the decision making process. In particular, we investigated whether
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Figure 3.6: Confidence intervals of the number of steps, time per steps and
explorations in the LADAand normal condition in the KU Leuven study.
and to what extent the number of steps, time per step and amount of explorations
may be affected by the tool when compared to the traditional method. While
the results of quantitative methods applied to small sample sizes should be
treated with caution, they nonetheless provide an objective measure with which
to interpret the observations if we keep the likelihood of sampling-bias and
skewness in mind. An overview of the interaction traces of the participants
with LADAand the traditional method (normal) are presented in Figure 3.6.
We describe the results for each step.
Exploring scenarios: experts explored significantly more scenarios (p < 0.05)
while using LADA(Mdn = 2 ), compared to the normal condition (Mdn = 1 ).
Laymen also tended to explore more scenarios while using LADA, however
the difference with the traditional method was not significant. In Figure 3.10,
we present the explorations sorted by the advising difficulty of the presented
cases to the participants. We observed a tendency to explore more scenarios
with LADA particularly during the high advising cases (Mdn = 3 for expert
advisers).
Exploring student data: in the normal condition, laymen required significantly
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more time to complete the task than experts (p < 0.05) , which can be explained
by their limited experience. Also, laymen required significantly less steps
(p < 0.01) when using LADA compared to the normal condition, indicating a
potential time benefit.
Planning the semester: when using LADA, both experts and laymen tended to
spend a similar amount of steps and time per step. The experts spend more
steps with LADAcompared to the normal condition (p < 0.05), which can be
explained by the fact that they explored significantly more scenarios (p < 0.05).
In the normal condition, laymen spend more time and steps compared to the
experts (p < 0.05). In the LADAcondition, laymen were equally efficient as
experts to complete the tasks, indicating again a potential benefit of the tool
for inexperienced users.

3.5.2

KU Leuven qualitative results

For the laymen, an evaluation of the SUS questionnaire resulted in an average
score of 72.5 points. For the experts, the score was 70. These results suggest
that the usability of LADA was considered as good.
As can be seen in Figure 3.11, experts indicated to feel more confident with
their traditional tool (M dn = 4), compared to LADA (M dn = 3). However,
laymen indicated to feel more confident with LADA (M dn = 4) compared to
the traditional method (M dn = 3).
A Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the subjective responses from experts
and laymen towards their experiences with LADA. Results are presented in
Figure 3.7. Opinions of participants differed significantly (U = 5.5, p = 0.04)
when asked whether the tool helped them to make a more accurate decision:
experts tended to be more negative (M dn = 1.5) compared to the laymen
(M dn = 4). When asked whether the tool helped them to make a decision
quicker than they usually do, experts tended to be more negative (M dn = 1.5)
compared to the laymen (M dn = 5) (U = 2, p = 0.009). Also, when asked
whether they would use the tool as the only tool of the advise session, experts
tended to be more negative (M dn = 1.5) compared to the laymen (M dn = 5).
No other significant differences were found. However, when participants were
asked about the helpfulness of the application, both experts and laymen tended
to rate the tool positively (M dn = 4). When participants were asked whether
the tool made a complex task easy, the median indicated that experts tended to
rate the tool lower (M dn = 2.5) compared to the laymen (M dn = 4). When
asked whether the tool helps them to understand the relations between the
different parts of the data, the median indicated that experts (M dn = 3) and
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Figure 3.7: Qualitative feedback from the KU Leuven study: Boxplot indicating
the median responses to the questionnaire given by Laymen and Experts. The
dark line indicates the median, “+” the mean, and dots the outliers. (1: strongly
disagree, 5: strongly agree)
laymen (M dn = 3.5) tended to rate the tool as neutral. When participants were
asked whether the tool helps them to better ascertain the performance of the
student in relation to others, the median indicated that experts (M dn = 3.5)
tended to rate the tool higher than the laymen (M dn = 2.5). When participants
were asked whether they would use the tool as part of their advise session, the
median indicated that experts (M dn = 3) tended to rate the tool lower than the
laymen (M dn = 4.5). When participants were asked whether the visualization of
uncertainty influenced their decision, the median indicated that experts tended
to rate the tool lower (M dn = 1.5) than the laymen (M dn = 4). Finally, when
participants were asked whether the visualization of uncertainty was important,
the median indicated that experts (M dn = 4) and laymen (M dn = 5) tended
to consider the visualization of uncertainty as important.
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Observations and comments

We also collected observations from the participants by analyzing think-aloud
data.
Experts tended to compile a possible semester plan verbally while reading the
academic history of the student. Then, they quickly jumped to selecting courses
for the upcoming semester without looking at the performance of the student
in relation to other students or the prediction of LADA. They only consulted
the prediction once they had completed the course selection.
Some of the experts tried to increase the chance of success by checking the skills
of the students and selecting courses accordingly. One expert did not trust the
tool: “I never trust models. I never trust models other people make, I don’t
understand them. For me this is magic. I am a scientist, so it is important for
me to understand these to be able to use them”. Some users felt the need to
investigate why the prediction was so low, particularly in the high advising case.
Most of the expert users tried out different combinations of scenarios to gauge
the impact of simulated course scenarios on the prediction. Some expert users
wanted to see more background information about the student. They all tried
to enable the student to achieve the Bachelor degree in 3 years by focusing on
planning sufficient study credits to take up in the next semester.
Some laymen explored each card in detail, seemingly to ensure they had all the
information they needed to compile a good semester plan. All of the laymen
were observed to be strongly influenced in their course choices by the changing
prediction. There was a clearly visible effort to achieve the highest possible
prediction by selecting courses one-by-one and frequently checking the semester
plan against the predicted performance. When the laymen made changes to
the semester plan, especially those that had a negative impact on the student’s
chance of success, they frequently consulted the skill cards to explore the reason
for the change and to then adjust their recommendation. Users seemed to take
great care to match the course list to the student’s skills.

3.5.4

ESPOL quantitative results

To investigate the results, a Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted to compare the
effects of explored scenarios (number of steps, time per step and explorations)
between LADA and the traditional method. The overview of the interaction
traces of the participants with LADA and the traditional method (normal) are
presented in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Confidence intervals of the number of steps, time per steps and
explorations during LADA and normal conditions in the ESPOL study.
Exploring scenarios: experts explored significantly (p < 0.05) more scenarios
while using LADA (M dn = 2) compared to the normal condition (M dn = 1).
Also, laymen tended to explore more scenarios while using LADA (M dn = 2)
compared to the normal condition (M dn = 1.5). In Figure 3.10, we present the
explorations sorted by the difficulty of the presented cases.
Exploring student data: experts tended to spend more steps and time per step
compared to the laymen in both conditions. Both experts and laymen spent
more time per step and steps when using LADA compared to the normal
condition, which can be explained by the fact that they explored significantly
(p < 0.05) more scenarios in LADA than in the normal condition.
Planning the semester: when using LADA and the normal condition, experts
tended to spend more steps and time per step compared to laymen. Notably,
the experts required significantly more steps (p < 0.05) in the normal condition
to complete the planning of the semester compared to laymen. Experts and
laymen spend more time per step and steps while using LADA compared to
the normal condition, as they explored significantly more scenarios.
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Figure 3.9: Qualitative feedback from the ESPOL study: Boxplot indicating the
median responses to the questionnaire given by Laymen and Experts. The dark
line indicates the median, “+” the mean, and dots the outliers. (1: strongly
disagree, 5: strongly agree)

3.5.5

ESPOL qualitative results

For the laymen, the evaluation of the SUS questionnaire resulted in an average
score of 71.25 points. For the experts, the score was 56.25. This suggests that
laymen found the tool to be reasonable usable, while the experts appeared to
somewhat struggle with its operation.
As can be seen in Figure 3.11, both experts and laymen indicated to feel
confident with the traditional tool and LADA (M dn = 4).
A Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the subjective responses from experts
and laymen towards their experiences with LADA. Results are presented in
Figure 3.9. Opinions of participants differed significantly (U = 16, p = 0.01)
when asked whether the tool helped them to make a decision quicker than they
usually do: experts tended to have a more neutral attitude (M dn = 3) compared
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to laymen (M dn = 4). When asked whether they would use the tool as the
only tool of the advise session, experts tended to be more negative (M dn = 2)
compared to laymen (M dn = 3) (U = 22.5, p = 0.04).
No other significant differences were found. However, when asked whether the
tool helped them to make a more accurate decision, the median indicated a
positive attitude from experts and laymen (M dn = 4). When asked about the
helpfulness of the application, both experts (M dn = 4.5) and laymen (M dn = 5)
tended to rate LADA more positively. When participants were asked whether
the tool made a complex task easy, the median indicated that both experts
and laymen tended to rate the tool positively (M dn = 4). When participants
were asked whether the tool helps them to understand the relations between the
different parts of the data, the median indicated that both experts and laymen
tended to rate the tool positively on this aspect (M dn = 4). When participants
were asked whether the tool helps them to better ascertain the performance of
the student in relation to others, the median indicated that experts (M dn = 5)
tended to rate the tool higher than laymen (M dn = 4). When participants
were asked whether they would use the tool as part of their advise session, the
median indicated that experts (M dn = 4.5) and laymen (M dn = 5) both rated
this aspect positively. When participants were asked whether the visualization
of uncertainty influenced their decision, the median indicated that experts
tended to rate the tool slightly higher (M dn = 4) than laymen (M dn = 3.5).
Finally, when participants were asked whether the visualization of uncertainty
was important, the median indicated that both experts and laymen (M dn = 5)
tended to consider the visualization of uncertainty as important.

3.5.6

Observations and comments

We also collected observations from the participants by analyzing the think-aloud
data.
Participants acknowledged that LADA is an interesting tool because of the
possibility of making different combinations of courses: “it helped me to make
different combinations of courses to see what courses were better in the semester.”
Participants indicated that they liked the prediction, and the possibility of
comparing with other students based on similar experiences: “It can help to
choose courses, especially if one does not have references of how challenging the
course is. Also, the visualization of skills is useful in specific areas that a course
requires.”
Participants also acknowledged the usefulness of the tool in the decision-making:
“The user interface was very fulfilling with the information presented, together
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with the synchronization in real time and that allowed me to compare with
similar students. This helped me to make certain decisions.”
Participants indicated the usefulness of the tool towards improving their scores
by planning their studies accordingly: “I think this was wanted by all the
students since we entered here. I think that LADA will be very useful for us
because it will reduce the failure rate.”
Participants indicated the ease of use of the system, and highlighted the short
learning-curve: “The system at first is a little complicated to understand, after
using it for a moment the system becomes easy to use and very comfortable.”
Participants also indicated that they paid attention to the quality of prediction
component, indicating that it influenced their decisions: “When I observed that
this was low, I changed the course for another and if I checked that it did not
drop I removed a course that was not aligned with my abilities. I would not risk
taking a course that doesn’t match my abilities.”

3.6
3.6.1

Discussion
General results

Overall, participants tended to explore more scenarios with LADAthan in the
normal condition. What we observed during the sessions is that particularly the
experts explored significantly more scenarios with LADA (M dn = 2) than they
would usually do (M dn = 1), analyzing the history of a student and course
combination possibilities, and then making a careful decision. The presence of
the academic risk prediction information enables the experts to try different
combinations of courses and select those that seem to generate a lower risk,
both in their perception and in the computer-generated prediction. For laymen,
LADAis perceived as a valuable tool for more accurate decision-making.
In general, these results are encouraging, as they indicate that LADAcan offer
support to make informed data-driven decisions: for experts by exploring more
and different scenarios in the same amount of time and for laymen to increase
confidence in the decision-making process. In the KU Leuven study, experts
felt more motivated compared to the students to explore more scenarios and
came to different conclusions for each of the cases. For laymen, LADAwas
efficient, as they were able to make informed decisions in a similar amount of
time and steps compared to the experts. In this study, the overall experience of
laymen was more positive than the experience of experts. Overall, experts felt
that the representation of uncertainty was necessary, but they were not sure
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Figure 3.10: The mean with confidence intervals of the explorations made by
the participants of the KU Leuven and ESPOL studies, sorted by the advising
difficulty of the presented cases (low, medium and high) and the condition:
normal or LADA.
about the quality of the predictions. An important future line of research is to
support transparency of the algorithm, so that end-users can understand how
the algorithm works.
Usability results of the KU Leuven study indicate that the overall usability was
perceived as good ( SUS score >=70 for both laymen and experts). In general,
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Figure 3.11: Confidence of the participants with their final predictions while
using LADAand normal conditions for both KU Leuven and ESPOL. From one:
very low to five: very high.
however, experts felt more confident with their traditional tools compared to
LADA, whereas laymen indicated to feel more confident with LADA. The main
reasons are evident from responses to our questionnaire: experts do not perceive
the same time or accuracy benefits as laymen, which can be explained by the fact
that experts also rely on a lot of expertise and knowledge. Laymen on the other
hand often lack this knowledge and perceive LADAas a great help in making
accurate and quick decisions. Both experts and laymen do find LADAhelpful,
and were in general positive about the overall experience as reflected in the
SUS scores.
In the ESPOL experiment, both groups of participants tended to be positive
with their feedback towards their experiences with LADA. Similar to the KU
Leuven study, the experts explored significantly more scenarios. They inspected
the information of the students carefully and mainly explored more possible
scenarios while using LADAcompared to the traditional method, particularly for
high advising cases with students that experienced most problems. They thought
that LADAwas a useful tool, providing compelling visual representations of the
data. Notably, they indicated that the visualization of uncertainty is essential,
and they felt confident with the quality representation. Students tended to
spend fewer steps and time compared to the experts. They indicated that they
felt motivated to explore the scores and how they performed compared to other
students in the courses. Both experts and laymen of ESPOL also asked for a
more transparent representation of the prediction algorithm.
Usability results of the ESPOL study indicate that the overall usability was
perceived good for laymen (SUS score of 71.25), but only moderate for experts
(SUS score of 56.25), hinting to potential usability issues. In this study, both
experts and laymen indicated to feel equally confident with the traditional tool
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and LADA. In addition, they both perceived an accuracy benefit in decision
making. Similar to the KU Leuven study, experts are interested in using
LADAas an additional tool, but would not use LADAas the only tool during
an advising session. They also do not perceive the same time benefit as laymen.
This result indicates that additional functionality may be needed to fully cover
the needs of experts during an advising session.
There are a few similarities and differences between the two studies. One of the
main differences between the studies is the academic advising setting that is used.
At KU Leuven, academic advising is done by professionals: i.e., trained academic
advisers, whereas at ESPOL advising is done by professors. A difference that
can be observed in the study data is the lack of trust of professionals at KU
Leuven in the prediction model. Professors of ESPOL trusted the model, and
the overall perceived usefulness was higher. Although professionals of KU
Leuven also acknowledged the potential, they did not trust the prediction model
and preferred to rely on their own expertise. A key issue that was identified was
the lack of transparency of the underlying prediction model. We are currently
working on visualizations that represent the clustering technique as a way to
improve the confidence in the prediction outcome. Although this issue was also
raised by both experts and laymen of ESPOL, the overall confidence in the
outcome was not influenced in this setting. The second difference is the use
of tools in both universities: whereas at ESPOL several tools are already in
place for academic advising, KU Leuven still relies on manual effort to support
advising sessions. The lack of technology use may be a second reason for the
lower perceived usefulness scores in this setting.
Although the overall perceived usefulness was lower for experts than laymen
in KU Leuven, we observed also many similarities in the two studies. Experts
used LADA intensively for exploring multiple scenarios, such as different course
combinations. Particularly for high advising cases, such explorations were done
very frequently. We also observed that laymen felt confident with LADA in both
studies. In addition, they were able to make well informed decisions in a more
efficient way. For experts, LADA was perceived as very useful to ascertain the
performance of students in relation to peers: so while the prediction component
still needs further work, the visualization and exploration of student data and
comparison to peers seems to be a key component for academic advising support.

3.6.2

Design implications

Comparing to related studies that target study advisers, we can observe a
few similarities and differences that can inform the design of dashboards for
study advisers. Two types of dashboards have been elaborated to support study
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advisers: dashboards that are mostly descriptive in nature, presenting data
about academic performance to advisers such as the LISSA dashboard [58] and
E-Advisor [240], and dashboards that use predictive algorithms to try to infer
additional information about study behavior that can inform study advisers,
such as Bridge and Student Explorer [8]. The latter example provides access to
both achievement and engagement estimates of students based on data from
the learning management systems, including log-in frequency [189], to provide
feedback to advisers as to whether students need to be “encouraged” to keep
doing well, “explored” in more detail or immediately “engaged”.
The LISSA dashboard was evaluated with four study advisers [58]. In total, 15
sessions were observed. Results indicate that there is a difference in use between
experienced study advisers and inexperienced study advisers. Experienced
study advisers used the dashboard as a backup, glancing at it when needed.
Inexperienced study advisers used the dashboard as a guide through the entire
session. By recording the number and level of insights that were supported
in these session, it was observed that LISSA was particularly helpful for
inexperienced study advisers. In a follow-up study [207], the use of LISSA
was observed with the same study advisers to try to gain insight into the utility
of the dashboard for different student groups. Similar to results of our LADA
study, results indicate that the dashboard was used most intensively to help
students who struggle the most. More specifically, the number of insights
obtained through the dashboard was higher for students doubting to continue
the study program as opposed to easier decisions with regard to which particular
course to retake. These results are inline with our results and indicate that
learning analytics dashboards may be particularly useful for high advising cases.
Results of Bridge and Student explorer indicate that study advisers used the
student explorer dashboard twice as often during a session with a student
compared to before the session [8]. In addition, use of the dashboard after the
session was negatively associated with course grades [190]. Also in this study,
the dashboard was used more frequently for the “high advising cases”, in this
case students with lower grades.
Based on these results, we can infer a few recommendations for implementing
dashboards for study advisers.
1. Exploration support for high advising cases. An interesting outcome that
can be observed in different studies is that learning analytics dashboards
for study advisers are particularly used more intensively for “high advising”
cases, which include students with lower grades [190] and students in doubt
of continuing with the study program [207]. Results of our study indicate
that expert advisers like to explore more scenarios for such students to
better understand which course selections would be a better fit. Multiple
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scenarios are explored with the dashboard by experts for such cases, as
illustrated in Figure 3.10. Enabling advisers to explore the potential
impact of different possibilities, thus, seems to be interesting way forward
for this particular class of learning analytics dashboards. Research in
this line of “What If” scenarios has been put forward by the Intelligent
User Interfaces community [185] and seems to offer a promising research
direction for learning analytics dashboards.
2. Actionable and immediate feedback. To support “What If” scenarios,
purely descriptive dashboards of course grades such as LISSA [58] fall
short of their potential. Dashboards such as the Purdue Course Signals
[21] and Student Explorer [189] try to make use of other data that support
timely interventions, by using additional data from learning management
systems (as opposed to grades data only) and predictive algorithms. The
objective is to support actionable and immediate feedback, instead of only
being able to give feedback when course grades are final. In our LADA
study, we used a predictive approach that uses grades, currently booked
courses, and number of credits of the courses. The data from previous
students is used to predict the chance of success or academic risk of the
student using multi-level clustering. Compared to the descriptive LISSA
dashboard that presents grades only [58], it is interesting to observe that
experienced study advisers used the LADA dashboard intensively, whereas
they used LISSA mainly as a back-up [58]. To support experienced
advisers, predictions thus seem an interesting way forward, as these
prediction can complement there broad range of available expertise and
provide additional insight. That said, there is a strong need for explaining
the provenance of recommendations: similar to work of Lim and Dey [185],
the rational of predictions generated by different prediction algorithms
needs to be explained to enable advisers to assess the overall quality of
the prediction.
3. Explainable predictions. Data of our study demonstrates that data-driven
decision support is valuable for both experts and laymen. Explanations
of recommendations are needed to enable advisers to inspect the quality
of recommendations. In our dashboard, we used a quality indicator of
the prediction models to better inform advisers about the quality of the
prediction. Such indicators are insufficient to support expert advisers:
such advisers want to understand the reasoning of a prediction. An
interesting further line of research is to expand the current dashboard
with visualizations of both the prediction model and the underlying data
to increase confidence and trust in study advise scenarios.

CONCLUSIONS
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Limitations

There are some limitations to this study that need to be articulated. First, the
sample size of our study is comparably small due to the limited availability of
expert users. For our work, study advisers and professors trained to provide
study advise had to be recruited in two universities. These expert users are
difficult to recruit due to their small numbers and tight time schedules. To
generalize and validate the findings of our study, we replicated the study at
two different universities that use different advising models. Our sample size
was based on other learning analytics dashboard studies such as LISSA [58],
where five study advisers were recruited, and should provide a solid basis for
deriving meaningful insights. The most common sample size Human-Computer
Interaction studies is 12 [52]: the validity of such sample sizes is justifiable
by expert recommendations and data observes that are then re-evaluated. In
total, 12 participants completed the study at KU Leuven, and 14 participants
completed the study at ESPOL: the validity is ensured by observations in
previously collected data (both in our own study as in the LISSA study with
five expert users), as well as the replication in two different settings. The
explicit goal of deploying the dashboard in two different universities with
different advising models was to enable generalizability of the results.

3.7

Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced LADA, a learning analytics dashboard for
supporting advisers in decision-making through comparative and predictive
analysis. We evaluated the use of LADA in experimental settings that took place
in two different universities with experts and non-expert participants. We have
compared the learning analytics tool with more traditional procedures and tools.
Results indicate that participants found the tool appealing, but we found that
more transparency in the algorithm prediction is required in order to increase
confidence. One aspect to point out, however, is the observation that LADA
enabled advisers to evaluate a greater number of scenarios in a similar amount
of time before making a final decision, particularly for difficult cases. Thus, the
ability of the tool to increase the number of potential avenues that are evaluated
with regards to the student’s future development, directly enables a betterinformed decision-making process. Due to the increased amount of explorations
in the same time window, decisions can be better-founded at no extra cost. For
laymen, LADA is perceived as a valuable tool for more accurate decision-making.
These results are no doubt encouraging for further developments in the field.
In this regard, future work should consider a longitudinal study that compares
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the academic performance of students that have been advised with the tool
to those that have been advised with traditional methods. If the effect of the
greater amount of explorations enabled by the tool could be determined, future
development could be more targeted and the role of computers in predicting
human behavior better understood.

Chapter 4

Benefits and Trade-offs of
Different Model
Representations
This chapter is a copy of the previously published article:
Gutiérrez, F., Ochoa X., Seipp K., Broos T., and Verbert, K. “Benefits and
Trade-offs of Different Model Representations in Decision Support Systems
for Non-expert Users”. In IFIP Conference on Human-Computer Interaction
(INTERACT), 2019. In Press, pp. 1-10.

Contributions as first author:
This chapter presents the design and development of an interactive finance
application aimed for non-expert users. The application predicts stock
prices based on several market indicators in order to study different visual
representations of uncertainty. This chapter also describes the evaluation
methods, analysis and interpretation of the results. As the leading author,
I was responsible for the design and development of the application and the
writing of the publication. The publication went through an exhaustive review
process where the co-authors made several contributions and reviewed the text.
Moreover, I was responsible for conducting the user study and received feedback
from dr. Karsten Seipp, and Prof. Katrien Verbert for the analysis of the
results.
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The design and methodologies used in this study were discussed with Prof.
Katrien Verbert and Prof. Xavier Ochoa, who also contributed actively in the
writing and discussion of the results. During the design of the application, Tom
Broos collaborated as the expert in the finance domain, and dr. Karsten Seipp
collaborated in the design of the application.

4.1

Introduction

In our daily lives, we may consider multiple risks when planning a financial
investment, a project strategy, or when finding a clean and safe place to live.
Visual Analytics (VA) offers a promising approach to facilitate such decisionmaking tasks. Thomas and Cook [308] define VA as the science of analytical
reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces. In its core, VA supports
this analytic reasoning with automated visual data analysis [159]. VA tools
can provide control over a variety of settings, interactive discovery, exploration,
and understanding of real-world complex systems [27]. Moreover, VA gradually
supports users in their sense-making process, allowing them to gauge the effects
of different parameters and to gain more insight with each step of the humancomputer dialogue [340].
While the interactive steering of algorithms allows insight into massive data
sets, such as social data streams [118] and geospatial data [17], there is a need
for research concerning an adequate presentation of such analysis with regards
to users inexperienced with visual analysis [98] or unfamiliar with the given
visual representation [178]. In the remainder of this paper, we refer to this
group of users as non-expert users.
Despite the growing needs of non-expert users to control complex analytic
processes, little work has been done to support them. Examples include
researchers in the humanities who want to apply analysis techniques to large
text corpora [144] and non-expert users making decisions about storm forecasts
[261]. Different visual representations might have different levels of “visual
literacy” that impact the cognitive activities of users [41][179]. For instance,
simple and intuitive visualizations may be easier to understand, but general
ones might offer more detail and insight into the underlying data and processes
at the cost of “representational compatibility” [290]. Although much effort has
been geared towards finding the most suitable representation of different types
of data [335], researchers report challenges that non-expert users face when
using these interactively in VA [133]. To address this issue, we investigate the
strengths and weaknesses of different representations to support non-expert
users in decision-making. Our research questions are as follows:
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1. Regarding objective factors such as accuracy and efficiency, how do the
intuitive, detailed, and compact visualizations relate to the task difficulty?
2. Regarding subjective factors such as usability and uncertainty, what are
the benefits and challenges of intuitive, detailed, and compact visualizations
in an interactive decision-making process?
To answer these questions, we designed and evaluated an intuitive, a detailed
and a compact visualization to support non-expert users with their decisionmaking under uncertainty. Using subjective and objective means, we provided
a set of tasks to the participants and evaluated the three visualizations in two
contexts in two separated studies. The study focuses on stock prices investment,
using market indicators to support non-expert users.

4.2
4.2.1

Background
Decision Support and Visualization

Decision support systems literature has modelled decision-making as an iterative
process of problem recognition, perspective development, perspective synthesis,
actions, and results [228]. Visualization plays a crucial role to support the
development of these multiple perspectives.
More specifically, visualization facilitates human decision-making by providing
structured views about information pertaining to the decision-making problem
space [282]. Visualization is a well-established method to support decisionmaking in a wide variety of domains. Verbert et al. [321] showed that accuracy
of recommender systems that suggest relevant items to a user increases with a
set-based cluster map representation compared to a traditional ranked list of
recommendations. Speier and Morris [292] showed that particularly when the
solution set is large, visual query interfaces help users with greater effectiveness
than text-based interfaces. Recent studies show how visualization affects and
supports user decision-making in the context of financial services [29].
Decision-making usually relies on perception-based information [13]. However,
adequate interpretations for perceptions may not always be easy to find under
uncertain situations, and thus defining models of this outstanding capability is a
difficult, yet a highly promising research area [13]. More specifically, visualization
facilitates human decision-making by providing structured views about models
related to the decision-making problem space [282]. When making decisions in
the real world, information visualization not only helps decision-making, but also
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offers a means of knowledge creation, as well as an appropriate communication
channel [11]. Several application areas have been using visual techniques,
including health-care [2], supply chain management [229] and financial services
[29].
However, there is a lack of knowledge about which visualization and interaction
techniques work best for particular settings and particular users [122]. Also,
research has shown that the choice of representation of data influences decisionmaking outcomes [291]. For instance, Gettinger et al. [97] found that different
visual representations have an impact on the decision-making process when
giving simple and complex tasks to the participants. We are interested in
researching further the factors that influence decision-making, such as the
effects of the visualization context, uncertainty representation and trust [145].

4.2.2

Visual Analytics (VA)

In recent years, the importance of VA to support decision-making has grown [159].
Visual analytics extends interaction of traditional information visualization
techniques with facilities for updating, steering and improving the analytic
processes. The key objective is to incorporate feedback from end-users to
improve an automatic analysis process.
Examples of VA tools in decision making include the work of Senaratne et al.
[276] that explores the use of a VA approach to tackle the inherent uncertainty in
urban mobility patterns. Data collected from citizens’ mobile communication is
used to help to determine the urban dynamics of a city. Afterwards, city planners
can use these tools to improve decision-making processes. Moreover, Höferlin
et al. [130] introduced a VA approach to analyze video content supported
by the communication of uncertainty generated from computer vision feature
extraction to end-users. Goda and Song [101] presented a framework for
visualizing Tsunami risks using VA techniques to support decision-making
in emergency response capability. Their work emphasizes the importance of
uncertainty modeling and visualization. The framework was developed through
a case study for the 2011 Tohoku tsunami. Other examples include non-expert
interpretations of hurracaine prediction [261], climate change data [119], and
uncertainty in climate prediction [302]. Visual analytics is also a useful tool to
improve understanding of data in predictions [163]. For instance, Ming et al.
[211] introduced an interactive visualization technique to support non-expert
users in machine-learning to explore and understand predictive models.
Several researchers have compared different visualizations of analysis outcomes
and uncertainty associated to these outcomes to support decision-making for
non-experts. Ibrekk and Morgan [137] compared nine different visualizations,
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including error bars, pie chart and density functions, to communicate uncertainty
to users with no experience in statistical analysis. The authors suggest to use
a combination of cumulative and probability distribution functions (PDF) to
avoid misinterpretation. More recently, Greis et al. [106] compared different
representations of uncertainty for non-expert users. Results indicate that even
though a PDF plot is the best way to communicate uncertainty information,
qualitative factors are also important to consider in representations for decisionmaking. Dynamic visualizations have been researched as well. Hullman et
al. [135] compared the effects of an animated visualization against two static
visualizations, and measured levels of difficulty by considering one and two
variables in the model. Even though accuracy was similar in all representations
for single-variable distributions, participants tended to be more accurate with
their judgments when using the animated visualization with two variables. Tak
et al. [299] compared seven visual representations of uncertainty for non-expert
users, including solid and dashed borders, colour-band, gradient, thinning and
random lines, and error bars. Results indicate that the visual representation
of uncertainty affects the perceived certainty of participants. However, further
exploration is required towards the use of other visual variables such as the use
of colour and uncertainty range.
In this paper, we build on this earlier research and focus specifically on the
design and evaluation of different types of visualizations (intuitive, compact,
detailed) for non-expert users. We extend the work of [299] by including the
uncertainty range in different representations. As in work of [97], we consider
different levels of problem complexity. We evaluate different aspects of the
utility and effectiveness of different designs, including ease of use and visual
appeal as identified by [106]. We discuss these evaluation metrics in the next
section.

4.2.3

Evaluation Metrics

Metrics to evaluate VA applications comprise a variety of criteria. However,
definitive, generalizable guidelines do not appear to exist. Therefore, we analyzed
previous work to define a set of objective and subjective metrics that may be
considered useful in measuring an application’s adequacy for supporting the
decision-making process. Yang et al. [339] evaluated information graphics based
on user preference and their capability to provide different levels of insight.
While they could establish a link between information type and presentation,
similar to Wongsuphasawat et al. [335], they did not investigate how well
the representations would perform as part of an interactive analysis in a VA
application. Mckenzie et al. [203] considered objective measures such as time
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Table 4.1: List of objective and subjective measures considered.
Metric
Question
Objective measures
Accuracy
How does precision compare across the visualizations?
Time spent
Is the use of the visualization resulting in longer or shorter
decision times?
Actions
How many interactions are required to solve the tasks?
Subjective measures, usability-related
Visual appeal
The visualization was visually appealing.
Ease of use
The visualization was easy to use.
Suitability
The visualization was suitable for solving the tasks.
Likability
The preference towards the uncertainty visualization
method.
Task difficulty
Solving the tasks using the visualization was easy.
Subjective measures, uncertainty-related
Trust
The visualization was trustworthy.
Confidence
I felt confident using the visualization.
Credibility
The visualization was credible.
Understanding The visualization was easy to understand.
Accuracy
I find the accuracy of this visualization acceptable.

Ref.
[203]
[203]
[269]
[106]
[106]
[277]
[277]
[339]
[155]
[69]
[196]
[106]
[106]

spent and accuracy, whereas Bertini et al. [269] measured the actions in an
uncertainty-aware interactive interface.
When comparing visual representations, Senaratne et al. [277] ranked visual
representations towards their suitability according to the user domain. They
explored metrics such as performance and likability, defined as the preference
towards the uncertainty visualization method. Using a set of tasks, Lee
et al. [175] used objective measures such as time spent and, as the work
of Greis et al. [106], they used subjective measures such as ease of use,
visual appeal and easiness to understand. To evaluate uncertainty factors,
Kay et al. [156] proposed a questionnaire to evaluate acceptance of accuracy
in visual analysis, considering ease of use and intent to use. [264] defined
guidelines towards uncertainty propagation in VA systems, indicating that
trustworthiness is a critical factor towards uncertainty awareness. Deitrick
et al. [69] evaluated different uncertainty representations and their influence
on the confidence of participants decisions. To conceptualize a framework
for uncertainty, MacEachren et al. [196] defined credibility as an important
subjective measure that has an impact on the user’s decision-making and
analysis. We compiled a list of objective and subjective measures in Table 5.1.

STUDY DESIGN
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Study Design

In this study, we collected financial data and implemented intuitive, compact
and detailed model representations to support financial decisions for non-expert
users1 .

4.3.1

Design Motivation

As indicated above, there is a lack of knowledge about which visualization and
interaction techniques work best for particular settings and particular users [122].
Research has also shown that the choice of representation of data influences
decision-making outcomes [291]. We are interested in researching further the
factors that influence decision-making, such as the effect of the complexity of
the visualization, uncertainty representation and trust. Overall, our decision
motivations follow Shneiderman’s visual information-seeking mantra [283]:
• With a detailed representation, we aim to provide a general context
for understanding the predicted data. A detailed visualization addresses
the representation of uncertainty considering the data used in the model.
• A compact representation provides a close-up, allowing to examine
the distribution of data in limited screen spaces and high data complexity
situations, as viewing every detail might be impractical. This visualization
provides focused insight into a particular risk, clearly showing its spread
and uncertainty. Yet, providing detail for a single factor comes at the
price of depicting relationships between multiple factors.
• An intuitive representation is a visualization that is commonly used
and familiar by the end-user to resolve tasks. These representations might
include a minimal depiction of uncertainty and might not explain a model
in detail.
A typical scenario for decision-making is the investment in stocks. Such a task
is subject to uncertainty due to many variables that are involved. We used data
related to stock prices to compare different model representations that support
users in their decision-making while investing in stocks.
What and When: intuitive representation (time series). Investing
capital in stocks requires to see the behavior of the company stock price in
the past. Typically, stock prices fluctuate a lot over time, partly depending on
1 https://github.com/FranciscoGutierrez/stockprices
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different external factors, such as worldwide news, oil price, and world economy.
For the intuitive representation, we asked a financial expert about typical time
series visualization. Based on this expert feedback, we designed a time series
visualization showing the last year historic fluctuation of the stock value and a
next year forecast. The time-series visualization is suited for answering simple
questions concerning aspects of what and when.
Why: detailed representation (scatter plot). A detailed visualization of
the prediction model allows users to investigate why and how a prediction is
made. By inspecting the variables in the model, users can identify possible
sources of uncertainty. Differences between the distributions of observations can
be depicted and users can see with high precision how data is being correlated
[153]. As the approach requires a certain degree in graph literacy, it is important
to investigate when and how such a representation is appropriate to support
decision-making for non-expert users.
How: compact representation (dot plots). The compact representation
used probability distribution functions (PDF), as also used by [137] and [154].
The visualization focuses on showing a clear representation of future events
to happen showing discrete outcomes. The dot plot is less detailed than the
scatter plot representation, as it does not represent the observations and model.
However, it does show a clear representation of probability outcomes. The most
likely predicted value was shown above the mean of the distribution, while the
predicted value was displayed below the visualization.
The visualization of uncertainty is important to correctly interpret an algorithm’s
prediction [288]. In our earlier work [274], we investigated quantitative and
qualitative performance of different visual variables, such as opacity, blur,
contour lines, grid size, and texture, for representing uncertainty. We found
that overall opacity performed best, followed by texture. Therefore, we chose a
change in opacity in the three visualizations for depicting uncertainty.

4.3.2

Application Design

We created a set of visualizations to represent the predicted stock price for
different companies. A different visualization was used for each of the three
study applications resulting in three identical applications, one with a set of six
intuitive visualizations, a second with a set of six detailed visualizations and a
third with a set of six compact visualizations.
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Data

A typical scenario for decision-making is the investment in stocks. Such a task
is subject to uncertainty due to many of the variables that are involved, (e.g.,
consumer trust, worldwide news, economic growth, Dow Jones index). We
used stock prices data to compare different model representations that support
non-expert users in their decision-making process while investing in stocks.
To simulate a real scenario we asked for advice from the financial expert. Based
on experience, the financial expert selected six companies from the Dow Jones
share that had a similar behaviour in their stock prices: Disney (NYSE: DIS),
Home Depot (NYSE: HD), Apple (NASDAQ: AAPL), Chevron (NYSE: CVX),
IBM (NYSE: IBM), and McDonalds (NYSE: MCD). We used the Quandl
API [246] to get the current and one-year historical records of stocks from
the selected companies. With the advice of the financial expert, we collected
tweets mentioning the selected companies for topics such as worldwide news,
and consumer trust that might serve as an indicator of the stock market [35].
We aimed for tweets containing the following hashtags and keywords: “news”,
“#news”, “trust”, “confident”, “confidence”. Then, we used the sentiment
analysis API [289], to assign a score from negative (0) to positive (1).

4.3.4

Model

To estimate the stock price, we built a simple regression model:
StockP rice = CIi β0 + β1

(4.1)

where CI is a compound indicator, β0 is the slope of the line and β1 is the
Stock Price intercept. CI is based on the average normalized values of the
market indicators: consumer trust, worldwide news, economic growth, and the
Dow Jones index. This allowed users to adjust the market indicators using
sliders in the user interface, updating the predictions in the visualization section.
Note that we present this simplified forecasting model solely for the purpose of
demonstration.

4.3.5

Interaction

We divided the application into three main sections: settings, visuals and
questions, see Figure 4.1. The settings section used the following market
indicators: consumer trust, worldwide news, economic growth, and Dow Jones
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Figure 4.1: Layout used in the applications. a) The settings section shows
sliders for adjusting the variables. b) Visualization section where predictions
are shown. c) Questions section that users have to answer together with the
visuals.
index. The application presented the market indicators as checkboxes with
sliders, see Figure 4.2 (left). Selecting a checkbox determines whether the model
considers the market indicator as a variable in the prediction. Each slider
enables the users to set the level of importance of the variable in the model,
according to their beliefs.
When the user selected variables or changed their importance with sliders,
the visualization outcome was updated instantly, see Figure 4.1b. Next, the
questions section, see Figure 4.1c, shows a set of easy-to-hard questions reviewed
by the financial expert. The users had to interact with a combination of variable
settings to respond to all the questions.

4.3.6

Visualization

The intuitive, compact and detailed visualizations were separated in three
different applications, see Figure 4.2. Each of the visualizations represented
stock price predictions of the same six companies.
Figure 4.2a: intuitive visualization (time-series). In this visualization,
the stock prices predictions were shown using time-series. We implemented
a line chart to show the variation of the stock price divided in two sections:
historical and forecast. The historical section depicted the stock prices from the
past 12 months as historical data. The forecast section showed the expected
predicted value for the next 12 months. We also showed the value of the
last stock price for the historical data, the value of the fore-casted stock
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Figure 4.2: The three different applications used in the financial decisions study:
a) intuitive, b) detailed, and c) compact.
price and the percentage difference between these two values, coloured by
red (negative) or green (positive). In addition, we showed the prediction interval
for such prediction. We used an opacity scale that indicated the likelihood for
the predicted value from unlikely (light grey) to likely (dark grey). In other
words, the opacity scale highlighted the quantiles of the predicted probability
distribution and showed the range of accuracy for the value. The visualization
was updated immediately after when the user adjusted the importance of
different variables in the settings section.
Figure 4.2b: detailed visualization (scatterplots). The visualization
consisted of the plot of the regression model together with the observations
of trust, worldwide news, economic growth and the Dow Jones index. The
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spread of stock prices of a variable was mapped to the X-axis, the corresponding
distribution of the variables describing the economic factors to the Y-axis
and then plotted into the coordinate system. Different colours were used to
distinguish between the variables. The predicted value for the stock price was
written next to the visualization at the Y-axis coordinate of the corresponding
point of the regression line.
Figure 4.2c: compact visualization (dot plots). We used opacity in the
dots to represent the accuracy in the forecast. The most likely predicted stock
value was shown above the graph. The percent differences were displayed below.
Colour was used to depict increase (green) or decrease (red) of the stock price
in all visualizations.

4.3.7

Study Formulation

The financial expert analyzed the data, the model and the visualizations to
create a set of 20 candidate questions for the main study. We conducted a
preliminary study in Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), where we evaluated
the 20 questions with ten participants (10 males) with no expertise with data
analysis or visualization. Based on the number of actions required by the
participants to answer the questions, we ranked them and selected the top 12
questions. After, we organized the questions into three different categories (easy,
medium and hard).

4.3.8

Main study

We recruited 360 participants on AMT, 120 per application. To qualify for
the study, users had to indicate that they had no professional experience in
data analysis and that they were reasonably proficient in the English language.
Also, participants were required to have a minimum approval rate of 95%. To
catch “gaming” users that simply clicked through the questions, we included
five “gold standard” questions randomly into our task list [326]. These were
simple questions, such as “What is 1 + 2?”, which used similar controls as
the “normal” tasks. In addition to these, we added three training questions
to familiarize users with the application. We deemed this necessary as a pilot
study showed low performance at the beginning with a learning effect. Each
user could only participate once and received a minimum payment of $0.50. To
motivate users to try harder, we offered bonuses. For answering at least 66%
of questions correctly, users received $2.50, for more than 80%, they received
$3.50.
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Table 4.2: Final groups of participants from the user study
group
# participants
gender
mean age
Intuitive
98
36F, 61M, 1 did not say
32.3
Detailed
84
29F, 55M
34.8
Compact
83
28F, 54M, 1 did not say
32.5

SD
8.9
10.5
9.47

After a short tutorial, the application presented the training and study questions.
The average time of the study for each participant was 21 minutes. At the start
of each task, the visualization and controls were hidden, with only the question
and a “start” button being visible in the middle of the screen. Upon clicking
“start”, the visualization, controls, and questions became visible. Recording
started when users clicked “start” and ended when they clicked “submit”. The
following properties were recorded: time spent, number of actions, and the
answer given. After users had completed all tasks, they were invited to answer
questions regarding usability: visual appeal, ease of use, suitability, likability,
ease of tasks and questions related to uncertainty: trust, confidence, credibility,
understanding, accuracy representation, presented in Table 5.1. Answers were
given on a five-point Likert scale, from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree
(5). Users who had failed more than one of the gold questions, had less than
three correct answers or did not finish the evaluation were removed, leaving the
groups presented in Table 4.2.

4.4

Results

We ranked the answers of the participants by their accuracy and grouped them
in three levels of difficulty, see Table 4.3. Based on this ranking, we assigned
easy, medium and hard levels of difficulty to each question. Also, to further
understand the usage of the interface and answer our research questions, we
calculated the participants efficiency. Frøkjær et al. [93] defined efficiency as
the relation between the accuracy with which users achieve certain goals and
the resources expended in achieving them.
The evaluation of VA applications is a big challenge in the visual analytics field
[307]. So far, evaluation guidelines are not well established. However, accuracy
and efficiency are amongst the most accepted criteria [264]. Moreover, VA
studies have used efficiency in the past to measure human-computer interaction
techniques in the decision-making process. As such, efficiency is a relevant
measurement in our study, as it can tell us how the visual representation is
used to efficiently communicate the outcome to the end-user [161].
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Table 4.3: Questions by level of difficulty. We show the mean accuracy from all
participants.
Diff. Question
Acc.
easy If you consider all four factors to be moderate (50%), which
1.00
company has the least certain stock price value?
If you consider all four factors to be good (75%), which 0.88
stocks are expected to grow more than 5%?
Consumer trust is moderate (50%) and economic growth is 0.87
very good (100%): which stock loses more than any other?
If you consider all four factor to be very bad (0%), which is 0.83
the most profitable stock to invest?
medium You expect a very good consumer trust (100%) and a very
0.80
bad Dow Jones index (0%). McDonald’s loses more than
(...)
You expect IBM’s stock to be exactly $127.91 and you only 0.79
consider one factor. Which factor needs to be very good
(100%) to confirm your expectation?
Economic growth and consumer trust are moderate (both 0.78
50%). What is the value for the Dow Jones index when the
chevron stock is $110.11?
You have very precise expectations, consumer trust at 39%, 0.74
worldwide news at 68%, economic growth at 38% and the
Dow Jones index at 62%. The (...) stock is expected to gain
more than (...) but less than (...).
hard You expect the economic growth to be moderate (50%). How
0.68
does the Dow Jones index have to be, so that the growth of
apple is exactly the opposite of the growth of IBM?
Consumer trust is moderately bad (25%), economic growth 0.58
and the Dow Jones index are good (75%). What is the
value for the worldwide news when the home depot’s stock
is $129.99?
Worldwide news are very good (100%). Which two 0.46
companies have the highest predicted stock value?
If you discard all other indicators, the difference between 0.37
very bad (0%) and very good (100%) worldwide news has
the strongest effect on (...).

We define efficiency as follows:
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ef f iciency =

R X
N
X
j=1 i=1

ai,j /

R X
N
X

ri,j

(4.2)

j=1 i=1

where N is the total number of tasks; R is the number of users; ai,j is the
accuracy of task i by user j; ri,j is the amount of resources expended by the
user j to solve task i. Resource is defined as the actions per minute performed
by the user.
Figure 4.3 shows the mean values for accuracy and efficiency, using 95% CI, and
sorted by level of difficulty. Factorial ANOVA tests were conducted to compare
the accuracy of participants, and their efficiency with the visualizations and
levels of difficulty. As a follow up to the findings, a post-hoc Tukey HSD test
was used. Also, we report the results in Table 4.4.
Accuracy: participant’s accuracy was significantly different for all levels
of difficulty (p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.23). In general, participants tended to be
significantly (p < .01, ηp2 = 0.018) less accurate while using the compact
visualization. No other significant differences were found.
• Easy tasks: no significant differences were found. Participants tended
to be more accurate with the intuitive (mean = 92%) and the detailed
(mean = 91%) visualizations, followed by the compact (mean = 85%)
visualization.
• Medium tasks: participants were significantly more accurate (p < .05, ηp2 =
0.005) when using the intuitive visualization (mean = 82%). They were
less accurate with the detailed (mean = 78%) and compact (mean = 69%)
visualizations.
• Hard tasks: participants were significantly more accurate (p < .05, ηp2 =
0.005) while using the detailed visualization (mean = 60%). They were
less accurate with the intuitive (mean = 52%) and compact (mean = 47%)
visualizations.
Efficiency: efficiency was significantly different for all levels of difficulty
(p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.035) and visualizations, (p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.24). In general,
participants were significantly more efficient (p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.031) while using
the detailed and intuitive representations. No other significant differences were
found.
• Easy tasks: no significant differences were found. Participants tended to be
more efficient with the intuitive visualization (mean = 34%), followed by
the detailed (mean = 29%) and the compact (mean = 11%) visualizations.
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Table 4.4: Results of the study. Objective measures are presented with the mean,
subjective measures are presented with their mean and median. Best-scoring
values are highlighted in bold.
Metric
Difficulty
Intuitive
Detailed
Compact
Accuracy Easy
92%
91%
85%
Medium
82%*
78%
69%
Hard
52%
60%*
47%
Efficiency Easy
34%
29%
11%
Medium
34%***
18%
8%
Hard
20%
23%***
5%
Usability
Mdn M
Mdn
M
Mdn M
Visual appeal
5
4.46 4
4.47 4
4.46
Ease of use
5*
4.43 5
4.38 4
4.37
Suitability
5*** 4.55 5**
4.58 4
4.35
Likability
5
4.5
4
4.46 5
4.46
Tasks were easy
5*** 4.28 4**
4.16 3
4.18
Uncertainty
Mdn M
Mdn
M
Mdn M
Trust
4*** 4.15 4
4.1
3
4.21
Confidence
5*** 4.41 4.5*** 4.42 3
4.35
Credibility
4
4.23 4
4.15 4
4.31
Understanding
5*** 4.41 5
4.26 4
4.3
Accuracy
5*** 4.49 4
4.23 4
4.3
* significant at p < .05; ** significant at p < .01;
*** significant at p < .001.

• Medium tasks: participants were significantly more efficient (p < .001, ηp2 =
0.005) using the intuitive visualization (mean = 34%). They were less
efficient with the detailed (mean = 18%) and compact (mean = 8%)
visualizations.
• Hard tasks: participants were significantly more efficient (p < .001, ηp2 =
0.005) using the detailed visualization (mean = 60%). They were less
efficient with the intuitive (mean = 20%) and compact (mean = 5%)
visualizations.
A Kruskal Wallis U non-parametric test was used to find a difference in the
responses related to usability and uncertainty. Mann-Whitney tests were used
as a follow-up in the findings.
• Visual appeal: no significant differences were found. Participants
preferred the intuitive (M dn = 5) visualization, followed by the compact
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Figure 4.3: Results regarding actions, time spent, actions per minute, accuracy
and efficiency, grouped by easy, medium, and hard levels of difficulty.
(M dn = 4) and the detailed (M dn = 4) visualizations.
• Ease of use: participants had a significant preference (p < .05) towards
the intuitive (M dn = 5) visualization, followed by the detailed (M dn = 5)
and compact (M dn = 4) visualizations.
• Suitability: participants had a significant preference (p < .001) towards
the intuitive (M dn = 5) and detailed (M dn = 5) visualizations (p < .01),
followed by the compact (M dn = 4) visualization.
• Likability: no significant differences were found. Participants preferred
the intuitive (M dn = 5) and compact (M dn = 5) visualizations, followed
by the detailed (M dn = 4) visualization.
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• Tasks were easy: participants had a significant preference (p <
.001) towards the intuitive (M dn = 5) and the detailed (M dn = 4)
visualizations (p < .01), followed by the compact (M dn = 3) visualization.
• Trust: participants had a significant preference (p < .001) towards the
intuitive (M dn = 4) visualization, followed by the compact (M dn = 4)
and the detailed (M dn = 3) visualizations.
• Confidence: participants had a significant preference (p < .001) towards
the intuitive (M dn = 5) and the detailed (M dn = 4.5) visualizations
(p < .001), followed by the compact (M dn = 3) visualization.
• Credibility: no significant differences were found. Participants showed a
similar preference towards the intuitive, detailed and compact (M dn = 4)
visualizations.
• Understanding: participants had a significant preference (p < .001)
towards the intuitive (M dn = 5) visualization, followed by the compact
(M dn = 4) and the detailed (M dn = 4) visualizations.
• Uncertainty: participants had a significant preference (p < .001) towards
the intuitive (M dn = 5), followed by the detailed (M dn = 4) and compact
(M dn = 4) representations.

4.5

Answering the research questions

RQ1: Regarding objective factors such as accuracy and efficiency, how do the
intuitive, detailed, and compact visualizations relate to the task difficulty?

The selection of a suitable visualization for the task at hand has a significant
impact on evaluation results. Results indicate that an intuitive visualization
works well for easy and medium-level tasks where the participants were the
most accurate and efficient. In both studies, participants that used the detailed
visualization tended to be more accurate as the level of difficulty increased,
particularly for hard tasks. Participants tended to be more accurate and more
efficient while using this representation, particularly for hard tasks. The compact
visualization was in general the least accurate and efficient.
RQ2: Regarding subjective factors such as usability and uncertainty, what are
the benefits and challenges of intuitive, detailed, and compact visualizations in
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an interactive decision-making process?
The intuitive visualization scored best on most usability and uncertainty factors.
These results indicate that the careful selection of an easy to use and suitable
visualization has a strong impact towards uncertainty factors such as trust,
understanding and confidence. Participants also indicated that the tasks seemed
easy to solve and the accuracy representation was good. Participants that used
the detailed visualization indicated the visualization was suitable for solving
the tasks and tended to show a positive attitude towards the uncertainty
representation. Although the compact visualization was rated good for factors
such as understanding, accuracy representation and likability, further exploration
is required on factors such as trust, confidence, and task difficulty.

4.6

Recommendations for Implementation

Visualization for non-expert users requires careful measurement of qualitative
and quantitative analysis of behaviour to solve a problem. Modern approaches
such as immerse analytics demand that the choice of the visualization should
be progressively adapted to the complexity of the task [36]. Communication of
uncertainty is essential in the decision-making and should be an integral part of
visualization. Based on our findings, we give the following recommendations.
• Detailed visualization: we recommend the use of this visualization as
the level of difficulty increases, mainly when looking for efficiency and
accuracy on hard level tasks. However, one of the potential drawbacks
is the responsiveness of the visualization on small screens. A detailed
visualization would shine in larger spaces, where users can manipulate the
variables and inspect the details as the information is updated.
• Intuitive visualization: the visualization scored best on most usability
and uncertainty aspects and was highly accurate for easy and medium
level tasks. Participants tended to be more accurate and efficient with
the intuitive representation of easy and medium level tasks.
• Compact visualization: we recommend being cautious using a compact
visualization when accuracy is a critical factor for medium and hard tasks.
A compact visualization has potential because it can show a deep insight
towards explaining uncertainty. According to participant’s feedback, the
visualization was credible and understandable, but they were not sure
when asked about their trust or confidence. Further research is required
about the effects of a compact visualization in the decision-making for VA
applications.
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Conclusion

Exploring the challenges of VA for non-experts is a growing research field
[170]. While advice on mapping types of data to an ideal representation
does exist [335], information about different visualizations’ qualitative and
quantitative performance in an interactive decision-making process for nonexperts does not. To address this research gap, we have examined the suitability
of intuitive, compact, and detailed visualizations in the risk-based decisionmaking process for non-experts in an application facilitating the exploration of
variables involved in a prediction model. By allowing the users to interactively
change the importance of different variables, users could steer an algorithm
predicting these aspects from a dataset.
Using objective and subjective means proposed by earlier work, we determined
the benefits and trade-offs of different uncertainty representations using tasks
with different difficulty levels. We found that intuitive visualizations can be
a good choice for easy and medium level tasks and that a more demanding
visualization may be required for hard level tasks, potentially at the cost
of usability aspects. Our research extends previous work on the challenges of
supporting non-experts with VA: Kwon et al. [170] reported a set of “roadblocks”
inhibiting non-experts from successfully using popular VA applications. As
these are commonly built for experts, their utility can be “unreachable” to
non-experts due to their limited domain experience, low graph literacy, and
inaccurate mental model.
Some applications of our work include the education domain where visualization
of prediction outcomes plays a critical role to support the decision-making
process of academic advisers [114]. Moreover, in the employment domain,
interactive VA tools can be useful to visualize prediction and recommendation
output and support a dialogue between job mediator and job seeker [57]. Here
VA tools increase explainability, providing mediators with control over the
information that is presented to job seekers.
Therefore, if we want to extend the user-base of VA to non-experts, we may have
to take a step back from these specialized and robust applications. Instead, this
endeavour may call for a new generation of closely tied applications to a user’s
abilities, preferences, and the difficulty of the problem to be solved. Huang et al.
[133] explored the challenges of Personal Visual Analytics (PVA) and suggested
that an application that is to be successful in this field needs to consider the
user’s context and provide “appropriate baselines to support reasoning about
data”. Our work presents a step towards providing such a baseline: defining
user context as the difficulty of the problem to be solved or level of insight to be
gained, we have evaluated the adequacy of a certain visualization for supporting
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the VA process of non-experts. Following Shneiderman’s visual information
seeking mantra [283] of increasing information density as required, we suggest
increasing the complexity and capability of a model’s representation as the task
difficulty and the required level of insight increases.
Regarding the relationship between accuracy and uncertainty, we observed an
increment of accuracy with the intuitive visualization for medium and easy tasks
where participants also indicated an increase of trust and confidence. This was
followed by the detailed representation where participants where significantly
more accurate for hard tasks and they reported to have confidence with the
visualization. However, with the compact representation, participants where
less accurate and gave the lowest scores regarding uncertainty factors.
Our results and those of Kwon et al. [170] have indicated that confronting nonexperts with a powerful, but unnecessary complex visualization is detrimental
to solving simple problems. Instead, our results indicate that by adapting
the visualization to the difficulty of the task, a favourable balance may be
struck between various objective and subjective aspects and the decision-making
process optimally supported. By defining strengths and weaknesses of three
visualization types for problems of varying difficulty, we provided a step towards
the definition of a set of visualizations that may be chosen to support non-expert
users.

4.8

Limitations

We used a crowd-sourcing platform to gather data. Previous work has shown
the suitability of AMT for conducting studies in the visualization domain
[123, 339]. Even though our interface was simple, guiding the users with
questions to facilitate evaluation, and only four control variables were used to
simplify interaction, results should be interpreted with caution, as studies were
unsupervised. Moreover, we have detailed the accuracy results per difficulty
level, however, the subjective data related to perceived uncertainty is not
captured individually for the different difficulty levels. Also, while we were able
to identify the benefits and challenges of the visualizations, the effect sizes are
relatively small. Future work will investigate further the perceived uncertainty
and examine performance in a purely exploratory environment. We will also
investigate whether the findings can be extended to other domains.

Chapter 5

Supporting Job Mediators
and Job Seekers Through an
Actionable Dashboard
This chapter is a copy of the previously published article:
Charleer, S.*, Gutiérrez, F.*, and Verbert, K. “Supporting job mediator and
job seeker through an actionable dashboard”, IUI ’19 Proceedings of the 24th
International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces, pp. 121-131. (* joint
first author)

Contributions as first author:
This chapter presents the design and development of dashboard to support the
dialogue between job mediators and job seekers. This chapter also describes the
evaluation methods, analysis and interpretation of the results. This publication
was the result of a joint effort with Dr Sven Charleer. I was responsible
for providing feedback on the design of the application. The writing of the
publication was a joint effort with Dr Sven Charleer. Moreover, I was responsible
of the analysis of the results from the study and received feedback from Prof.
Katrien Verbert. The publication went through an exhaustive review process.
The design and methodologies used in this study were discussed with Prof.
Katrien Verbert, who also contributed actively in the writing and discussion of
the results.
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SUPPORTING JOB MEDIATORS AND JOB SEEKERS THROUGH AN ACTIONABLE DASHBOARD

5.1

Introduction

Due to the abundance of job vacancies online, job recommender systems
have become a well researched area [287, 250, 251]. Job seekers can access
these recommendations through various job sites and mailing lists, provided
by government mediation services and recruitment companies. Meanwhile,
recruiters can receive people suggestions for specific job vacancies. These
recommender systems are supported by the data provided by the job seekers,
explicitly through submitted profiles and CVs, but also implicitly through for
instance online activity behaviour [177].
Current recommender systems often behave as a “black-box”: i.e. recommendations are presented to the users, but the rationale for selecting recommendations
is often not explained to end-users [232]. Several researchers have shown that
explanations and user control are needed to support the interpretation of the
data and decision-making, particularly in high-risk domains that go beyond
typical e-commerce recommendations, [169] or in day-to-day user interfaces
such as music recommenders that enable end-users to steer the recommendation
process with additional input and feedback [143, 209].
In this paper, we present the design and evaluation of an interactive visualisation
that can help explain the reasoning behind job recommendations and predictions.
The dashboard has been elaborated to be used by on-location recruiters and job
mediators to help job seekers better understand the requirements and details of
job recommendations. The overall objective is to support the dialogue between
“expert” and “laymen” [58]: the expert can become the intermediary between
job recommendations and job seekers in order to avoid misinterpretation and
incorrect decisions on behalf of the data.
To explore how such a dashboard could benefit job mediation sessions, we
collaborated with a regional government job mediation service. Our study
follows a user-centred approach, consisting of the following steps:
1. A preliminary study to understand the workings of the job mediation
sessions and first impression of the initial dashboard.
2. A rapid-prototyping approach to develop and improve the dashboard to
better meet job mediator needs.
3. A study with job mediators to evaluate a set of design goal based in a
preliminary study.
This paper is organised as follows: we first present related work in the
area of interactive visualisations for recommender systems as well as job
recommendation. We then elaborate on the job mediation setting that was
used for our study. Section 5.4 presents the findings of our preliminary study
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that captures the workings of the mediation service and feedback to a first
developed dashboard. Based on our findings, Section 5.5 sets three design
goals to create a new design of the recommender and prediction dashboard:
providing control over the message to the job mediator, clarifying the reasoning
behind the recommendations and predictions, and supporting the mediators
in their workflow. Section 5.6 reports on the evaluation of the dashboard with
12 job mediators in order to better understand their perceived usefulness and
integration with their workflow.

5.2

Related Work

Recommender systems can benefit from interactive data visualisation techniques
to support human-recommender interaction [122]. Data visualisation can help
users to gain new insights [62], and support open-ended explorations and
serendipitous discoveries [309]. Providing a rich visual interface can significantly
reduce the effort required from users concerning exploratory tasks [313]. Multiuser data visualisation approaches help users collaborate around data [301] for
casual exploration [129] or expert use [217]. Collaborative data visualisation can
also facilitate and support dialogue between expert and laymen [58]. Moreover,
explicit control over the recommended items has shown to result in systems with
better acceptance from the users [120], allowing users to have better performance
while finding relevant items [322] and granting an increase of engagement and
user-experience [232]. In this paper, we elaborate on the explainability [169]
of job predictions, for job mediators and job seekers with different educational
backgrounds. We also explore how to support the dialogue between job mediators
and job seekers through an interactive dashboard visualising job recommender
output.

5.2.1

Interactive visualisations for recommender systems

In recent years, several interactive visualisations have been elaborated to support
both transparency and user control over recommendations [122]. Particularly in
high-risk domains such as health-care and financing, the use of such visualisations
has been argued to be very crucial [125]. EpistAid [76] is a prominent example
that supports the screening process of physicians by using an interactive
visualisation to understand the relevance feedback algorithm. The system
improves the answering of clinical questions by promoting user interaction,
showing the usefulness of using visualisation to explain recommendations.
Several other visualisations focus on improving the accuracy of recommendations
with both explanations and support for user control. PeerChooser [222] and
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SmallWorlds [107] are two approaches that focus on explaining the inner logic
of collaborative filtering recommender engines to users. Both systems allow
users to interact with representations of relations between items and other users
to support transparency and user control. PeerChooser uses a graph-based
visualisation to represent these relationships. SmallWorlds allows users to
explore the relationships between recommended items and similar friends in
multiple layers of similarity.
Also, many visualisations have been developed to interact with hybrid
recommender systems. TasteWeights [39] is a system that allows users to control
the impact of different algorithms as well as various input data sources on the
recommendation results, eliciting preference data and relevance feedback from
users at run-time to adopt recommendations. LinkedVis [40] is a prominent
example that also investigates the use of interactive visualisations for job
recommendations. This idea can be traced back to the work of Schafer et
al. [272] on meta-recommendation systems, where users are provided with
personalised control over the generation of recommendations by altering the
importance of specific factors on a scale from 1 to 5. Similarly, SetFusion [232]
is an example of an interface that allows users to fine-tune weights of a hybrid
recommender system to represent the relationships between recommendations.
MoodPlay [16] is an example of a hybrid music recommender system that
integrates different techniques to support explanation and control of affective
data. The system allows the exploration of a music collection through
latent emotional dimensions, thereby improving acceptance and understanding
of recommendations. Yucheng et al. [142] also explored user control in
recommendations, creating a visualisation on top of the Spotify recommender
system. The system offers different levels of control, where a high-level of
control showed to produce better acceptance of music recommendations. In our
work, we build on these visual approaches to recommender systems to improve
acceptance of recommendations in job mediations settings.

5.2.2

Tools to support job recommendation

Novel approaches for job recommendations include improving the algorithmic
side [112, 279, 9, 15] or the filtering for exploration [124], but there is a lack of
following a user-centred approach to develop interactive interfaces. To assist
the users in their job seeking process, Bakri et al. [24] designed a system with
interactive visualisations. The system allows users to filter and get an overview of
all posted jobs that met their criteria in less time. Together with data extraction,
visualisation becomes a useful component of information retrieval which is key
on gaining value and insight. The system designed by Baneres and Conesa [25]
is another example related to knowledge and missing skills for a job position.
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A Sankey diagram is used to visualise the connections between educational
programs and needed skills. The system supports users to self-design their
long-life learning path according to job and professional expectations. LinkedVis
[40] is another very interesting example in this domain, and has been deployed
to enable user control over job recommendations. LinkedVis is targeted towards
job seekers and has been deployed on top of data from LinkedIn. In our work,
we focus on job mediators and use a similar user-centered approach to explore
how to support the dialogue between job seekers and job mediators. The overall
objective is to provide better control over the presentation and interpretation
of recommendations by job mediators.

5.3

Context

This paper is the result of a collaboration with a regional government job
mediation service. This service employs job mediators all over the country to
support job seekers. Job mediators are often specialised in specific job sectors.
Hence, job seekers are sent to specific offices depending on their background and
needs. Job seekers come either voluntarily or by invitation to the job mediation
office for a mediation session. These sessions can last from fifteen minutes to two
hours, depending on the type of visit. Some sessions involve helping job seekers
register with the service for the first time or updating personal information
that are typically short. Other sessions are focused on advising job seekers who
struggle to find a job.
Some invitations are mandatory, as certain situations will cause job seekers
to lose their well-fare unless they are quickly re-employed. The mediation
service wishes to provide better support for their job mediators through a new
recommendation system. Based on three years of data on the paths of 700
000 job seekers (i.e. profile data and type and duration of job acceptance),
the mediation service has built a system that predicts a job seeker’s chance on
finding a specific type of job within 120 days. The recommendations are based
on data such as age, job experience, educations, language levels.
The mediation service created a preliminary dashboard for job mediators,
depicted in Figure 5.1. This dashboard visualises the chance of success of
finding a specific job within 120 days (Figure 5.1A). The dashboard provides
an overview of the parameters that impact this chance, such as age, region
in which the job seeker wishes to work, education, and days unemployed
(Figure 5.1B). Actionable recommendations are listed, as well as the possible
impact value the recommendation can have on job chance (Figure 5.1C). Other
job suggestions are hidden, but can be added to the overview (Figure 5.1D).
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Figure 5.1: Original (first iteration) dashboard for mediators. A: prediction
of chance of success finding this job within 120 days, B: list of parameters
that impact chance of success (e.g. age, regions job seeker wishes to work in,
education), C: recommendations that can help improve chances (e.g. learn
French, add more regions), D: list of more job recommendations which can be
added as a new tab

Figure 5.2: Example of how forest plots are generated: mapping data of “Days
unemployed” versus impact percentage on job search prediction. The job seeker
is 200 days unemployed, resulting in a negative impact.

Figure 5.2 provides further detail on how these parameters are depicted using a
“forest plot” visualisation. A data point matching the value of the job seeker’s
profile value (e.g. number of days unemployed) is mapped onto the historical
data of that parameter. Its Y-value (impact on job chance) is then mapped
onto the forest plot, together with the impact distribution of the data.
Our goal is to design a dashboard that attempts to increase trust and acceptance
by providing control over, and justification of, the generated predictions and
suggestions, while also creating a supportive, collaborative visualisation tool
that mediators can use with job seekers during mediation sessions.
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Figure 5.3: Results from questionnaire regarding perceptions of the dashboard
and prediction model (Nmediator =15). The dark line indicates the median, “+”
the mean, and circles the outliers.

5.4

Preliminary Study

To get a better understanding of the mediation session and the mediator
perception of the first dashboard, we conducted a preliminary study consisting
of the following:
• A Customer Journey [218] approach during a one day workshop to
get further insights into a typical job seeker-mediator session with five
mediators (Nmediator =5).
• Observation of hands-on time with the original dashboard (see Figure 5.1)
(Nmediator =22, one hour).
• Observations of individual mediation sessions between mediators and job
seekers (Nmediator =3, Ncustomers =6, 15-30 minutes per session).
• A 5-Likert scale (1-completely disagree, 5-completely agree) questionnaire
regarding perception of the dashboard and prediction model (Nmediator =15)
with the questions presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Questionnaire regarding perception of the dashboard and prediction
model
question
q1

q2

q3
q4
q5
q6

q7
q8

q9
q10

q11
q12
q13
q14

I want to know which factors job seekers can
change to improve their chances (e.g. learning
a language, training,...)
The job seeker should know which factors they can
change to improve their chances (e.g. learning a
language, training,...)
I want to know the factors that impact job seekers’
chances which they cannot control (e.g. age)
The job seeker should know the factors that impact
their chances which they cannot control (e.g. age)
It is important to understand the reason behind
the predictions based on the profile
It is important for the job seeker to understand
the reason behind the predictions based on the
profile
It is important to understand the reason behind
the predictions based on the click behaviour
It is important for the job seeker to understand
the reason behind the predictions based on the
click behaviour
It is important to understand the reason behind
the predictions based on the desired job
It is important for the job seeker to understand
the reason behind the predictions based on the
desired job
I trust the predictions based on the profile
I trust the predictions based on the click behaviour
I trust the predictions for the desired job
I would like to use the dashboard during sessions
with job seekers

In the following paragraphs we summarise the findings grouped by the objectives
for interactive visualisations of recommender systems defined by He et al. [122].
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Contextual Information

Mediators report customer profiles are not always up to date, nor do they
contain all required information. Therefore, mediators usually do not prepare
mediation sessions and take an interview approach to understand customer
needs and limitations. This helps get further insights into for instance family
situations, social behaviour, and appearance. The incompleteness of profiles
affects the quality of recommendations. Yet, even complete profiles might
generate recommendations that mismatch with the reality that surfaces during
these mediation sessions, e.g. due to daycare schedule, attitude, or physical
limitations.
Participants were moderately positive about using the dashboard during sessions
with customers (q14, M=3.47, SD=0.92). It could play a supportive role for
mediators by providing a discussion starting point. The suggested actions such
as learning a language, broadening regions in which to look for work, or taking
a course, could help point out how the job seekers can improve their chances.
Support: certain context cannot easily be captured making correct predictions
difficult and newly acquired information can result in unrealistic recommendations. The recommendation system can however play a supportive role during
a mediation session.

5.4.2

Transparency

Mediators have trust issues regarding the “black-box” nature of the predictions:
trust related to predictions based on the user profile (q11, M=2.67, SD=0.74),
click behavior (q12, M=2.86, SD=0.74), and predictions based on the attribute
desired job (q13, M=2.94, SD=0.70) were scored low. Mediators reported to
receive occasional odd prediction due to incomplete profiles. “Gut feeling” and
mediator experience play an important. Therefore, mediators find it important
to understand the reason behind the predictions (q5, M=4.34, SD=.47), which
can help explain conflicts or support with their own thoughts. The predictions
are based on parameter types that are either actionable (e.g. education, location,
and skills) and uncontrollable (e.g. age). These parameters can provide further
insights into why a specific job chance is predicted. Having insights into
the actionable parameters was deemed important (q1, M=4.46, SD=0.52).
Mediators felt uncontrollable parameters were less interesting (q3, M=3.4,
SD=1.06).
Increasing trust: trust is an important factor. By providing further
information through visualising parameter information, job mediators can assess
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the quality of the recommendation.

5.4.3

Controllability

Mediators are concerned with the impact on job seeker motivation, which is often
already very low on arrival at mediation sessions. Showing the dashboard during
mediation sessions to job seekers in its current state was not recommended,
as job seekers should not see incorrect predictions and unrealistic suggestions.
But also valid information on low job chance, or negative parameters out of
job seekers’ control (e.g. age) could negatively impact motivation. Providing
them with direct access (e.g. through a public on-line service) was deemed
unacceptable: highly motivated job seekers might overestimate their chances,
while demotivated people might have difficulty interpreting data positively.
Control: the mediator needs to remain in control as a filter between the
recommender output and the job seeker, to ensure the correct and appropriate
data is conveyed without impacting motivation.

5.4.4

Justification

Job seekers sometimes require training and new skills to achieve certain job
wishes. Mediators reported that these wishes are sometimes unrealistic. In
order to find a job, job seekers must understand their limitation. However,
often a mediator’s “word” is not enough to convince them. Mediators agreed a
visual approach could help convince job seekers, providing a “reality check” to
push the job seekers into the right direction. Showing the job seeker the reasons
behind a certain prediction was deemed important (q6, M=4.14, SD=0.64).
However, due to the broad range of educational backgrounds (higher education
to none), the way of visualising this information must be carefully considered.
Visual support: visualising detailed information of “behind-the-scene” workings
of the recommender system cannot only improve trust, but also provide visual
support for mediators to convey their message. However, we have to make sure
controllability remains with the job mediator to assess the situation and choose
what is appropriate to show. The range of visual literacy among job seekers
plays an important factor.
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Figure 5.4: The dashboard suggests four jobs. The bottom image shows
the resulting dashboard after manual filtering by the mediator, removing
the incorrect prediction (architect), and narrowing down relevant information
(according to this mediator) to help the conversation.

5.4.5

Diversity

In its current state, the dashboard provides a list of parameters that influence the
prediction (Figure 5.1.B) and a list of actionable recommendations (Figure 5.1.C).
As an example, the Languages parameter might indicate there is room for
improvement, which will affect the chance of finding a job as Support Engineer.
However, mediators required time to find actionable language recommendations
within the recommendations list.
Grouping recommendations: similar to Hu & Pu [132], grouping recommendations by parameter type and controllability can help the job mediator find
appropriate actions for the job seeker to take.

5.5

Design

Based on the preliminary study, we define following design goals:
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Figure 5.5: Three ways of presenting the parameter data, with age as example.
Forest plot (F) indicates the job seeker’s age has a positive impact. Circles
(C) segments the data across the age value, indicating positive and negative
impact through colours: the job seeker’s age is within the positive 26-30 range.
Barcharts (B) add the size of impact to each segment through height: the 26-30
age range has more positive impact than the 18-25 range.

• (DG1) Control the message: the mediator filters the information flow to
accommodate the situation (for instance to avoid potential demotivation).
• (DG2) Clarify the recommendations: the mediator requires further details
into the workings of the recommendations and predictions.
• (DG3) Support the mediator: the dashboard assists the mediator during
the mediation session, providing visualisations that can support his/her
message.
The dashboard design (see Figure 5.4) follows the visual information-seeking
mantra “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [283]. First,
a list of job recommendations is shown at the top of the dashboard. The
user-selected job is indicated by a thick blue line (in this example, “Sales”). For
this selected job recommendation, following Hu and Pu [132], two groups of
parameters are visualised: actionable and non-actionable.
Actionable parameters indicate parameters of which the job seeker has control
over, e.g. the region in which he/she wants to work, languages that he/she
knows, certificates attained. Non-actionable parameters are uncontrollable, such
as the job seeker’s age.
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The actionable recommendations are grouped per actionable parameter. These
recommendations help understand the actions that can be taken and the
percentage of impact this action could have on job chance. A job seeker
could “learn a language”, broaden the region in which they search for a job, or
take a specific course.
Job and job chance: to address the potential negative impact of the job
chance percentage number, a visual representation without numbers is used:
blue indicates the current chance of becoming employed in this job, while grey
indicates the potential maximum chance the job seeker has, in case he/she fulfils
all suggested recommended actions (see Figure 5.4A). Example: the job seeker’s
success chance is high (blue) for Cleaning Help, with little improvement left
(grey). While the job seeker’s chance for Call-center is currently extremely low,
the dashboard indicates high success is possible.
Parameters: the parameters are currently visualised through forest plots,
visualising the position on the impact axis and the population distribution (see
Figure 5.2 and 5.5F), but providing no information regarding the impact if
the job seeker’s “value” changes. Example: In Figure 5.2, the job seeker is
unemployed for 200 days. The negative impact on job chance is about four
percent. The forest plot provides no information regarding the impact on job
chance when the job searcher remains longer unemployment, nor can the forest
plot tell when the tipping point of positive to negative impact on job chance
occurred (from the graph we know this happens around 150 days).
To further investigate transparency of predictions, as well as the impact on
motivation, we designed two other representations presented in Figure 5.5C/B.
Parameter version C(ircle): this parameter visualisation (see Figure 5.5C)
splits the parameter population data across the value axis into segments,
providing detailed information lost in the forest plot . The simplicity of the
visualisation, by indicating positive/negative impact through binary colours,
should also be understandable by a wider audience. Example: In Figure 5.4,
the non-actionable “Age” parameter indicates that the young age (19-25, red)
of the job seeker is having a negative impact on job chance. However, this
representation provides insight into the tipping point: at the age of 26+ (green)
chances will go up.
Parameter version B(archart): This parameter visualisation (see Figure 5.5B) provides the same information as version C, but adds an extra
dimension. While colour indicates the type of impact, the height indicates the
amount of impact the parameter has on the total job chance . Example: In
Figure 5.5B, again “Age” as impact on job chance is presented. The added
dimension shows that the age range of 26-30 has highest positive impact, while
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the impact is at its worst in the range of 56-65.
Recommendations: The recommendations (see Figure 5.4B) are grouped
by their relevant parameters. Uncontrollable parameters, such as age and
days unemployed, contain no recommendations (see Figure 5.4C). Controllable
parameters do contain a number of recommendations that can be added to the
prediction model. Example: In Figure 5.4B, the “Languages” group contains
both the impact of languages known and the suggested actions that could improve
chances further. “Learn English” would for instance improve the job seeker’s
job chance by eight percent.)
Customisation: due to the importance of having full control over the message
presented to the job seeker, job mediators can remove parameters and job
suggestions using the x next to each item, customising the dashboard to their
needs. Example: Figure 5.4D) is the result of a mediator removing both jobs
and parameters from the dashboard, in preparation of a mediation session. The
unrealistic job “Architect” and incorrect recommendation “Truck driver” have
been removed. The non-actionable parameter “Age” has been removed to avoid
demotivation, while “Days unemployed” was left as eye-opener.

5.6
5.6.1

Evaluation
Study Design

We ran a qualitative evaluation with expert users (Nmediator =12, 10F, age:
M=40.7, SD=9.4, years experience as mediator: M=9, SD=4.3). Six mediators
dealt solely with higher education job seekers (P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P11), four
with secondary to higher education job seekers (P1, P7, P9, P10), and two
with job seekers that have no to technical/professional education (P8, P12).
Mediators participated in the evaluation sessions individually. Each session
lasted half an hour to an hour.
We took a semi-structured interview approach during each session, which
consisted out of two parts: 1) feedback on the three parameter visualisations
(see Figure 5.5), and 2) interaction with and feedback on the working prototype
of the dashboard.
Feedback on parameter visualisations: Through a counterbalanced, withinsubject study, participants were shown three examples of each parameter
representation (circles chart=C, barchart=B, forest plot=F) individually. We
asked participants to interpret each visualisation out loud and respond on a
5-Likert scale (1-Completely disagree,5-Completely agree) see Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.6: Boxplots of the five-Likert scale questionnaires (1-Completely
disagree, 5-Completely Agree) comparing the different parameter visualisations
regarding clarity, clarity with additional explanation, clarity towards the job
seeker, clarity for the job seeker with additional explanation, added value,
positive and negative motivational impact. Top: responses of mediators with
job seekers with higher education background. Middle: responses of mediators
with job seekers with lower education background. Bottom: the combined
results. The dark line indicates the median, “+” the mean, and circles the
outliers.

The results per visualisation are presented as boxplots in Figure 7.5. Eleven
out of twelve participants were already familiar with the forest plot through
the preliminary study. A semi-structured interview approach was used to get
further clarifications with each answer.
Interaction with dashboard: participants were also given time to familiarise
with the dashboard as shown in Figure 5.4 and were given extra explanation if
necessary. The think-aloud protocol was used while the participant followed
a simple scenario: prepare the dashboard for a customer that is recently
unemployed, experienced in cleaning, and wishes to change careers if possible.
The participants were observed and the activities on screen were recorded.
Four jobs were suggested, including an incorrect prediction. A subset of both
actionable and non-actionable parameters were visualised. One parameter
contained an incorrect suggestion.
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Table 5.2: Questionnaire regarding interpretation of visualisations
1
2
3

4

5
6
7

5.6.2

question

variable

Is the visualisation clear to you
(without prior explanation)?
Is the visualisation clear to you
(after explanation)?
Would the visualisation be clear
to a job seeker (without prior
explanation)?
Would the visualisation be clear to
a job seeker (after explanation)?

clarity

Would the visualisation be an added
value to the mediation session?
Would the visualisation help motivate the job seeker?
Would the visualisation demotivate
the job seeker?

clarity + explanation
clarity
job
seeker
clarity
job
seeker
+
explanation
added value
motivates
demotivates

Control the message (DG1)

Observation of the participants showed that customisation of the parameters is
highly dependent on the mediator: five participants used the negative parameters
to support their message, either to push the customer into another direction
(“Call-center will be difficult, this parameter will help explain that” (P1)) or
to show potential over long term (“She is too young now, but her age will be
an advantage for this job” (P3)). Two participants immediately removed these
non-actionable negative parameters to avoid demotivation. One participant
hid a large number of parameters to focus on the positive, but to also simplify
the view for the customer. The semi-structured interview revealed two themes
emerged regarding controlling the message: customisation and the importance
of the human factor.
Customisation:
Mediators stressed the importance of customisation, commenting that “incorrect
predictions must be removed” (P2) but also that “unrealistic predictions must
go” (P10) as the system can suggest jobs that require steps which are not
achievable within a realistic time-frame (e.g. learning a new language might
take too long depending on the urgency of finding a job). Such recommendations
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can also be demotivating. But so can uncontrollable parameters: “Age can be
demotivating” (P10)) and “the job seeker might keep staring at the 50+ years
indicated in red” (P7).
Too much information might be difficult to process by certain job seekers (P2).
Customisation would help create a simpler and better overview (P2, P3, P9,
P12), but one mediator “would like to keep seeing an overview of everything”,
while showing a subset of the data to the job seeker (P3). The dashboard
might still be too difficult to understand depending on educational background
or sector, e.g. “It really depends on the job seeker, I would not show this to
someone who is a cleaner, it’s too complicated” (P4).
The contextual information gathered during the session can guide the
customisation. Depending on the needs and limitations of the job seeker,
the dashboard can be altered to support the conversation. “If I know certain
jobs do not interest them, I’ll remove it” (P7). One mediator (P1) wanted to
add a job that is not listed, and see the chance and recommendations in order to
use this during the conversation. One mediator would, however, not customise
at all: “Let the job seeker react to what they see” (P8), “Why would you want
to hide what is relevant” (P8).
The Human Factor:
Mediators want to customise the dashboard. They believe that this human,
expert intervention is required before showing the data to the job seeker.
Mediators even go as far as calling it “[...] dangerous if this would replace
human estimation of the job seeker’s situation” (P1). The dashboard can,
however, add to the conversation (P1) but the data in the system “is only part
of the information on the job seeker” (P6), and is missing the external context
often gathered during the sessions. A job seeker might for instance be “introvert
or extrovert” (P6) which can affect their chances and create a mismatch with
certain predictions.
Whether or not a job is achievable can be deduced during the session. Job
seekers might overestimate the work necessary to fulfil certain recommendations,
which the mediators can help assess (P3, P4). But also the difference in job
mediators might affect the interpretation: “Some mediators just want people
to start working as soon as possible, doing anything” (P4), in which case the
needs of the job seeker might (have to be) be neglected (e.g. in order to not
lose rights to well-fare).
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5.6.3

Clarify the recommendations (DG2)

Two themes emerged from the evaluation related to clarification of recommendations and predictions: understanding the visualisation and convincing
power.
Understanding the visualisation:
The study on parameter visualisations showed that C(ircles) was considered
as the most clear representation to mediators. Mediators mentioned “there is
fewer information, which makes it easy to interpret”. Most mediators did not
notice the height difference in B(archarts) at first, but did say it “contains more
nuance”. “I have more information to support the conversation”, but “It is
harder to interpret”. F(orest plots) scored worse: “I have no idea what actions
to suggest to the customer”, “It is hard to interpret for which I have no time
during a session”. Mediators also mentioned there is too much information, such
as distribution, which is not useful. Most mediators would not go further than
interpret its colours red and green as bad and good.
Mediators were asked to assess how easy it would be for their average type of job
seekers to interpret the visualisations. Mediators assumed C would be somewhat
understandable, and were confident they could clarify it. C was considered
useful: “The job seeker will remember this”, “There is more nuance to explain
what actions to take”, “I can use this to convince the customer and show facts”.
For B, the extra nuance was also considered beneficial, but was considered too
difficult for the customer: “There is too much explanation necessary” and “I
will lose their focus during the conversation”. For F, mediators assumed “It will
not stick”, but “IT-orientend job seekers might understand” but it would “not
[be] usable for job seekers with lower education”. While mediators do wish to for
job seekers to understand the reasoning behind the predictions, one mediator
did mention that “the job seeker does not require to understand every detail”.
Based on the educational backgrounds of their job seekers (see Figure 7.5), we
noticed mediators scored the visualisations better for use with job seekers with
higher education (“clarity job seeker + explanation”, MC =4.5, MB =3, MF =4).
Mediators with job seekers with lower education scored the visualisations worse
(“clarity job seeker + explanation”, MC =4, MB =2.5, MF =1.5), with the biggest
difference observed for F. However, everyone agreed prior explanation of the
visualisations to the job seekers would be necessary (“clarity job seeker”, MC =2.8,
MB =1.7, MF =1.7). Most participants considered all versions to be of added
value, with a preference towards C, due to its simplicity. Regarding motivational
impact, no clear difference was observed. Participants mentioned “Sometimes
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the job seeker must face reality”, “It can be used as an eye opener”, “Showing
possible paths can motivate”, and “It can reinforce confidence”. Participants do
believe in some cases the dashboard should not be shown: “If all parameters
are negative, this might be too confronting”. Finally, we inquired about general
preference: participants rated C highest. B was ranked second and F was
ranked last.
Convincing Power
Certain information might be confrontational and demotivating. To avoid
demotivation, customisation helps the mediator filter the message. However,
visualising and showing some of these data can also help the mediator convince
the job seeker (P1, P3, P8, P10). It can help confront job seekers, e.g. “they
can say what they want, we have it here on black and white, so they will accept
it more easily” (P10).
For job seekers who overestimate themselves, mediators can use the dashboard
to push them in other directions. Unrealistic expectations of the job seeker
can be taken care of, e.g. “[the job seeker doesn’t] want to follow a training, it
takes too long. But now I can show [without training] it’s impossible” (P8). “A
complete negative overview can be used to say it’ll be difficult [to achieve what
he wants]” (P3). Even a positive overview can be beneficial, confronting the
job seeker with the fact that there is no reason why he or she should not have
found a job yet (P8).

5.6.4

Support the mediator (DG3)

Participants agreed they want to use the dashboard for their sessions. However,
the way of using the dashboard highly depends on the mediator and the situation.
The dashboard would be beneficial during the orientation cases. In these cases,
the job seeker does not have a good idea of possible career paths. The mediator
“can help orientate” (P1) them. In case they are stuck with a specific job in
mind, mediators can use the dashboard to show the job seekers “alternate paths
and job sectors” (while hiding unrealistic options) that they might have never
considered possible.
The dashboard can also be useful when the mediator is stuck. While mediators
are guided by their experience, mediators new to the job can use the dashboard
as a starting point: “I think it would be an added value for a starter. It will
help figure out the steps to suggest to a job seeker” (P1). But even experienced
mediators see the benefits. They “can go through the actions they should take
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[to achieve what they want]” (P1), and “can see really well and clear what
is achievable and what is not” (P9). It could help deal “with problem cases”
(P11), e.g. when the customer “does not know what he/she wants and is being
resistant” (P1). It can provide a guide during the session, helping with “longer
conversations” (P8), providing “clarity for the job seeker” (P9) which is “good
for long conversations” (P8).

5.7

Discussion

The job recommender and prediction system provides a job seeker with the
percentage of chance to find a specific job within a certain timeframe and
suggests possible actions to improve this chance. In this work, we provided
more control to the job mediator (DG1), improved its “explainability” (DG2),
and supported the session between mediator and job seeker (DG3).
Recommender systems with increased “explainability” increase users’ trust and
provides them with actionable insights. We designed a dashboard that helps
mediators understand the predictions, clarify the reasoning to job seekers, and
help them take appropriate actions to improve their job chance success (DG2).
However, the sensitive nature of the situation, i.e. the broad spectrum of
reasons why they are unemployed and/or unsuccessful in finding a job, makes
providing the recommendations and predictions to job seekers “as-is” dangerous.
Mediators stress the importance of taking into account job seeker motivation
and their possible ability of misinterpretation.
Job recommender and prediction system output might not seem as critical as e.g.
hurricane forecast [261]. However, our study shows that the human expert plays
a crucial role in interpreting and relaying the recommended output. Similarly,
Charleer et al. [58] run into similar concerns regarding the visualisation of
student data: it is important to take into account context which is not available
within the data, and personality of the user can affect the way data is interpreted.
Wrongly interpreted data can result in incorrect (student career) choices and
greatly impact their lives. Similarly, job seekers’ decisions can be guided by
recommendations and predictions, but they could also be “manipulated” by
incorrect or unrealistic predictions [64]. Again, each situation might call for a
different approach, and this data should be filtered and interpreted correctly
by experts to relay the information to job seekers in the most appropriate way
(DG3).
These experts become so-called “gatekeepers” of the data. While the dashboard
carries the message, it is the mediator that “moulds” the message for maximum
positive job chance success based on job seeker needs and requirements.
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Mediators can leverage the visual nature of the dashboard which provides
weight to their arguments. To this end, the mediator must control what is
visualised (DG1) to avoid demotivational impact, or simplify the dashboard
to support less visual literate job seekers. The dashboard could also provide
customisation of the types of visualisation to benefit a broad spectrum of job
seekers. Simple visualisations (e.g. Figure 5.5C) are more clear to a wider
audience, while more detailed versions (e.g. Figure 5.5B/F) can help provide
richer insights.
Customisation is used beyond data filtering: it also helps support the different
approaches mediators take. It can support the dialogue as the mediator
goes back and forth between showing and hiding relevant information, create
confrontational situations (so called “reality checks”) by revealing negative
factors, and assist in soft motivational approaches by eliminating demotivational
parameters from sight. No common way of visualising the data would suit the
approach of every mediator and the contextual situation from each session.

5.8

Conclusions & Future Work

Job mediators are faced with a broad job seeker audience: different educational
backgrounds, social situations, and personalities require the mediator to cater to
each individual need and context. The incompleteness of customer profiles and
the lack of information regarding external factors to the system make visualising
job search predictions and suggestions “as-is” difficult. Our work attempts
to address this challenge by designing and evaluating a dashboard for use
during mediation sessions. Our design attempts to clarify the recommendations
and predictions to both mediators and job seekers, supports the conversation
between mediator job seekers, and helps mediators control the message they
wish to convey depending on the situation context.
Some limitations must be taken into consideration when interpreting our findings.
All evaluations were held with job mediators. While the interaction between
job mediators and job seekers were observed, we were only able to interview job
mediators regarding the dashboard design and interaction. These mediators do,
however, have a good understanding of job seekers through years of experience
of interviewing multiple job seekers with different needs and situations every
day. We argue that their understanding is good enough for support the reported
findings on the dashboard and its potential for mediation sessions. With these
results, we now have a dashboard which we can deploy in realistic settings in
order to get further insights into its impact on mediation sessions.
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We invite researchers to explore this explanatory dashboard for dialogue
approach in other domains. These design guidelines are valid beyond mere job
recommendations and predictions. Fields where data and recommendations are
delivered to experts can benefit from this work in order to create better tools
to help experts pass the information onto less knowledgeable parties, e.g. in
health (doctor-patient) and education (teacher/staff-student), whereas fields
where laymen have direct access to the data such as e.g. online banking, expert
intervention supported by such dashboards could help with better decision
making.

Chapter 6

Explaining and exploring job
recommendations
This chapter is a copy of the previously published article:
Gutiérrez, F., Charleer, S., De Croon R., Htun, N.N, Goetschalckx, G., and
Verbert K. “Explaining and exploring job recommendations: a user-driven
approach for interacting with knowledge-based job recommender systems” In
Proceedings of the 13th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems. ACM,
2019. In Press, pp. 1-10.

Contributions as first author:
This chapter presents the design and development of “Labor Market Explorer”,
an interactive dashboard that enables job seekers to explore a diverse set of job
recommendations; in the context of a collaboration with VDAB. This chapter
also describes the evaluation methods, analysis and interpretation of the results.
As the lead author, I was responsible for designing and developing the application,
in collaboration with by dr. Sven Charleer. Also, I was responsible for the
analysis and interpretation of the results.
The publication went through an exhaustive review process. The design and
methodologies used in this study were discussed with Prof. Katrien Verbert and
Gerd Goetschalckx from VDAB, who also contributed actively in the writing
and discussion of the results.
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Introduction

Different technical solutions have been proposed to support better job seekers
in finding relevant jobs from an often very abundant overload of vacancies [251].
Recommendation techniques have been extensively used to filter out relevant
vacancies for a job seeker [12]. Although the approaches have been shown
to perform well based on both implicit and explicit preference indicators of
job seekers [251], the dynamics of the labor market also demand exploration
support to enable potential job mobility. Typical recommender systems use
information about an individual to suggest relevant items, but often lack support
for exploration and user control [122].
Interactive data visualization [24, 25] is a second approach that has been
proposed to allow users to filter and get an overview of jobs. Although these
interactive visualizations have been proposed, to the best of our knowledge
they have not been co-designed with job seekers or job mediators, and there
may be a gap between actual needs of end-users and the needs that these
tools address. Moreover, user studies that assess the utility of visualizations
with a heterogeneous user group, including users with low technical skills and
non-native speakers, have not yet been conducted.
In this paper, we present “Labor Market Explorer”, an interactive dashboard that
enables job seekers to explore a diverse set of job recommendations. Through
a user-centered design process involving job seekers and job mediators, we
developed this dashboard to enable job seekers to explore current vacancies
and gain actionable insights by engaging with both an overview visualization
as well as diverse kinds of filters. Note that our design tries to complement
existing systems, such as job or career finders, not to replace them. This
raises key research questions whether enabling job seekers to interact with
visualization techniques empowers them to explore, understand, and find job
recommendations (RQ1), and whether personal characteristics, such as age
and background, impact the user perception and user interaction with such an
interface (RQ2).
The contributions of this paper are two-fold: first, we present results of an
iterative design process involving both job seekers and job mediators with
diverse backgrounds. The resulting dashboard enables job seekers to interact
with a rich set of job recommendations responding to their user profile, including
competences and skills. Design implications for job recommendation dashboards
include the importance of overview components that explain recommendations
and required competencies, as well as a wide variety of filter and sorting features
to support user control and actionable insights.
Second, we present the results of an elaborate user study (n=66) that assesses
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the perceived effectiveness and user experience of our dashboard with a
heterogeneous user group of job seekers. Results indicate that the dashboard
was perceived as an effective tool by different user groups, mostly independent of
their age and background. Different actionable insights are obtained through the
use of our dashboard, including a greater autonomy, a better understanding of
needed competencies and potential location-based job mobility. The dashboard
also triggers job seekers to update their user profile, which, in turn, will result
in better job recommendations.

6.2
6.2.1

Related work
Interactive Recommender Systems

In recent years, several interactive visualizations have been elaborated to support
both explanations and user control over recommendations [122]. Besides,
interaction with visualizations can strongly influence users’ understanding of
complex data [346]. Since visual representation of information can help reduce
complex cognitive efforts [160], the use of such visualizations has been argued
to be very crucial, particularly in high-risk domains such as health-care and
financing [125]. EpistAid [76] is a prominent example that supports the screening
process of physicians by using an interactive visualization to understand the
relevance feedback algorithm. Several other visualizations focus on improving
the accuracy of recommendations with both explanations and support for user
control. PeerChooser [222] and SmallWorlds [108] support interaction with
collaborative filtering recommender engines.
Many visualizations have also been developed to interact with hybrid
recommender systems. TasteWeights [39] is a system that allows users to
control the impact of different algorithms as well as various input data sources
on the recommendation results. SetFusion [232] is an interface that relationships
between recommendations and allows users to fine-tune weights of a hybrid
recommender system. MoodPlay [16] is a hybrid music recommender system
that integrates different techniques to support explanation and control of
affective data. The system allows the exploration of a music collection through
latent emotional dimensions, thereby improving acceptance and understanding
of recommendations. Yucheng et al. [142] also explored user control in
recommendations, creating a visualization on top of the Spotify recommender
system.
Some tools focus on exploration of recommendations using a multi-perspective
approach [54, 321], where different recommender engines that provide diverse
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machine-produced recommendations and data sources are used to increase the
potential of finding relevant items. It has also been shown that interactive
recommender systems have the potential to increase the diversity of content
[314, 311].In this sense, diversity-enhanced visual interfaces might significantly
reduce the exploration efforts, serving as explanatory mechanisms for refining
the user profile and assisting users to perceive the diversity of the recommended
items [314, 40].
Increasing resources of digitized labor market information and job postings
enable better job recommendations for job seekers [251]. However, such
increasing volumes of data induce also additional complexity for job seekers.
As suggested by previous research on interactive recommender systems, novel
interactive visualizations of job recommendations can be helpful for job seekers
to support better exploration, understanding and user control. In our work,
we build on these visual approaches to recommender systems to improve job
recommendations.

6.2.2

Tools to Support Job Recommendation

Novel approaches for job recommendations include improving the algorithmic
side [9, 15, 112, 279] or the filtering for exploration [124]. RésuMatcher [112] is
a job search tool that uses a similarity index based on the job seekers experience,
academic, and technical qualifications. CASPER [247] uses among others a
collaborative filtering technique to support finding relevant jobs. Absolventen.at
[136] uses hybrid user profiling and makes use of both explicit and implicit
relevance feedback. Proactive [176] is a comprehensive job recommender system
developed for different categories of target users: users with a broad range of
preferences and interests and users with clear career goals and narrow interests.
Bakri et al. [24] designed a system with interactive visualizations to allow users to
filter and get an overview of all posted jobs that meet their criteria. The system
designed by Baneres and Conesa [25] is another example related to knowledge
and missing skills for a job position. A Sankey diagram is used to visualize the
connections between educational programs and needed skills. LinkedVis [40] is
another interesting example in this domain and has been deployed to enable
user control over job recommendations. In our work, we focus on job seekers
and use a similar interactive visualization approach to support job seekers in
finding jobs. Other interesting approaches use conversational recommendation
techniques [14].
As in the work of Bakri et al. [24] and Baneres and Conesa [25], we focus
on exploration of job information, knowledge and skills, as well as potential
competence gaps. In contrast to these earlier approaches, we adopt a user-
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centered design process, involving both job seekers and job mediators, to
elaborate a design that meets the needs of a heterogeneous user group, ranging
from non-native speakers to highly technically skilled users, in all age ranges.

6.3

Technical architecture

We designed the application following a client-server architecture, see Figure 6.1.
The server includes the following components that provide diverse services to
the application: the MyCareer API contains information about the profile of the
job seeker in XML format. This profile consists of information regarding their
desired jobs, education, and detailed competencies and skill related information
that is entered by job seekers in the MyCareer system of the Public Employment
Service VDAB. The ELISE1 component provides a service to match the profile
of the user with open vacancies registered in the platform that was developed by
VDAB, using a knowledge-based recommendation technique to suggest relevant
vacancies to job seekers [251].
To overcome the typical filter bubble problem of such a recommender system,
we retrieve a much larger set of vacancies from ELISE than the default top-N
approach based on competences. This set is then used to enable job seekers
to narrow down relevant vacancies with various filters. A maximum of 2000
vacancies is returned.
GeoServices is used to provide information about the location of the vacancies
and also to calculate the distance between the address of the job seeker and
the vacancy. The MySQL database is used to store information about previous
searches.

6.4

User-centered design process

To design the Labor Market Explorer, a user-centered methodology was applied
to gradually improve the initial design of the Labor Market Explorer. After
every evaluation, feedback was addressed in the next design, which was then
again evaluated. An overview of the different studies is presented in Figure 6.2.
The final design is presented in Figure 6.5
1 https://www.wcc-group.com/software/elise-software-platform
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the technical architecture

Figure 6.2: Timeline that shows the studies and the participants in each iteration.
The main goal of each study and the most important outcomes are summarized.
The results of the final evaluation are described in Section 6.5.
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Table 6.1: Parameters of the knowledge-based recommender.
Parameter
Job title
Commute
Type of contract
Employee status
Work regime
Work experience

Studies
Language proficiency
Certificates
Driver’s license
Job related competencies
Additional competencies
Postal code
Region code

6.4.1

Values
Job description in the job offer.
Distance between place of residence and work
place.
E.g., open-ended contract, temporary, student
job, etc.
Full-time or part-time contract.
Working hours, e.g., day job, night shift, shift
work, etc.
Experience required, e.g., no experience, less
than two years, at least five years, or not
important.
Minimum degree required, e.g., none, elementary, high school, bachelor, master.
The languages and their level required for the
job offer.
Additional certificates that might be requested.
Driver’s licenses recognized by the European
Union.
List of competencies based on the ROME/Competent system [242].
List of competencies based on the ROME/Competent system [242].
Code for the postal address.
Based on the European NUTS nomenclature [84]

Focus Groups

We conducted two focus groups: a first focus group with job seekers and a
second focus group with job mediators. The first focus group consisted of
nine participants (2F), following training at VDAB in different fields, including
book keeping, welders, electricians, and ICT support. Four participants were
non-native speakers. The second focus group consisted of nine job mediators
(8F), with diverse specializations, including helping customers in the field of
industry and non-native speakers.
The list of parameters used by the knowledge-based recommender system of
VDAB [251] was presented and explained to the participants. The list is detailed
in Table 6.1. The list was distributed on paper and participants were asked
individually to rank them by personal importance/preference. Afterwards, the
importance of the different parameters was discussed.
Results are presented in Figure 6.3. Each cell in this figure represents how often
a particular parameter was ranked on a specific position. Job seekers ranked
distance to a job and the job title most frequently first. These two parameters
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were also ranked first frequently by job mediators. Job seekers indicated that
one of the key aspects for them is to know whether they can easily reach the
location of a job. Postal code was for them also an important parameter, as
some cities are much easier to reach then others. This parameter was ranked
second by four out of nine job seekers. Type of contract, time arrangement,
languages, study, competencies, work regime and work experience were also
ranked frequently, starting on the second position. A few job mediators ranked
study on the first place, but job seekers ranked this parameter less frequently
and lower. Certificates and driver’s license were often ranked beyond the top-10.
In addition, region code was considered less important. The more specific
postal code was considered to be more useful. In addition to the ranking of
parameters, job seekers and mediators reflected on their current issues and
needs when searching for jobs. A key issue that was highlighted was the lack
of explanations: the MyCareer system of VDAB ranks job recommendations
based on a matching score, but this score is not explained to end-users. In
addition, job seekers requested more advanced exploration options. Jobs are
recommended based on distances and matching competences, but no support is
provided to tweak these parameters. Job seekers requested the support to tailor
recommendations to their current interests and to enable more fine-grained
search.

6.4.2

Co-design sessions

Based on the parameter ranking and input of the focus groups, we elaborated
nine different designs that present information about jobs. Figure 6.4 presents
three of these designs. Design (a) presents the different parameters that
were deemed important in four different clusters: location, work organization,
competencies, and diploma. Work organization combines the type of contract,
time arrangement, and work regime parameters. Location is presented in the
first tab and shown by default as it was deemed important in the focus groups.
The table below the map shows the list of vacancies with their distance as well
as the required competencies and languages.
Design (b) presents the activities of a job seeker on the left side. In the middle
component, the vacancies are shown. Green dots indicate that the job seeker
masters the required competence and empty dots indicate competencies that
are required, but not listed in the profile of the job seeker. Yellow stars are used
to highlight competencies that are in high demand. Red empty stars are used to
highlight competencies that are in high demand, but that are not yet mastered
by the job seeker and may be interesting training opportunities. Distance is
here presented on the right side, with a slider that can be adjusted. Design (c)
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Figure 6.3: Ranking of parameters as voted by participants.

combines the idea of presenting activities with dots (green, red) and stars, as
well as the map for detailed location information.
The digital sketches were printed and distributed to participants. The mediator
co-design group consisted of seven participants (7F). The job seeker co-design
group consisted of eight participants (3F). Participants were first asked to
individually think about different aspects that they liked or disliked in the
designs. These aspects were then discussed in group.
The four different categories as presented in design (a) were in general well
received. The group with mediators did indicate that a tooltip may be helpful
to further explain the categories. They also indicated that they would rename
a number of elements with more intuitive terms (work organization → type of
contract, location → place). There was also the question to show the name of
the location next to the title of a vacancy. Further suggestions included showing
the total number of job recommendations responding to the user profile and
sorting by distance.
Job seekers asked about the possibility to save filters. In a few designs, a red
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Figure 6.4: Three of the different designs that emerged from the discussions
that took place in the focus groups.

star was used to indicate that a specific activity is often requested (“hot item”).
The concept was considered interesting, but the current representation was not
intuitive enough.

6.4.3

Formative user evaluations

We conducted two think aloud studies with a first and a second prototype of
the dashboard. Design (a) was selected as the main starting point for the first
prototype, as the other designs were too limited for representing actual job
recommendations, with often very long titles. Based on the input of the focus
group and co-design sessions, the central focus of the map was also retained.
Additional features requested were added, including adding the name of the
city next to the distance, functionality to save searches, and various other filter
and sorting options.
A first formative user evaluation was conducted with a group of seven job
mediator (7F) and six job seekers (3F). The think aloud protocol was used
to capture feedback from participants. The screen was recorded as well as
their voice when interacting with the interface. Afterwards, general feedback
was discussed. Overall, the interface was well received: participants interacted
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frequently with the location components and the table with competencies and
languages. They indicated to like the map component and considered distance
as an important steering wheel.
One of the key challenges that participants identified was the comparison of
jobs and their competencies: the list with competencies was deemed too long.
The suggestion was made to group competencies in clusters. In addition, several
participants struggled with the overview of competencies: although the visual
dots enabled a visual comparison, a tooltip was used in this prototype to show
which competence a specific dot represents. The approach turned out to be
difficult to use: several participants indicated that the text of the different
competencies needs to be visible on the screen to enable meaningful comparison.
The second formative user evaluation was conducted with 11 job seekers and five
job mediators and used a new version of the prototype that addressed several
issues of the first prototype. Column headers were added to the table overview
with the names of the competencies and several other features such as filters
to narrow down the scope of vacancies based on distance were added. Overall,
the interface was again well received. The overview was considered to be a
great improvement compared to the earlier version. Job seekers also indicated
that some of their competencies were missing and were “triggered” to update
their profile. Feature requests included a “favorites” option that would move
competencies to the front of the table to enable easier comparison of vacancies
with specific competencies of interest. In addition, the concept of “hot items”
was requested (stars in previous designs) that shows insight into the current
demand of specific competencies.

6.4.4

Design goals and final prototype

Based on the feedback gathered from the previous iterations, we defined the
following design goals for our final prototype:
(DG1) Exploration/control: job seekers should be able to control job recommendations and filter out the information flow coming from the recommender
engine.
(DG2) Explanations: recommendations and matching scores should be explained,
and details should be provided on-demand.
(DG3) Actionable insights: the interface should provide actionable insights to
help job-seekers find new or more job recommendations from different
perspectives.
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Following our design goals, we have defined a set of user interface components.
We describe the components according to our goals in the following paragraphs.
Map and filtering components.
We designed a map and various filtering components to explore and control
(DG1) a broad set of job recommendations. The map shows the location of
the vacancies recommended to the job seeker that respond to the competence
profile of the job seeker, see Figure 6.5c. The map represents available jobs with
a blue dot. A grey dot is used to show unavailable jobs (filtered out). Moreover,
on the top of the map, the type of contract and diploma tab components contain
check-boxes to filter out and control the information flow of recommendations.
Job seekers can also save the state of the application, including the configuration
state of the different filters and favorites, see Figure 6.5b, for later consultation.
Vacancies table component.
The table shows the list of all the job recommendations, together with
visualization components that explain (DG2) the recommended jobs, see
Figure 6.5e. Instead of showing a typical matching score, the table explains
this score with different dots: blue dots indicate that the job seeker masters
a required competence, an empty blue dot represents a required competence
that is not mastered, see Figure 6.5f. In addition, the table shows the distance,
location, and name of the vacancy. Together, this information explains why
the job seeker receives the recommended items and how well it matches with
his/her profile. Moreover, the competencies overview can be expanded by
clicking on the “view details” button, further explaining in detail the required
competencies in column headers (Figure 6.5, right). Inspired by the UpSet
visualization technique [182], the histogram (Figure 6.5h) shows a blue bar at
the top of each column indicating the number of times that the competence is
required, providing actionable insights (DG3) into the demand of particular
competences.
Moreover, each of the competencies columns also includes a Favorites star to
control (DG1) the recommendation output by giving priority to particular
competences, see Figure 6.5i. The favorites star button moves the competence
to the beginning of the table as a means to help job-seekers gain insight into
job recommendations that require a particular set of competences of interest.
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Figure 6.5: Two screenshots of the Labor Market Explorer. Left: Overview
of competencies. a) Navigation tabs, b) Save button, c) Map of Vacancies, d)
Distance-to-job slider, e) Vacancies Table (collapsed), f) competencies Overview.
Right: Detail of competencies. g) Vacancies Table (expanded), h) Competencies
Histogram, i) Favorite Competence.

6.5
6.5.1

Final evaluation
Participants

The final evaluation was conducted with 66 job seekers (age 33.9 ± 9.5, 18F),
recruited from eight different training programs. Table 6.2 shows an overview of
the different groups and their training programs. A heterogeneous composition
was an important objective and a purposeful sampling strategy [233] was used
to create a heterogeneous group of participants. The aim is to create a group of
participants with a wide diversity. Factors that are taken into account were age,
gender, and background. Participation was voluntary and not compensated.
To arrange the data analysis, we organized the participants according to their
background and age. Four groups were created that cluster participants
according to their background: the technical group consists of job seekers
participating in training programs for learning the programming languages Java
and C#. The construction group consists of participants in training programs
for welding, residential installation, and maintenance electricians. The sales
group consists of participants in training for sales and commercial assistance.
The fourth group non-native speakers are participants of a vocational training
for non-native speakers. We also grouped participants by age. The groups were
the following: 15-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45+ years old and participants that did not
say.
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Table 6.2: Distribution of the participants over the eight training programs.
Training program
Commercial assistants
Sales
Employee training nonnative speakers
ICT, C# training
Maintenance electrician
Residential installer
ICT, Java training
Welding

6.5.2

#
9 (8f)
2 (1f)
10 (7f)

Px
P1-P9
P10-P11
P12-P21

Age
35.7 ± 11.4
33.5 ± 12.5
38.4 ± 7.9

Group
Sales
Sales
Non-native

12
4
11
9
9

P22-P33
P34-P37
P38-P48
P49-P57
P58-P66

30.9 ± 6.9
28 ± 0
30.5 ± 9.6
36.8 ± 11.7
31 ± 4.2

Technical
Construction
Construction
Technical
Construction

Experimental setup and data collection

A mixed methods methodology was used. Users were asked to freely interact
with the Labor Market Explorer and use the interface to find relevant
recommendations based on their own competence profile. Afterwards, they
were asked to fill out a questionnaire that measured different aspects using
the ResQue framework [245]. Additional feedback was captured with two open
questions. Logging was used to capture interactions with the various elements
of the dashboard. A one hour slot was used for each group of participants.

6.5.3

User feedback

Figure 6.6 presents the results of the ResQue questions. Overall, participants
perceived the Labor Market Explorer as an effective tool, as all questions had
a median score of 4 (“agree”). This positive trend was maintained across the
different backgrounds and age groups, see Figure 6.6b. Technical users were
a bit more negative with respect to overall satisfaction (Q5). They gave very
detailed and concrete suggestions of how particular components could be further
improved, including re-sizability of the table. Perceived accuracy (Q1) was a
bit lower for non-native speakers: sixty percent of non-native speakers were
neutral as to whether the explorer helps finding good job recommendations.
As language is not trivial for this group, also working with an interface in
a different language as well as finding suitable jobs is evidently much more
difficult. Perceived usefulness (Q2) was a bit lower for the construction group.
The wide range of very specific competencies in their domain was one of the
reasons they highlighted for this lower score.
The construction and sales groups indicated more positively to find more jobs
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Figure 6.6: Results ResQue questionnaire: a) Overview, b) Results by
participant category, c) Results by age group.
than expected (Q7). The median score dropped to “neutral” for both the
technical and non-native speaker categories. In general, we observed in these
two user groups that the number of vacancies that was provided was smaller
than in the other groups.
In general, we do not see many differences across the different age categories
(Figure 6.6c). Overall, all questions were answered positively in the different age
group. The explorer was slightly better perceived by older participants (45+)
with respect to overall satisfaction (Q5) and use intention (Q4). Confidence
(Q6) was slightly higher for younger participants.
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Additional feedback was captured with two open questions. The first question
inquired whether participants would recommend the explorer to friends or
family, and why. Seventy-five percent of the participants would recommend
the explorer. Eighteen participants explicitly mention the competence-based
explanations (DG2) as a key enabler for finding job recommendations. P17
indicates that “It helps me to see which competencies I need for a certain job. It
is an easy way to find a job.” P48 indicates that “nowadays there are so many
requirements that people do not know if they have the needed competencies.” P21
comments on similar needs: “we can see our own competencies and see whether
they are sufficient or not.” P1 mentions “the diverse sub competencies that are
visible and can be selected.”
The diverse set of filters seems to be another important aspect (DG1), as it
was mentioned by twelve other participants, and particularly the option to filter
on combinations (P24, P55). P4 indicates that “you can find fitting job offers
thanks to the broad filters”. Participants also indicate that the overview and
filter combination enables to “easily explore the job market” (P39) and enables
“analysis” (P30). Such actionable insights (DG3) were also reflected on by
P60: “with this tool, I can understand what is important.” The location-based
overview is another aspect that is often highlighted, as it helps to see how far
the job recommendations are (P18, P37, P40, P58, P59) and the regions where
jobs are offered (P33), supporting potential location-based job mobility.
Responses to the second open question (tips for the developers) include a
wide range of additional feature requests, including deselecting of groups
of filters, which is only implemented for location in the current interface.
Participants also requested a button to undo actions (P4, P23, P29) and
the functionality to update their profile from within the dashboard (P28). Six
participants indicated that the application overall seems crowded. Suggestions
for improvement were selecting the 10 most relevant competencies instead of
showing all competencies (P1), clustering the competencies (P5), a clear tutorial
(P1) and more explanations (P18).

6.5.4

Interaction patterns

To better understand the use of the tool, we logged the clicks of participants
through the different visualization components. We summarize the overview
of the interaction traces by their respective groups in Figure 6.7. In general,
participants in the technical group interacted most with the dashboard (M =
146.63); this behavior was significantly different (p < .05) compared to the other
groups, see Figure 6.7c.
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Participants with technical background engaged the most with the job vacancies
table, where they performed 69% of the interactions, see Figure 6.7a, in a
significant different way compared to the other groups (M = 53.89, p < .05),
Figure 6.7d. Moreover, when using the table component, these participants
frequently used the multiple features of the table, including the favorites,
sorting, and filtering features, with a significant difference (M = 32.94, p < .05)
compared to the other groups, see Figure 6.7b,e. Although competence-based
sorting was not used frequently by the other groups, we do see that the sales
group also engaged frequently with the favorites option.
Participants in the construction group and non-native speakers engaged less
with the job vacancies table (M = 10.92 and M = 13.75, respectively). We
can observe that these groups engaged more with the map component. When
interacting with the table, participants from the construction group also mainly
interacted with the distance and title sorting of job vacancies (M = 25.47). In
general non-native speakers registered the lowest activity (M = 78.3) compared
to the other groups, and engaged less with the interactive components such as
the map (M = 40) and job vacancy table (M = 13.75).

6.6
6.6.1

Discussion
Answering the research questions

In this section, we discuss the results of the questionnaire and link them to the
interaction patterns to answer our research questions.
User empowerment (RQ1). Responses to the questions indicate that job
seekers value the use of interactive visualization techniques to find relevant job
vacancies. A key objective of the interface is supporting greater autonomy. The
labor market is a rapidly evolving and dynamics may be difficult to understand
for different end-users. In general, the approach is perceived as effective to
explore job recommendations (DG1). The interaction patterns also indicate
that participants engaged well with the interface, with a mean number of clicks
above 78 for all user groups. Most participants indicated that they will use the
explorer again. Also important is that they feel confident using the tool.
Also explanations (DG2) seem to contribute well to better support of user
empowerment. Many of the responses hint to better understanding of the job
recommendations by being able to see which competencies are required. A
diverse set of actionable insights (DG3) were also mentioned by participants.
Participants indicate that the overview of competencies enables them to explore
the labor market and understand whether they have the needed competencies.
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Figure 6.7: Traces of the participants using the tool, percentages and means of
clicks by visual component: a) Overview of interactions. b) Job Vacancies Table.
c) Overall interface interaction (mean clicks), d) Mean clicks in components, e)
Mean clicks inside Job vacancies table components.
They also gain insight into regions where most jobs are offered, supporting
potential location-based job mobility. Other actionable insights include the
observation that their user profile is not up to date. Such insights are key as
well, as they trigger job seekers to update their profile and, in turn, receive
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better recommendations.
Personal characteristics (RQ2). In general, we can observe only few
differences with respect to the age and gender of different participants. The
explorer was slightly better perceived by older participants (45+), who all
indicated that the explorer is a good tool and that they would use the explorer
again. We do see differences in some of the interaction patterns and subjective
responses in relation to the background of participants. Participants in the
technical group engaged more with all the different features of the dashboard,
including the options to filter and sort by competencies and to favorite specific
competencies. Although the perceived effectiveness scores in general are not
very different, this group makes the most effective use of the different features
of the interface.
The interaction patterns as well as subjective data of non-native speakers,
sales and construction groups indicate that they engage more with the map
component. The sales group also interacts well with the table overview. The
construction group mostly focuses on sorting by distance and job title. The
non-native speakers engaged also more with the map, but we see a very wide
spread in the number of clicks in this group. Some participants may have
struggled too much with the language. The table overview was perceived as very
useful by all user groups, but the interaction may need further simplification
for some users.

6.6.2

Design implications

The user-centered design process involving both job seekers and job mediators
identified the importance of different parameters used by job recommendation
and search services. Based on this ranking, a dashboard was designed with a
map component that shows the location where jobs are offered, as well as a table
component that provides explanations of the job recommendations, including
needed competencies of jobs that match the profile of the job seeker. The
iterative design process identified several key features for interacting with such
an overview, including the option to favorite competencies that are of interest.
In addition, a visual representation of labor market related information such as
the number of times a specific competence is demanded was deemed interesting
by both job seekers and job mediators, and was conceptualized as a miniature
bar chart in the dashboard, inspired by the UpSet visualization technique [182].
The competence-based explanations as well as the diverse set of filters, together
with location-based search and overview features, were highlighted as important.
Interaction patterns indicate that all users engaged well with the interface,
although some users did not use all features to interact with the table overview.
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The reasons may be two-fold: for some users, the table is less crowded and still
manageable without rearranging the view or narrowing down the scope. For
other users, and particularly the non-native speaking user group, the interface
may need further simplification. Another option is to use the dashboard in
collaboration with job mediators to fully exploit the different features.

6.6.3

Limitations

There are some limitations to this work that need to be articulated. First, the
final prototype used for evaluation was a fully working prototype, but the link
to the actual vacancies did not yet work. The limitation may have impacted the
perceived utility of the dashboard. Second, the dashboard was evaluated with
job seekers of diverse trainings at VDAB. While we reached a very diverse user
group in terms of technical skills, language and age, a wider audience would be
useful to assess the utility of the dashboard. Third, the interface was evaluated
in the very specific domain of job recommendations. To generalize the findings,
it would be interesting to replicate the design process in a different domain.

6.6.4

Future work

Future work will focus on a “simulation mode” of the dashboard, where users
will be able to enter information from scratch, including the location and
activities/competencies they would like to do instead of starting from the user
profile. The approach will be researched to further investigate job mobility
scenarios. We expect that such a simulation mode will trigger not only job
seekers but citizens in general to explore further “what-if” scenarios, such as
changing locations and adding skills that they can acquire. A follow-up study
will assess whether such an approach provides further insights into potential
job mobility, and the impact on autonomous exploration of the labor market.

Chapter 7

PHARA Designing
Augmented Reality
Applications for Personal
Health Decision-Making
This chapter is a copy of the previously published article:
Gutiérrez, F., Htun, N.N., Charleer, S., DeCroon R., and Verbert, K. “Designing
Augmented Reality Applications for Personal Health Decision-Making”. In
Proceedings of the 52nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences
(HICSS). 2019, pp. 1-10. https://doi.org/10.24251/hicss.2019.212

Contributions as first author:
This chapter presents the design and development of PHARA: a personal health
augmented reality assistant for decision making at grocery stores. As the leading
author, I was responsible for the design and implementation of PHARA. I was
responsible for the design of all the components of the AR application, and the
deployment into the Microsoft HoloLens and mobile devices. Also, I developed
the recommender and prediction engines that powered the application. I was
responsible for the design of evaluations; the analysis of the data and the
interpretation of the results.
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As lead author, I carried out most of the writing of the publication. The
publication went through an exhaustive review process where the co-authors
made several contributions and reviewed the text.
The design and methodology of PHARA were discussed mainly with Prof.
Katrien Verbert. Dr Nyi-Nyi Htun, Dr Sven Charleer, and Dr Robin De Croon
collaborated in brainstorm sessions and also contributed actively in the writing
and discussion of the results.

7.1

Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) creates an immerse experience by superimposing virtual
objects upon physical objects in the real world and generates an illusion for the
observer that such virtual objects exist in the physical space [22]. There are
many devices available to deploy AR applications [317]: the most popular ones
are head-mounted displays (HMD) and handheld experiences. HMD devices
provide a full immerse experience, where virtual objects surround the users and
augment their perception. Handheld experiences, on the other hand, typically
work like a magic lens [111], where users use their smartphone screen and
camera to discover virtual objects in the physical world. In 2016, Pokémon
Go demonstrated the success of an AR handheld experience [278], but also
showed that fulfilling complete immersiveness will likely take many more years
to achieve. Applications for AR go beyond entertainment and include domains
such as architecture, tourism, and medicine. In our work, we are interested in
AR applications in the field of personal health and food which has been identified
as an important future trend of AR technology [44]. AR virtual components
can provide much more useful and comprehensive information related to food
products, as well as the user’s health profile and food interests. Food labels are
considered an essential element in strategies against unhealthy diets and obesity
[55]. Thus, AR can be useful at a critical moment of decision, when users hold
the products in their hands. The objective of our work is to assist users by
providing rich visual components that support their decision-making process.
So far, research has focused on how to display AR virtual components around
physical objects and their interactions [127]. To the best of our knowledge, little
work has been done to understand the impact of the layout of AR interfaces.
Previous user studies show that users will change their behavior depending on
how a system presents information. For instance, Madsen et al. [198] tested
different AR labeling layouts to display annotations around physical objects.
They found that users can more easily find objects with labels that stay static
in the 3D space relative to the physical object. They indicate that AR systems
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should avoid updating labels positioning after their initial placement from the
current viewpoint. Moreover, Chen and Tsoi [59] tested different layouts for
recommender system interfaces and their influences under user’s decision process,
using objective and subjective measures. They compared three typical layouts
used in recommender systems: a list, a grid, and a pie layout. Results indicate
that users reached more areas of content and had a greater confidence and
enjoyability while using the pie layout. In this paper, we research specifically
how different layouts for representing recommendations affect decision-making
in AR interfaces. To that end, we pose the following research question:
RQ: Regarding subjective and objective factors: what are the benefits and
tradeoffs of using popular layouts such as, stack, grid, list and pie in AR
applications within handheld and HMD experiences to support decision-making?
To address this question, we implemented the Personal Health Augmented
Reality Assistant (PHARA), a system that supports decision-making about
food products. It extends the information labelled on food products. To be
specific, when a user holds a product in their hand, PHARA displays different
AR-based virtual cards around the physical food product, presenting alternative
products and other useful information related to the product considering the
user’s health. Furthermore, we conducted a controlled lab study focused on
food selection tasks. Measuring subjective and objective means, we asked 28
participants to complete a set of tasks using four layouts: stack, list, grid and
pie (see Figure 7.3), and two implementations of PHARA: PHARA HMD that
uses the HoloLens and PHARA handheld that uses an iPhone 6S, see Figure
7.1 (top). Our contributions are as follows: 1) we propose a set of AR layouts
to display virtual content around physical objects in the real world, particularly
focusing on a number of popular layouts such as a pie, grid, list and stack; 2) we
identify, through a user study, which of the four layouts are the most affordable
with HMD and handheld AR experiences in a decision-making scenario.

7.2
7.2.1

Related Work
Recommender systems for health

In recent years, the application of recommendation techniques in health has
attracted increased interest [316]. Objectives include delivering relevant information to end-users that is trustworthy [330], lifestyle change recommendations [87],
and improving patient safety [256]. The latter category, for instance, includes
research on how to use recommender systems to suggest relevant information
about interactions between different drugs, in order to avoid health risks.
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Figure 7.1: Top: PHARA: a) HoloLens, b) HoloLens input. c) iPhone 6S;
Bottom: Design process.
Lifestyle change recommendations focus among others on suggesting users how
to improve their eating, exercising or sleeping behavior [82, 257]. An example is
to use recommendations as a basis to algorithmically derive balanced meal plans
that meet nutritional guidelines for the user [82]: these recommendations are
based on a personal profile, such as gender, height, weight, physical activity, and
estimate an individual’s basal metabolic rate and daily kilocalorie requirements.
Similar objectives have been researched by van Pinxteren et al. [319] and
Achananuparp and Weber [4], who explored healthy food recommendations by
finding food substitutes using a crowdsourced service. We focus specifically on
the use of recommendation techniques to improve eating behavior. We build on
the work of [82] to recommend healthy food products to casual end-users. As
in work of Achananuparp and Weber [4], we use a crowd-sourced database to
retrieve product information. As the selection of food products is a decision
users often make in grocery stores, we research the application of recommender
techniques with both a smartphone and the HoloLens in an AR experience.

7.2.2

Recommendations for food product selection

The idea to support users during the selection of food products is not new.
iGrocer [281] is a grocery shopping assistant that has been proposed to assist
users, and in particular older users and shoppers with disabilities, in deciding
which products to buy and which products to avoid based on nutrition criteria.
The system relies on a content-based recommendation approach and has been
implemented for use on smartphones. The system also calculates the shortest
path in the grocery store to find the products. To the best of our knowledge,
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the proposed system has not been evaluated with end-users.
Ahn et al. [10] extend this concept and developed a handheld AR system that
provides the user with recommendations based on nutrition criteria and calorie
intake. The system is also implemented for use on smartphones and annotates
products with tags that indicate which products to buy, and which products
to avoid. Evaluation results with 15 participants indicate that the application
reduced the amount of time for finding healthy food products and that the tag
coloring helped users to identify and avoid unhealthy products.
In this paper, we further expand upon these concepts, and present the
evaluation results of an AR system for both smartphones and HMD devices
that recommends products to end-users when they hold the products in their
hands. We use different visualizations to represent recommendations of healthy
products, and to enable users to inspect nutritional facts and the number of
calories compared to their recommended daily calorie-intake. The approach has
been identified as an important strategy that motivates users to eat healthier
[284]. This strategy keeps the user involved in the decision-making process,
while at the same time improves the user’s ability to choose healthy products.
We evaluate different layouts that visualize recommendations and nutritional
facts to support decision-making. We also compare which of these layouts work
better for use on handheld and HMD devices.

7.2.3

Layout Design

Research about layout design for AR systems exists in different application
areas. ARLive [305] is an application that enables users to interact with physical
objects in the real world. By using an internet-of-things-based approach, the
system displays different visual components around the physical object. The
user can interact with the virtual interfaces to change the state of the physical
object in real-time. ARLive provides no particular layout to the interface.
Objects appear to be organized only around the target. [198] tested different
AR labelling layouts to display information around physical objects. They
found that 3D space is essential and labels should be treated as 3D objects
that take part of the scene. Integrating 3D labels into the scene allows the AR
system to apply the camera pose to the labels naturally, and also simplifies the
design of 3D interaction methods. The authors found that users perform better
with labels that stay static in the 3D space relative to the physical object. AR
systems should avoid updating labels positioning after their initial placement
from the current viewpoint.
In this paper, we explore the use of different layouts to represent recommendation
results in AR experiences. We build upon the work of [59] for serving
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recommendations to end-users. Chen and Tsoi [59] tested the influences of
different layouts on desktops, including list, grid, and pie layouts. The results
indicate that users reached more areas of content and had greater confidence
and enjoyability when using the pie layout. We evaluate whether these layouts
can be used in AR experiences to support decision-making of end-users. The
research contribution is two-fold: first, we transfer the idea of different layouts
to AR implementations that can be used to support in-situ recommendations.
Second, we evaluate whether HMD devices, such as the HoloLens, can also be
used to support decision-making for non-expert users, and compare the utility
and effectiveness of the different layouts on both smartphone and HoloLens
devices for decision-making about food products.

7.3

System Design

The design of PHARA was inspired by related work and a preliminary study
that is summarized in the next subsection. We used this input to refine our
design process.
Preliminary studies: during the design process of PHARA, we conducted several
user studies. At an early stage, we evaluated a paper prototype [113], followed by
a working prototype at a conference venue. The different stages of development
are represented in Figure 7.1,bottom. During the paper prototype evaluation,
we printed and tested different visual components that we wanted to integrate
into our system to augment food products. With the early prototype, we learned
that more detailed information was required, such as calorie breakdown, and
that the introduction of personal information would be useful to make users
aware of the impact of a food product in their health. With this initial feedback,
an early working prototype was developed with the HoloLens. We tested our
application at a conference venue (n = 10) where we received feedback from
interested people that used the system. We discovered that, due to hardware
restrictions, some design variables would be necessary to reconsider in the
system, such as scaling the visuals and the layout to the device limited display
area. The initial prototype used voice commands and gestures as input method,
but users reported to feel uncomfortable when interacting with the system,
particularly in a public space. Many participants suggested also the use of a
handheld device to interact with our system. All of these comments gathered
during our preliminary studies were useful towards defining the final design of
PHARA.
Design requirements: we imagine the following scenario: a user goes to the
grocery store to buy some food products for dinner. The user can use PHARA
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on his/her smartphone or the store can provide an HMD device, which can be
used during the grocery store visit. The system enables users to get additional
information about the products they hold in their hands, including nutritional
facts, and enables them to inspect the number of calories compared to personal
daily-intake. At the end of the experience, users can reflect on the products they
selected and use the system to see if they would have a balanced meal. They
can also replace products with similar or healthier alternatives. This last aspect
of the scenario makes it particularly important to consider different layouts for
the design of PHARA. For example, while a stacked layout may be useful in
AR because of the use of the three-dimensional space to organize information
in layers, a pie or grid layout might be more useful to see all the information
distributed around the food product. As mentioned earlier, a key objective is
to keep the user involved in the decision-making process by visualizing relevant
information that shows the impact on the user’s health. To summarize, our
design requirements are the following: (1) Show a visual card system that shows
information of a product when users hold this product in hand. (2) Provide
recommendations based on similar products, healthy alternatives and food
products the user may like. (3) Show different layouts to explore the visual
cards from the system. (4) Show information about the impact of the food
product using data about the user.

7.4

Implementation

Following the design requirements, we decided to implement PHARA for use
on both handheld and HMD devices. We created an AR application using
Unity and Vuforia Framework1 , allowing us to deploy an application for the
HoloLens and the iPhone. We also used the Vuforia AR library to register
food products and created markers to track and recognize the food products.
Following a client-server architecture, we implemented a system to serve both
PHARA handheld and PHARA HMD experiences.
Server-side: we used a dump from the Open Food Facts2 database, filtered
for products that match our region. Open Food Facts is a crowd-sourced
database with more than 10,000 food products from around the world. It
contains information about packaging, brand, category, list of ingredients, food
additives and nutritional information, making it very relevant for the purposes
of PHARA. Moreover, we created a database in MongoDB to store personal
information of the users in order to support them with information related
to their profile. To provide recommendations to the users, we implemented a
1 https://unity3d.com/partners/vuforia
2 https://world.openfoodfacts.org
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Figure 7.2: Visual components used in PHARA. a) Nutrition Levels, b) Calorie
Breakdown, c) Calorie Intake, d) Nutrition Guide, e) Similar Products, f)
Healthy Alternatives and g) You May Like.
content-based recommender engine using a Python API. Products from the
food products database were compared between pairs using a cosine similarity
metric, which is commonly used for providing product recommendations [81]. A
similarity index was generated for each of the products in the database, keeping
the top-four similar products to provide a ranked list with recommendations for
the user. The server also included a prediction component, which uses the data
from the user’s profile to estimate their calorie intake. Using a Python script,
we estimated the basal metabolic rate () and daily kilo-calorie requirements
of the user based on the Harris-Benedict equations revised by Mifflin and St
Jeor [206]. Based on this information, the prediction component also estimated
the number of calories required to keep their current weight and estimation of
weight gain/loss in the following three months.
Client-side: we created a basic registration Web application. In this application,
users can create a profile by entering their basic information such as age,
weight, gender, and activity level. Users can also select products of their
interest. Following our design guidelines and feedback from previous studies,
we implemented various visual components together with the different layouts.
Inspired by the material design guidelines3 , we designed all the required visual
interfaces as card components, as presented in Figure 7.2. Cards are visual
components to display concrete and organized information to the user. The
following cards were implemented in PHARA:
3 https://material.io/guidelines/components/cards.html
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Figure 7.2a, Nutrition Levels: a bar chart shows an overview of the
concentrations of fats, saturated fats, salt and sugars based on a 100g/ml
portion. The nutritional score (nutri-score) is a five-color nutrition label based
on a color-coded scale that indicates the overall nutritional quality of the product
[79]. We used the food products database to get the nutri-score for each of the
products4 .
Figure 7.2b, Calorie Breakdown: using the profile information of the user and
calorie data of the product from Open Food Facts, a calorie breakdown is
shown. The calorie breakdown card uses a 100-squares plot to represent the
total amount of the daily calorie consumption of a user. A stacked bar with
three-color scale represents the amount of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins
included in the number of calories.
Figure 7.2c, Calorie Intake: we show an estimation of the variance of the weight
of a user in the following three months, with encoded uncertainty, if a user
increases or decreases the amount of calorie consumption by 500 kcal.
Figure 7.2d, Nutrition Guide: inspired by the “Healthy Eating Plate” created
by experts from Harvard School of the Public Health and Harvard Medical
School [332], we created a bar chart with guidelines about portions of vegetables,
proteins, fruits, grains, and water for a balanced meal. When participants add
products to their basket, we update the bar chart to indicated if they have
enough of each of the categories.
Figure 7.2e, Similar Products Card: this card shows the top-four recommendations of similar products based on a product and its descriptions.
Figure 7.2f, Healthy Alternatives Card: using information from the food products
database, we filtered out unhealthy products based on their nutri-score. Using
the similarity index, we rank the top-four most similar products based on their
description and ingredients.
Figure 7.2g, You May Like Card: using information from the food products
database and the profile of the user, we recommended similar products based
on those related to their interest and the current product they are holding in
their hand.
Next, we designed and implemented four different layouts, as presented in Figure
7.3. In the next paragraphs, we describe all the layouts implemented in the
system.
Figure 7.3a, Stack Layout: the stack layout uses an affordance of AR, namely
the ability to use the three-dimensional space to organize information. This
4 https://fr.openfoodfacts.org/score-nutritionnel-france
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Figure 7.3: Different PHARA layouts. Left: Handheld. Right: HMD. a) stack,
b) list c) grid and d) pie
layout organizes the content by groups on different layers of information next to
the object. Users can explore the content by swapping the position of the cards,
bringing them to the front when they are required. Cards are represented with
a light opacity, allowing to see through the layers.
Figure 7.3b, List Layout: the list layout positions all the cards horizontally on
one row in front of the product. We designed the list to take advantage of the
horizontal space of the field of view of the HMD and the width screen size of
handheld devices. Users can scan through all of the cards by moving the target,
from left to right and vice versa.
Figure 7.3c, Grid Layout: the grid layout has been applied to many user
interfaces to organize and display content. Rows and columns organize all the
cards arranged next to each other. The typical presentation is to align the
items horizontally one by one. The layout presents a 2 x 3 grid, representing
two columns and three rows.
Figure 7.3d, Pie Layout: another typical two-dimensional layout design is to
place the items in a compass format. In the pie layout, items are placed as a
circle around the target at equal distance from the center. The pie layout could
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Figure 7.4: Scenario: a) Participant b) PC for creating a profile c) Basket to
keep products during tasks d) Handheld device e) HMD device f) Food products.
offer a novel alternative and potentially more efficient design to be studied,
since it is attributed to the capability of short target-seeking time and low error
in selection [187]. The reason is that it would support users to have a quicker
overview of all displayed items, as the interface consumes greater width but
less height. Also, it allows users to see the items faster as the distance between
elements is reduced. We implemented two different interaction systems for the
applications. Based on feedback from previous studies, we decided to implement
PHARA’s HMD interaction using a Nintendo Joy-Con controller, instead of
voice commands or hand gestures. The reason behind this is that in our early
prototypes, participants reported feeling uncomfortable with the interaction
when trying to switch between different layouts, and discomfort when giving
voice commands in public spaces. Also, we considered the use of the finger
gesture, but the number of interactions required and the close positioning of
the food product to the person made the interaction uncomfortable to use
for early users of PHARA. Overall, the controller made the interaction more
comfortable for users in the preliminary studies. On the other hand, for the
PHARA handheld experience, we included different on-screen buttons to let
users perform the same actions with the different layouts.

7.5

Study Design

To answer our research question, we designed a within-subjects study to
investigate the effects of layouts on decision-making of AR experiences. The
overview of our scenario is presented in Figure 7.4. First, we collected a total
of 50 food products including sugary drinks, water, vegetables, bread, meat
and snacks to be used in the study. Then, we created two tasks based on real
life scenarios. We explain the details in the following paragraphs. The tasks
were designed in a way that required users to use all of the designed cards in
the system’s interface. Users had to complete each task using either the HMD
or the smartphone. The order in which the two devices were presented was
rotated using a counterbalancing measure meanwhile that of four different card
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layouts were rotated randomly. Therefore, half of the participants completed
task one with the HMD followed by task two with the smartphone, whereas
the other half completed task one with the smartphone followed by task two
with the HMD. At the beginning of the study, participants had to create a
profile, using a computer placed in the lab, indicating the necessary personal
information to use the system. Next, the system was explained to them with
a brief introduction and tutorial on how to use the HoloLens, the controllers,
the mobile app, the layouts and each of the cards. An HMD or a smartphone
was then provided to them depending on the counterbalanced order. A basket
was also provided to the participants where they had to collect food products
when completing the tasks. They were asked to think aloud their decisions and
experience. Once completed, the participants continued with the second device
and task. After using each device, a questionnaire was provided to capture the
participants’ perceived experience with the device. A total of 28 participants
(1F, 27M) were recruited via word-of-mouth. Ages ranged from 22 to 38 (M
= 25.81, SD = 4.57). Participants were rewarded with chocolates and sweets
in appreciation of their time.The two tasks that were used in this study are as
follows:
Task 1: there were four major steps that each participant had to complete in
task one. These were as follows:
1. Select two products that you would like to have for dinner, and put them
in your basket.
2. Select two similar products to the ones you selected before.
3. Select and replace two alternatives to the products you have previously
selected.
4. Reflect on the products that you have in your basket. Considering the
number of calories, the number of products, and information on each
product, do you think this would be a healthy meal? Replace products
when you see a need to do so.
Task 2: similar to task one, participants had to complete the four steps again.
Except for the first step, all the remaining steps were exactly the same:
1. Imagine that you have some friends coming over. Using the AR application,
select two products that you would like to have for dinner together with
your friends, and put them in the basket.
To answer our research question, we logged data from the AR interfaces
usage. We calculated objective measures such as the time spent and the
number of actions while using each layout as a measure of objective effort.
Following our research question, we also surveyed the participants about their
subjective perceptions, based on technology acceptance model (TAM). The
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TAM questionnaire has been used to assess the acceptance of AR applications
[225]. However, we are also interested in measuring the perceived workload from
the participants when using each of the different layouts. The NASA task load
index (NASA-TLX) [121] is tool previously used in AR applications to assess
the perceived workload during task applications. For all of the questionnaire
items, users had to indicate on seven-point Likert scales to what extent they
agreed.

7.6

Results

The average completion time of the study for each participant was about 32
minutes. First, we analyze the interaction of the participants with the devices
using the objective measures. Then, we investigate the results of the subjective
data from the answers of the participants in the posterior questionnaires. We
report the layout results separately for each device, the PHARA HMD, and
PHARA handheld, as well as how they compare to each other. Lastly, we
present the user comments derived from the think-aloud protocol.
Objective measures: to investigate further the results of our study, a repeated
measures ANOVA was conducted with a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis as a
follow-up. The traces of information revealed that participants tended to select
more healthy food products when asked to reflect on their basket products
during the fourth task, compared to the number of healthy products they
started within the first task. The analysis also revealed that the stack layout
required a significantly higher number of actions and time spent to complete the
tasks compared to the list and the pie layouts (p < .05), in both the PHARA
handheld and the HMD experience.
Subjective measures: we inquired about the subjective perceptions of the
participants with the layouts and AR experiences, particularly towards the
acceptance of AR as a new technology and the impact on cognitive load for
decision-making. In this section, we analyze the results from TAM and raw
NASA-TLX questionnaires, breaking down each of the subjective measures. We
report the results separated for the two AR experiences. A non-parametric
Friedman’s ANOVA test procedure was conducted to investigate the differences
between the subjective measures. Results of the subjective measures are
presented in Figure 7.5.
PHARA handheld layouts: we summarize the results from the smartphone
device in Table 7.1. We found that participants had a better experience when
using the grid and the pie layouts. Participants indicated that the grid and pie
layouts were significantly more adequate and easy to use during their experiences.
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Figure 7.5: Thoughts about the layouts used by device. Top: perceived workload,
Bottom: technology acceptance.

Figure 7.6: Thoughts of the participants towards technology acceptance.
They significantly enjoyed these layouts more, felt more confident, and intended
to use these layouts. In addition, participants indicated that the stack and the
list layouts were more physically and mentally demanding, leading them to a
significantly greater level of frustration. They also indicated that the effort they
had to put in the stack and list layouts was significantly greater compared to
the grid and the pie layouts.
PHARA HMD Layouts: we summarize the results from the PHARA HMD
experience in Table 7.1. Participants tended to rank the stack and pie layouts
significantly higher with respect to enjoyment and intention to use factors.
Participants also indicated that the list layout was significantly more demanding
than the stack layout.
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PHARA Handheld
NASA-TLX Physical Demand
Mental Demand
Overall Perf.
Effort
Frustration
TAM
Confidence
Interface Adeq.
Ease of Use
Enjoyment
Use Intention
PHARA HMD
NASA-TLX Physical Demand
Mental Demand
Overall Perf.
Effort
Frustration
TAM
Confidence
Interface Adeq.
Ease of Use
Enjoyment
Use Intention
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Grid
3***
3*

Stack

List

3.5
3***
2.5***
5**
5**
5**
5**
5.5***

4
4.5
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
2.5

5
3.5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

Pie
2***
3**

Grid

Stack

List

Pie

4
4
4
3.5
3.5
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3.5
3
5
5
5
5**
5

4
4***
4
4
3.5
4
4
4
4
3.5

3.5
3
4
5
3
5
5
5
4.5
5

2.5
3***
2*
5**
6**
5***
5.5***
6***

Table 7.1: Results from handheld and HMD studies: median values from the
qualitative feedback. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001
PHARA handheld vs PHARA HMD: a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used
to compare the results of technology acceptance towards the two PHARA
experiences. Results are presented in Figure 7.6. Our analysis indicates that
participants found the PHARA handheld experience significantly more enjoyable
compared to the HMD experience (p < .05). Moreover, the perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use was higher for the handheld experience (r = 0.5, p <
.05) than for the HMD experience. The stack layout showed to be significantly
more physically and mentally demanding with the PHARA handheld experience
(p < .05). Participants felt more confident with the pie and the grid layouts.
Results also indicate that these layouts were significantly more adequate and
easy to use (p < .05), providing a significantly greater enjoyment and use
intention in the handheld experience (p < .05). Comparing the PHARA HMD
and handheld experiences, participants thought that the grid and the pie layouts
were significantly more physically and mentally demanding (p < .05) in the
HMD experience. Even though the pie showed a significantly better overall
performance (p < 0.5), participants indicated it required a significantly higher
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effort, together with the grid (p < .05), leading them to feel significantly
more (p < .05) frustrated when using these layouts in the HMD experience.
Moreover, during the HMD experience, participants felt that the stack layout was
significantly more adequate, enjoyable and easy to use (p < .05), significantly
increasing their intentions to use it (p < .05), compared to the handheld
experience.
Comments from the participants: during the PHARA HMD experience, most of
the comments were related to the hardware limitations of the device. Several
participants indicated the field of view as a potential limitation: “I would keep
the layout as narrow as possible because of the field of view of the HoloLens.”
Some participants suggested to adjust the interface and keep it as minimal as
possible to improve the usability. A participant referred to the image tracking
and the physical demand required by the device: “Arm length is a problem...
(the food product) ...needs to be closer. view-port is very small, had pain in the
back after a while by holding the item so far.” Given the hardware limitations
of the HoloLens, participants pointed out the potential of the stacked layout.
“Field of view of HoloLens is responsible for the bad scores. Only with the stacked
view everything was visible.” Some participants preferred the pie layout because
of the positioning of the card components around the target. “I think pie layout
makes the best use of the available space.” However, for some participants the
pie layout was also limited by the hardware: “with pie layout, the top ones
can be hard to see.” Apparently, the list was the less popular layout among
the participants. However, a participant indicated its usefulness when showing
all the information at the same time. “For me, the list was best because you
could see most info boards at the same time (stack was also okay but took a bit
more time).” Some participants indicated their preference when comparing the
grid against the pie layout. “Grid was a bit distracting because you could see
some boards only partially.” Some participants also commented towards the
expensive use of the stack layout. “A button to go back to the previous screen in
the stack rotation, instead of having to go through all the screens to get back to
the previous one.” On the other hand, during the PHARA handheld experience,
participants indicated some usability issues while holding the device with the
hand. “The stack layout was more difficult to use with a single hand; therefore, I
preferred the other options better.” Some participants thought that the tracking
was very limited in the list. “The list layout has the problem that you want to go
close to the text, but then it loses track of the tracker allows easier comparison
by tagging several objects as favorites.” A participant suggested a lock feature
to enable zoom-in options: “Maybe have a way of fixing, locking on a product,
so you can zoom in on charts in the non-stacked layouts without switching to
another product.” Some participants pointed that the list was long, and that
other layouts made better use of the screen space. “The List was sometimes
quite long. Therefore, the grid and pie are better since these layouts show the
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information in a compact way”.

7.7

Discussion

We compare the results in order to answer our research question: Regarding
subjective and objective factors: what are the benefits and tradeoffs of using
popular layouts such as, stack, grid, list and pie in AR applications within
Handheld and HMD to support decision-making?
We found that the stack layout may be useful to organize virtual content as
layers in the physical space. The stack layout was the most useful for interacting
with the reduced field of view of the HoloLens at the cost of more actions and
time spent, leading to a higher physical demand. However, the stack layout did
not feel adequate during the handheld experience. Participants pointed out that
the stack was a practical layout to organize the information, but they felt more
confident with the other layouts where they could see the information all at once.
The grid layout tended to have a more positive score in the handheld experience.
It was the second most used layout by the participants where they spent most
of their time and actions when solving the tasks. Participants indicated that
the grid was an excellent choice for the handheld device, requiring less physical
and mental demand compared to the stack.
When looking at the pie layout, participants often compared it against the
grid layout because of their similarities. However, when solving the tasks,
participants noted that the pie had a better use of the vertical space. Both the
grid and the pie tended to score high in terms of confidence in the decisions of
the participants, also indicating that these were adequate, enjoyable and easy
to use layouts for the handheld device. The pie also tended to show lower scores
towards required effort and frustration.
The list layout was the least preferred layout among the participants, because of
its large size. Some participants appreciated the list as a layout to see everything
at once. However, it was not as useful for exploratory zoom-in actions. Although
interesting results have been obtained, there are a few limitations that should
be articulated. Despite the fact that we performed a review of suitable layouts
for designing our application, and selected the most popular ones, other layouts
might be also attractive to analyze. The HoloLens might have a substantial
impact on the final results, since the narrow field of view had an strong effect
on the preferred layout selection. Further work will extend the exploration to
different devices. Moreover, the sample size is a limitation of our study, as well
as the limited number of female participants. We intend to extend the number
of participants in further studies.
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Conclusions

We have described the design and implementation of PHARA, an AR system
that shows different information cards around physical food products in the
real world. PHARA allows users to make informed decisions, and resulted in
selecting healthier food products. We explored and evaluated the utility of four
different layouts to present information and assist users in a decision-making
scenario. Our findings in this study include implications on the design of AR
applications for handheld and HMD experiences. We found that the stack
visualization performs better with HMD devices with a limited field of view, like
the HoloLens, at the cost of some usability affordances. We also discovered that
our results are comparable to those of [59], even though they compared different
layouts in a desktop application for recommender systems. In our study, we
found that the grid and pie layouts perform better than the other layouts in the
handheld devices, allowing participants to explore more products with more
confidence, enjoyability and less effort. Ultimately, one of the major goals is to
be able to influence grocery store shopping and in-restaurant purchase behavior.
Future work will evaluate the potential of our approach in such real-life settings.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
8.1

Thesis summary

Chapter 1 situates this thesis in the broader context of uncertainty representation, visualisation and visual analytics research.
Chapter 2 presents a systematic review of the use of visualisation techniques
to support decision making in the field of agriculture. Based on this extensive
review, we have identified visualisation techniques that are commonly used in
DSSs for agriculture, as well as design opportunities to advance the field.
Chapter 3, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present three dashboards that were
elaborated for different end-users. The dashboards support non-expert users
in decision making in two application domains: learning analytics and job
recommendations. In Chapter 3, we designed a dashboard for study advisers
that presents the results of a prediction model on top of data from students,
as well as a quality indicator of this model. Chapter 5 introduces a dashboard
for supporting the dialogue between job mediators and job seekers. The
dashboards show both the results of a prediction model as well as job
recommendations. Chapter 6 presents a dashboard for job seekers that visualises
job recommendations as well as explanations of these recommendations to
support decision making in this context. Based on the iterative design process
of these dashboards, design implications are derived for the presentation of
model uncertainty as well as explanations of recommendations.
Chapter 4 presents the results of a user study that compares three different
visualisations of prediction models: an intuitive visualisation, a compact
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visualisation and a detailed visualisation. Based on a user study, drawbacks
and benefits of these different representation types are presented.
Chapter 7 explores the affordances of Augmented Reality to support decision
making. We compared three different layouts that present model uncertainty as
well as different recommendations. We infer design implications for representing
recommendations as well as results of a prediction model in such different
layouts.
In this chapter, we provide a summary of the results of this thesis as well
as reflections for future work. A detailed summary of the results has been
presented in Chapter 1.

8.1.1

RQ1: What is the role of uncertainty in visualisation
tools that support decision making?

In the chapters presented in this dissertation, we have investigated the
representation of uncertainty. In the literature review of Chapter 2, the
representation of uncertainty has been reviewed in the area of DSSs for
agriculture. Although only a few dashboards exist that do represent data
or model uncertainty, many visualisations in this field lack a representation of
uncertainty. We highlight the role of uncertainty based on a few examples, as
well as the role of interaction to support exploration by end-users. RQ2 further
explores different uncertainty representations, whereas RQ3 researches the role
of interaction.
In Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, we present research on the
representation of model uncertainty in different application domains. Chapter 3
presents a dashboard designed for study advisers, as well as evaluation results in
two very different contexts. Results of the user studies indicate that prediction
models can increase the number of scenarios that study advisers explore, but at
the same time a minimal representation of uncertainty without explaining the
model did not increase user trust.
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we therefore researched different model
representations that explain the model to end-users. In Chapter 4, we compared
the effectiveness, efficiency and usability of an intuitive, a compact and a detailed
representation of uncertainty. The intuitive representation outperformed the
compact and detailed representation for easy and medium level tasks. Chapter
5 and Chapter 7 also use an intuitive representation for explaining model
uncertainty in the context of job and health-related predictions, respectively.
In Chapter 5, a simpler representation of uncertainty of the model was better
perceived.
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In Chapter 6, we introduced a dashboard that aims to explain job recommendations for job seekers. In this tool, explanations visually represent the
required competencies needed for the recommended job as opposed to the typical
matching score that often is provided with recommendations. The approach
was well received by a heterogeneous user group and used to gain actionable
insights from job recommendations.
In Chapter 7, we investigated the role of uncertainty in the context of an health
application. We compared different layouts to represent food recommendations
as well as the uncertainty of a weight prediction model. For handheld devices,
the grid and the pie layouts tended to score higher in terms of confidence in
decision making, compared to the list and stack layouts.

8.1.2

RQ2: What are the benefits and challenges of uncertainty visualisation in the decision making process?

Based on the challenges identified in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, Chapter 4 studies
the use of different types of uncertainty visualisations, including an intuitive
representation, a detailed representation and a compact representation. Chapter
5 also compares a simple visualisation with more detailed visualisations. In both
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 the intuitive visualisation was the best perceived. Job
mediators indicated that the visualisation was the clearest to a wider audience.
The detailed versions, on the other hand, can help to provide richer insights. In
the study of Chapter 4, participants had a higher accuracy for complex tasks
with the detailed visualisation.
If we want to extend the user-base of visual analytics to non-experts, we may
have to take a step back from specialised and robust applications. Instead,
this endeavour may call for a new generation of closely tied applications to a
user’s abilities, preferences, depending on the difficulty of the problem to be
solved. Huang et al. [133] explored the challenges of personal visual analytics
and suggested that an application that is to be successful in this field needs to
consider the context of the user and provide “appropriate baselines to support
reasoning about data”. Our work presents a step towards providing such a
baseline: defining user context as the difficulty of the problem to be solved or
level of insight to be gained, we have evaluated the adequacy of visualisation
for supporting the VA process of non-experts. Following Shneiderman’s visual
information seeking mantra [283] of increasing information density as required,
we suggest increasing the complexity and capability of the model representation
as to the task difficulty and the required level of insight increases.
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8.1.3

RQ3: How can interactive visualisation help to support
users in the understanding of recommendation and
prediction systems under uncertainty?

In Chapters 5 and 6, we have presented dashboards that enable end-users to
interact with prediction models and recommendations.
The dashboard in Chapter 5 was designed to support the dialogue between
job mediators and job seekers, and uses a prediction model to give insight into
the predicted number of days of unemployment. The dashboard presented
in Chapter 6 was designed together with both job seekers and job mediators
to support exploration of job recommendations. The dashboard explains job
recommendations to job seekers, and supports exploration as well as actionable
insights. Three similar design goals were researched in both dashboards to
support decision making under uncertainty:
• User Control: user control is important in both dashboards to support
exploration and customisation of the dashboard. In the dashboard for
job mediators, customisation is used by job mediators to show or hide
particular parameters that are used by the prediction model. The
role of interaction in this context is critical. Due to the sensitive
nature of the situation, i.e. the broad spectrum of reasons why job
seekers are unemployed or unsuccessful in finding a job, providing the
recommendations and predictions to job seekers “as-is” is dangerous.
While the dashboard carries the message, it is the mediator that “moulds”
the message for maximum positive job chance success based on job
seeker needs and requirements. Also, the mediator uses the uncertainty
representation to explain the quality of the prediction model and can
modify the visualisation and prediction outcomes before they are shown
to the job seeker. In the dashboard for job seekers, user control enables
job seekers to filter a broad range of vacancies based on current interests.
Two types of user control are supported in this dashboard: a broad set
of filters that hide job recommendations based on specific criteria and a
“favourite” option that moves particular competences to the front of an
overview visualisation. Whereas the second control option was deemed
attractive by more technically skilled job seekers to explore a diverse set
of recommendations, the interaction technique was used less often by job
seekers with less experience.
• Explanations: in both dashboards, explanations play an essential role. In
the dashboard for job mediators, explanations of the different parameters
are presented to give mediators insight into the quality of the prediction
model. In the dashboard for job seekers, competences are visualised
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to explain the matching score of recommendations. The explanations
were designed to increase user trust and were in general well received by
end-users.
• Actionable insights: one of the most significant design implications that
we identified in this work was the division between actionable and nonactionable parameter types and support for customising which of these
parameters should be visible in the conversation between job mediators and
job seekers. Having insight into actionable parameters, such as education,
location and skills, was considered as important, whereas uncontrollable
parameters such as age may be less exciting and can demotivate job seekers.
In this context, we identified parameter customisation of which insights to
show as a critical requirement. Moreover, the dashboard for job seekers
was designed to support many actionable insights. The map component
provided an overview of the location of job recommendations and was
designed to support potential location-based job mobility. Also, the table
listing the recommendations uses a miniaturised bar chart to indicate how
often a particular competence is requested in the available jobs, inspired
by the UpSet visualisation technique [182]. The visual representation
of the competence gap in this table, together with such labour market
information, was considered as attractive to support further job mobility
scenarios.
The explanations, as well as filters to support user control and customisation,
were highlighted as important in both contexts. In the dashboard presented in
Chapter 5, actionable insights were deemed more interesting by job mediators,
although non-actionable insights such as age were also used by some mediators
to support the conversation.
Interaction patterns indicate that all job seekers engaged well with the dashboard
presented in Chapter 6, although some users did not use all the interactive
features in the overview table. For some users, and particularly the non-native
speaking user group, the interface may need further simplification. Another
option is to use the dashboard in collaboration with job mediators to fully exploit
the different features. The role of interaction to simplify the dashboard was
also highlighted by job mediators in the evaluation of the dashboard presented
in Chapter 5.
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RQ4: How can we support decision making under
uncertainty in AR applications?

To address this question, Chapter 7 presents the design, implementation and
evaluation of PHARA , a system that uses AR and in-situ recommendations to
support decision making about food products in grocery stores. We compared
different layouts for presenting these recommendations and uncertainty of the
prediction model in a user study with 28 participants.
We found that the stack visualisation performs better with HMD devices with a
limited field of view, like the Microsoft HoloLens, at the cost of some usability
affordances. We also discovered that our results are comparable to those of Chen
and Tsoi [59], albeit they compared different layouts in a desktop application
for recommender systems. In our study, we found that the grid and pie
layouts perform better than the other layouts in the handheld devices, allowing
participants to explore more products with more confidence, enjoyability and
less effort.

8.2

Contributions and design guidelines

This dissertation has made several contributions that can be summarised as
follows.

8.2.1

Design guidelines to support decision making in agriculture

Based on a systematic review of the state of the art of visualisations and DSSs in
agriculture, we identified commonly used visualisation techniques in this domain,
as well as the methodology to develop and evaluate such tools in this field. The
review presents the design of a broad range of decision support tools and can
guide researchers and practitioners in this field to select visualisation techniques
that may be useful to support their goals. Although geographic maps are the
most commonly used visualisation technique, we also identify several other
techniques that may be used, including heatmaps, radar charts, histograms and
time series, as well as opportunities to combine these visualisations in dashboard
applications.
Also, we shed light on the role of participatory approaches that are used in this
field, which have been identified as an important methodology in the design and
development of decision support systems to gain trust and increase adoption.
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We highlighted the methods that are used for designing applications in this
field, including focus groups and iterative design approaches, as well as methods
for evaluating decision-support tools, including observations, interviews and
questionnaires, that can be used by researchers and practitioners to better align
the development efforts with the needs of the end-users and to assess the impact
of visualisations on decision making.
Finally, we highlighted the role of showing uncertainty to the end-users and
discuss the importance of showing such information to support decision making.
Although both data and prediction models that are used by decision support
systems in agriculture are subject to uncertainty, our systematic review only
identified a few tools that adequately represent such uncertainty to end-users.
Design guidelines:
• Our recommendation to system designers is to use a combination of
visualisation techniques to support data exploration and insight from
different data sources. Dashboards that combine multiple visualisations
as well as the use of different interaction techniques can greatly facilitate
data exploration and insights to support decision making.
• Our recommendation to system designers is to represent the uncertainty
of both the data as well as models when they are used to offer better
support for decision making.
• Our recommendation to system designers is to use participatory
approaches that involve stakeholders in the design process, including
focus groups and iterative design approaches that elicit user needs and
interest during the design process.

8.2.2

Design guidelines for representing model uncertainty

Based on a comparative study using an intuitive, a detailed and compact
representation of uncertainty, we gained insight into the drawbacks and benefits
of different representation types for model uncertainty. Such comparisons were
conducted in the finance domain in Chapter 4 and the job recommendations
domain in Chapter 5. Results of both studies highlight the trade-offs between
the different approaches: intuitive visualisations were preferred in both case
studies by end-users, but detailed representations were indicated to provide
richer insights. In the study presented in Chapter 4, participants were more
accurate with the detailed representation for difficult tasks.
In Chapter 4, we also evaluated the use of a compact visualisation that uses
probability distribution functions as also used by Ibrekk and Morgan [137] and
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Kay et al. [154]. This visualisation provides focused insight into a particular
factor, showing its spread and uncertainty. Although the visualisation was well
received by participants and can provide detailed insight towards explaining
uncertainty, participants were less accurate and efficient using this visualisation
and were not sure when asked about their trust or confidence. Further research
is required about the effects of a compact visualisation in the decision making
for VA applications.
Design guidelines:
• Our recommendation to system designers is to consider the difficulty level
of the tasks that need to be supported, and in light of this difficulty level
decide on the type of uncertainty representation that is most suitable.
• Our recommendation to system designers is to use simple and intuitive
visualisation over detailed visualisations when they can sufficiently support
end-users with their goals.

8.2.3

Design guidelines for interacting with uncertainty

The role of interaction was highlighted in the systematic review presented in
Chapter 2. In Chapter 5, we explored how job mediators can use different
interactive visualisations to present the outcomes of a prediction model in a
conversation with a job seeker. Results of this chapter indicate that interaction
plays a crucial role to support this conversation, as presenting the outcomes of a
prediction model without customisation is, in some cases not appropriate. Job
mediators indicated that supporting non-actionable insights may demotivate
job seekers, whereas sometimes such parameters are needed to confront the job
seeker.
Also, in Chapter 6, interaction plays a crucial role to support user empowerment
of job seekers. Instead of showing the default top-N recommendations, we
designed a dashboard that shows a much broader range of job vacancies. A
diverse set of filters supports exploration, aimed to give job seekers full control
over the data flow of information. Two types of filters are supported in this
dashboard to control the dashboard: checkboxes filter out vacancies, whereas
stars are used to move data elements to the front of the table.
Shneiderman’s information-seeking mantra [283] is also applied in this design
to provide a meaningful overview to job seekers: dots are used to represent the
gap between mastered and required competencies in an overview visualisation
that fits the screen. Job seekers can, in a second step, expand the table and see
the details of the competencies that are needed for job vacancies. The UpSet
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technique [182] was used to show an overview of the competence gap of job
seekers, together with labour market-related information. We evaluated the
technique with a very diverse user group, and in general, it was well-received.
Also, in other work, this technique has been shown to work well for a general
audience [54].
Design guidelines:
• Our recommendation to system designers is to differentiate between
actionable and non-actionable parameters of a prediction model, and
to use interaction techniques to enable end-users to show or hide these
parameters in a conversation.
• Our recommendation to system designers is to use a variety of interaction
techniques to support user control over the flow of data. Standard filter
options may be good for non-expert users, combined with more advanced
options for more powerful exploration for tech-savvy users.
• Our recommendation to system designers is to adopt Shneiderman’s
information seeking mantra to design visualisation that can provide insight
without exposing details, and then use interaction to enable end-users to
see the details. The Upset visualisation technique [182] may provide an
interesting starting point, as it represents data in a simple table that is
easy to interpret, augmented with a bar chart to display the number of
elements in columns and rows to show additional insights into the data.

8.2.4

Design guidelines for different algorithmic foundations

In this dissertation, we have researched the use explanation interfaces for
both prediction models and recommendation techniques. Chapter 1, Chapter 3,
Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 present representations of the uncertainty of
prediction models, whereas Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 represent the uncertainty of
recommendation techniques. In Chapter 6, a knowledge-based recommendation
techniques is explained. Chapter 7 relies on a content-based recommendation
technique.
Results of Chapter 3 indicate that representing the quality of a prediction
model without explaining the reasoning of a model leads to trust issues and can
hurt the adoption and demotivate user from using systems that use prediction
models. In Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, we therefore researched the
explanation of models, albeit mostly simple models such as linear regression.
Explanations have shown to better support users in decision making, as well as
increase their confidence and trust.
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In recent years, many researchers have highlighted the importance of human
factors in research on recommender systems, stressing the fact that the
effectiveness of recommendations goes beyond the accuracy of recommender
techniques [222, 125, 122]. In this dissertation, we contribute to this
body of research by designing an interface for explaining knowledge-based
recommendations. We present the design of a dashboard that explains the
typical matching score of recommendations with a dots graph that represent the
competency gap of a job seeker. The contribution of this work is that it has been
designed and evaluated in an elaborated user-centred design process, involving
both job seekers and job mediators, and evaluated with a heterogeneous group
of job seekers.
The other chapters mostly focus on explaining the results of a linear regression
prediction model. Evaluation results of Chapter 4 and 5 indicate that an
intuitive representation may be preferred. For complex analyses and insight,
more detailed representations are needed. The contribution of this work is
again mostly situated in the user-centred design process, and evaluation with
end-users to gain insight into the utility of different visualisation and interaction
techniques to explain the uncertainty of different models.
Design guidelines:
• Our recommendation is to use interaction techniques, in combination with
explanations of models, to give end-users insight into the uncertainty of a
model. Indicators of the quality of a model without explaining the model
or the indicator can be detrimental to support user trust in a model.
• Our recommendation to system designers is to follow user-centred design
approaches that involve different stakeholders in the design of explanations
of recommendation and prediction models, to elaborate designs that meet
the needs and requirements of these stakeholders.

8.2.5

Design guidelines for decision making under uncertainty
using AR

In Chapter 7, we have researched the use of AR to support decision making
in in-situ contexts. We compared four different layouts: a pie layout, a list
layout, a grid layout and a stack layout. We also compared these layouts on
two different AR devices: smartphones and the Microsoft HoloLens.
The stack layout performed better with HMD devices such as the Microsoft
HoloLens. Due to the limited field of view, such a layout makes better use of
the physical space, although at the cost of some usability affordances. Similar
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to work of Chen and Tsoi [59], we found that the grid and pie layouts perform
better than the other layouts for handheld devices, allowing participants to
explore more products with more confidence, enjoyability and less effort.
Design guidelines:
• We recommend system designers to make use of a stack layout for AR
experiences that use HMD devices, such as the Microsoft HoloLens.
• We recommend system designers to make use of grid or pie layouts for
AR experiences that use handhelds, such as the smartphones.

8.3

Critical reflections and opportunities for future
research

This section highlights critical reflections as well as limitations of this work. In
addition, we highlight interesting opportunities for future research.

8.3.1

Uncertainty representation

The representation of uncertainty has been researched in this dissertation, as
well as trade-offs between different design choices. Although interesting results
have been obtained, this research is only scratching the surface of representing
model uncertainty for non-expert users. In our work, we have represented the
prediction outcomes of linear regression and clustering models. Future research
should expand the approach to cover a wider range of prediction models, and
research the design choices and trade-offs for different prediction models and
recommendations.
Moreover, most of the work in this dissertation is focused on model uncertainty.
The representation of data uncertainty and how such data uncertainty propagates
into model uncertainty should be researched with non-expert users to obtain
a more comprehensive view of the impact of uncertainty on decision making.
An interesting future line of research is to quantify the different types of data
and model uncertainties in a more systematic way, and to research the design
of uncertainty representations at the data level, at model level and at their
intersection. The role of interaction also needs to be further researched to better
understand how end-users make sense of the different types of uncertainties,
and how such insights influence decision making. Whereas such research has
been conducted in the VA community for expert users in data processing [264],
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there is still a gap to research how visualisation of uncertainty can support
decision making of non-expert users in day-to-day applications.

8.3.2

Methodology

In this work, we rely on a design-based research methodology that involves
different end-users in the design and evaluation of research prototypes in realistic
settings, and as a result, delivers results strongly linked to these settings. It
would be interesting to replicate the design of model uncertainty in different
domains to generalise the results. For the research presented in Chapter 3, we
replicated the design in two dashboards for study advisers and were able to
generalise some of the observations in the two contexts.
Future research will replicate the research on representing the uncertainty
of stock price predictions presented in Chapter 4 on top of Twitter data to
represent the quality of life in different cities, also based on data obtained
from Twitter. The objective of this second study is to generalise the findings
concerning intuitive, detailed and compact representations to support effective
and efficient decision making, as well as to research the role of uncertainty
representation on user trust and confidence.
The replication of such a study is interesting to address two limitations of
Chapter 4: first, it would be interesting to generalise the findings that were
obtained in this study. Second, as this study was conducted on AMT, it
would be interesting to replicate the study in a realistic setting. Previous work
has shown the suitability of AMT for conducting studies in the visualisation
domain [123, 339]. Even though our interface was simple, guiding the users with
questions to facilitate evaluation, results should be interpreted with care, as
studies were unsupervised. Also, while we were able to identify the benefits and
challenges of the visualisations, the effect sizes are relatively small. Future work
will investigate further the perceived uncertainty and examine performance in a
purely exploratory environment. We will also investigate whether the findings
can be extended to other domains, as indicated above.

8.3.3

Personal and situational characteristics

We observed in our work that the use of the dashboards depends strongly on
personal and situational characteristics. Personal characteristics were researched
in Chapter 6. Results indicate that the interaction patterns of job seekers with
more technical skills are significantly different from interaction patterns of other
groups, and particularly the group of non-native speakers. This group did
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not interact much with more advanced visualisation components: users mostly
explored the simpler map component. Also, in Chapter 5, differences of personal
characteristics of job seekers and their context are highlighted by job mediators,
as well as the need to further simplify the design for particular user groups.
Although we were able to evaluate our dashboard with a very heterogeneous
user group in Chapter 6, the other chapters lack an in-depth analysis of personal
characteristics and their impact on the user perception and user interaction
with uncertainty representations. An exciting future line of research is to model
different personal characteristics that have been shown to influence decision
making in the different application domains and to research to what extent
the representations support decision making under uncertainty for users with
different personal characteristics. This line of research has been researched
more extensively in the domain of explanation interfaces for recommender
systems [208]. An exciting future line of research would be to research
more systematically the effect of personal characteristics in visual analytics
applications and to tailor design choices to individual differences. As in the
work of Millecamp et al. [208], the use of eye-tracking also offers an exciting
approach to better understand how different users interact with visualisations
and how different representations may affect their decision making.

8.3.4

Ethical Concerns

In this work, we have introduced several case studies in different domains,
each resulting in a visual interface to either support recommender systems or
prediction models. The design, evaluation, and actual use of such interfaces
touch upon ethical issues, which are often domain-specific. Depending on the
domain, the ethical issues might be considered more high-stakes, especially if
they touch upon key decisions in the personal life or when predictions include
personal characteristics or socio-economic information. Ethical concerns have
been getting more attention in the past years. The European General Data
Protection Regulation ( GDPR ) has not only provided a legal framework around
automatic decision-making and profiling, but has also increased awareness
around ethics. Of particular importance for this work is article 22 around
Automated individual decision-making, including profiling1 .
Usually, the inferences made by an algorithm, such as predictions or
recommendations, leave questions about the accuracy or potential for error [72].
On this subject, designers should take serious considerations when designing
on top of an algorithm. When possible, designers should leave ethical matters
to users, and when this is not possible, the ethical assumptions should at
1 https://gdpr-info.eu/art-22-gdpr/
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least be transparent and easy to distinguish [166]. Our work attempts to
address ethical concerns by increasing the transparency of recommendation
and prediction algorithms and by supporting human involvement [73]. We
aim to support dialogue in human involvement by explaining the “black-box”
and giving control over recommendations and predictions to both mediators
and users. When recommendations and predictions are used in case studies
with higher ethical sensitivity, this work rather develops visual interfacing
supporting well-trained mediators. In the case studies handling prediction
algorithms of study success (Chapter 3), these mediators are the student
advisers. In the case studies handling job recommendations (Chapters 5),
these mediators are the job mediators. Such human mediation, when performed
by well-trained professionals, supports the ethical use of automated predictions
and recommendations generated. According to the GDPR regulation, every
person subject to profiling resulting from automatic processing has the right for
human mediation2 .
We strive for transparency by leveraging data visualisation to reveal the workings
of an algorithm. However, there is still much work to be done to understand
the dimensions for algorithmic transparency and how to make machine learning
and software engineering sensitive to, and effective in, addressing these issues.

8.3.5

Augmented Reality (AR)

In this dissertation, we have also researched the use of AR and the affordances
that such technology provides in decision making contexts. Chapter 7 presented
the design and evaluation of PHARA, and compares four different layouts with
two AR devices: the Microsoft HoloLens and a Smartphone.
Although PHARA was well received and is the basis for new research projects
in the context of personalised food choices and connected health, the study that
was conducted in this dissertation is only a first attempt to evaluate how we
can use AR technology in this context and first design guidelines on the use of
different layouts. As we conducted our study in a lab setting, a first next step
is to evaluate the approach in a real grocery store setting. In such a setting, it
would be interesting to evaluate how decision making is affected when end-users
are presented with outcomes of prediction models and recommendations. Also,
there is a need to research how the design implications can be generalised to
other domains.
2 (https://gdpr-info.eu/recitals/no-71/)
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Final reflections

This dissertation has presented the results of various case studies that investigate
the representation of uncertainty to support decision making. We have presented
the design and evaluation of different tools in five different application domains.
Also, we have presented particular design guidelines, and lessons learnt from
these specific domains. In this work, we focused mainly on prediction and
recommendation systems as they are omnipresent in our daily lives.
Visualisation is a powerful technique; there are many precedents in the literature
of how information visualisation can aid with the understanding of complex
data. This dissertation highlights the added value of visualisation for decision
making under uncertainty. Most of the time, communication of uncertainty is
a challenging task for system designers, but we hope that our contributions
might help to raise awareness on its importance, particularly for non-expert
users in their everyday decision making. So far, we have only scratched the
surface of this problem, but we hope to inspire designers and researchers to
explore further the benefits and challenges of uncertainty communication.
Moreover, we were able to work with different application domains and
technologies (mobile applications, dashboards, AR headsets) which allowed
us to explore how uncertainty is communicated and how it can be potentially
used in different approaches to assist end-users in their decision making. Here
AR is one of the most promising approaches to investigate further as we only
provided a first attempt to explore how we can use AR technology in this
context, next steps include exploration of different visualisation and interaction
techniques.
Also, we observed how the perception of uncertainty has a significant effect
on trust and acceptability. We believe that users should have the “right to
explanation” of all decisions made or supported by intelligent algorithms. This
is an opportunity for designers to reflect on the algorithms used in decision
making systems and consider giving more transparency and control, to help
users to understand their data rather than just presenting data estimations
without explanation.
More comprehensive adoption of evaluation methods and consideration of
uncertainty in the feedback loop of decision support systems is becoming
increasingly important. As recommendations and predictions are becoming an
inherent part of our daily lives, we need to find techniques to communicate
the uncertainty in their approximations more effectively. Rather than just
covering up errors in a “black-box”, we should consider embracing errors and
fully integrate their representation into the design of our applications.
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